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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Thiss dissertation addresses two general objectives. First, to develop a general model of 

small-scalee business success, which should coherently relate to the empirical literature. 

Second,, some hypotheses were tested using data of a longitudinal study. Thus, the dissertation 

triess to identify key variables that make success of small-scale enterprises likely. 

Chapterr 2 starts to develop the Giessen-Amsterdam model of small business owner's 

successs and it provides a detailed review of the literature on small-scale enterprises. The 

revieww identified five broad areas most frequently studied in entrepreneurship research-

businesss owner's personality, human capital, goals, strategies, and environmental conditions. 

Thee model presented in Figure 1.1 shows how these areas are inter-related. Some of these 

arrowss have clearly controversial implications. For example, there are no direct arrows from 

personalityy or human capital to business success although such relationships have often been 

studied.. The reason is that it is assumed that there is no success without actions. Actions are 

mainlymainly determined by goals and strategies. However, goals and strategies may turn out to be 

wrongg or miss-placed in a certain environment. For that reason, the environment moderates 

thee effect of goals and strategies. Thus, all the influence of personality and human capital on 

successs are mediated by goals and strategies and moderated by the environment. 
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Figuree 1.1: "The Giessen-Amsterdam Model" of small business owners' success 
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Thee model is inter-disciplinary as it integrates approaches of various disciplines, such as 

economics,, sociology, and psychology. Similarly, variables and operationalizations used in 

thiss dissertation reflect the customs in entrepreneurship research rather than focusing on 

purelyy psychological constructs. For example, the concept of human-capital was studied 

insteadd of measuring skills and knowledge of business owners. One reason is that our 

knowledgee about small businesses can not be obtained by focusing on criteria of one single 

discipline,, such as psychology (Cunningham & Lischeron, 1991). A second reason for using 

conceptss common in entrepreneurship research is that I wanted to make policy implications 

possiblee and this was easier when using a terminology common to professionals in this field. 

Inn this dissertation, the theoretical assumptions of the Giessen-Amsterdam model of 

smalll  business owner's success were tested empirically. Accordingly, I analyzed the 

relationshipss of business success with personality characteristics, human capital, planning, 

humann resource management, and environmental conditions. 

Thee relationship between personality characteristics of small-scale business owners and 

successs have been frequently studied (see Chapter 2; Rauch & Frese, 2000). While some 

personalityy characteristics are related to business success (Rauch & Frese, 2000), the 

interpretationn of these findings is discussed highly controversial. Gartner (1985) argued that 
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thee diversity among entrepreneurs is much larger than differences between entrepreneurs and 

non-entrepreneurs.. Since there is no average entrepreneur any personality description is 

questionablee and therefore, one should stop looking for personality variable of successful 

businesss owners. On the other hand, both approaches- the personality proponents and their 

critics-- can be criticized because they have overlooked the significant advances that have been 

madee in personality research during the last 20 years. Theoretically, one can not expect strong 

mainn effects for several reasons. First, a general trait can predict behavior only through certain 

mediatingg processes (Epstein & O'Brian, 1985). Second, prediction of personality measures is 

muchh higher when using specific person measures rather than broad trait measures (Fishbein 

&&  Aizen, 1975). Third, the impact of personality can vary depending on situational conditions 

(Magnussonn & Endler, 1977; Michel, 1968). In Chapter 3 these arguments were addressed by 

analyzingg personality characteristics of business owners that are theoretically related to the 

domainn of entrepreneurship. Moreover, strategic process characteristics (planing) were 

includedd in the analysis to explain, through which mediating processes owners' personality 

relatess to success. 

AA second major area of empirical analyses of this dissertation was business owners' 

planningg and its effect on success. A large part of teaching and research in entrepreneurship is 

takingg it for granted that planning is important for small firms' performance (e.g. Ryans, 

1997).. This premise sounds reasonable because planning enhances decision making, for 

examplee by formulating targets explicitly, by gathering information systematically, by 

anticipatingg fluctuations in sales and customer demands, and by exploring alternative ways of 

action.. However, planning has disadvantages as well. Planning is an investment in terms of 

timee and money. Moreover, by planning one is focusing attention on formal and rigid action 

plans,, targets, and information gathering when flexible and creative actions are more 

appropriate.. Therefore, planning in small-scale enterprises has advantages and disadvantages. 

Consequently,, empirical studies did not lead to consistent results. While some studies found 

positivee correlations between small business planning and success, there have been 

contradictingg results as well (Rauch & Frese, 2000). In a meta-analysis, Schwenk and Shrader 

(1993)) reported a small, positive relationship between planning and success and concluded 

thatt other variables might moderate the planning-success relationship. One objective of the 

empiricall  part of this dissertation is to explore the moderator effect of environmental 

conditionss on the planning-success relationship. In Chapter 3,1 look at the cultural 

environmentt and find that the relationship between planning and success is dependent on the 

culturall  context. Chapter 4 presents analyses of the effect of the specific perceived business 
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environmentt of small businesses on the planning success relationship using data from a 

longitudinall  study. 

Thee dissertation further analyses effects of human capital of small business owners on 

successs (Chapter 5). Human capital of business owners consists of knowledge and skills of 

businesss owners that help in the task to run a business and to learn more about it. While the 

positivee function of human capital is empirically supported (see reviews by Cooper & 

Gimeno-Gascon,, 1992; Rauch & Frese, 2000), studies hardly address the mechanisms 

(mediators)) and contingencies (moderators) of the effect of human capital on success. To 

establishh a full theory of human capital it is also theoretically important to answer the 

questionn in which way human capital leads to success. One assumption is that human capital 

helpss business founders to be more efficient in organizing and managing production processes 

orr in attracting customers and new capital of potential investors, which results in higher 

profitss (Bruederl, Preisendoerfer, and Ziegler, 1992). Therefore, one goal of Chapter 5 was to 

lookk at the processes by which human capital is functioning. An additional issue was to look 

att moderators. By analyzing seven studies quantitatively, Rauch & Frese (2000) found an 

averagee correlation between human capital and small business success of .09; this coefficient 

wass small and significant indicating, however, that there may be moderators that influence 

humann capital's function for business success. Therefore, a second goal of Chapter 5 was to 

analyzee under which circumstances the human capital-success relationship holds. 

Thee important role of small-scale enterprises for employment growth is widely 

recognizedd (Drucker, 1985) and empirically well established (Birch, 1987; Mulhern, 1995). 

Surprisinglyy personnel management of small businesses is widely ignored in popular 

textbookss as well as in empirical research. However, employee effectiveness might be even 

moree important in small enterprises compared to bigger companies. A weakness of small 

enterprisess is their low labor productivity combined with lower than average wages (Mulhern, 

1995).. Moreover, task differentiation is low in small-scale enterprises and employees have to 

workk in various areas. Improving company's effectiveness trough rationalization is hardly 

possiblee because of weak financial resources and a limited number of employees. 

Consequently,, an optimal utilization of employee's knowledge, capacities, and motivation is 

essentiall  for small-scale business success. On the other hand, investing in personnel 

managementt costs time and/or money and these costs might neutralize the positive effects of 

personnell  management. Human resource management is a useful concept to analyze 

personnell  issues in small-scale enterprises because human resource management involves 

practicess that ensure that employee's collective knowledge, skills, and abilities contribute to 
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businesss outcomes (Huselid, Jackson, & Schuier, 1997). The literature on larger companies 

suggestss that there is a positive relationship between human resource management and 

successs (Arthurl994; Huselid, 1995). While human resource management is concerned with 

developingg skills and knowledge in a firm there is, of course, already a certain amount of 

humann resources in each firm consisting of human capital of employees and of the owner. An 

objectivee of analyses presented in Chapter 6 was to test the effects of human resources 

managementt and human capital on business success. In Chapter 7 the overall results of this 

dissertationn will be summarized and discussed. 

Thee dissertation is based on my core articles published, in press or submitted during my 

workk at the University of Amsterdam. Other publications that we prepared and published 

priorr or during my dissertation, which are not used in this book are Rauch, 1998a; Rauch 

1998b;; Utsch, Rauch, Rothfuss & Frese, 1999; Utsch & Rauch, 2000. 
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Chapterr 2 

Psychologicall  Approaches to Entrepreneurial Success: A General Model and an 

Overvieww of Findings1 

Smalll  and medium sized enterprises are important for today's economy. They have 

becomee major agents of economic growth and employment (ECSB Newsletter, 1997). 

Druckerr (1985) described this as a shift from a managerial to an entrepreneurial economy. 

Aboutt 99% of the European companies are small or medium sized and they provide 66% of 

thee working places (ECSB Newsletter, 1997). Twenty-five years ago, entrepreneurship 

researchh was still in its infancy. The number of small-scale enterprises decreased until 1979 

(Bruederl,, Preisendoerfer & Ziegler, 1992) and consequently, research focused on bigger 

companies.. Since 1979 the founding rate of small and medium sized enterprises has grown 

andd particularly the number of smaller firms has increased disproportionally. At the same 

time,, there has been an increase in research in this area (Low & McMillan 1988). 

Althoughh there are some good reviews on psychological entrepreneurship research (cf. 

Chell,, Haworth, & Brearly, 1991; Cooper & Gimeno-Gascon, 1992; Furnham, 1992), our 

approachh is different. First, we are looking at a much larger data base; we do not just 

concentratee on one area (e.g. personality), but include all variables of psychological 

importance.. Second, we start out with a general model of entrepreneurial success and attempt 

too coherently relate it to what we have found in the literature. Third, our contribution is a start 

inn the direction of a quantitative review. Unfortunately, it is not possible to do a proper meta-

analysiss in this area (and with the exception of Schwenk and Shrader, 1993, it has never been 

donee so far), because there are too few studies and the quality of the studies often is 

insufficientt (e.g., standard deviations, exact t- or F-value, or exact correlations are often not 

reported).. However, we think it is time to get away from purely verbal reviews and at least to 

startt with a quantitative approach in this area. Fourth, this review is about a psychological 

approachh to entrepreneurship research. This approach is clearly controversial in the general 

entrepreneurshipp literature and, therefore, it is necessary to show that this approach is useful; 

wee hope that the reader wil l be convinced of the importance of such an approach after looking 

att the evidence without biases. Finally, our conclusions should point out the areas that still 

11 This chapter is based on: Rauch, A. & F Frese, M. (2000). Psychological approaches to entrepreneurial success: 

AA general model and an overview of findings. In C. L. Cooper & I. T. Robertson (Eds.), International review of 

industriall  and organizational psychology: Vol. 15 (pp. 101-141). West Sussex: Wiley. 
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demandd further research and the methodological approaches that should be favored in future 

entrepreneurshipp research. 

Entrepreneurshipp research concentrates on small firms. Compared to bigger companies, 

small-scalee enterprises have their specific strengths and weaknesses. Over the last decade, 

enterprisess with less than 10 employees provided more new jobs than bigger companies 

(Mulhern,, 1995). On the other hand, small-scale enterprises do not only add jobs faster than 

biggerr companies but they also eliminate them faster because of a higher failure rate (Ripsas, 

1998).. However, small enterprises contribute to a high extent to a net growth in jobs both in 

thee developed as well as in the developing countries (Birch, 1987; Bruederl et al. 1992, Mead 

&&  Liedholm, 1998). Compared to bigger companies, small-scale firms are more flexible, they 

actt more quickly, they adapt more easily to changing market conditions, they are more 

innovativee and have a closer understanding with their customers. On the other hand, small-

scalee enterprises often have a weak financial basis, lower-than-average wages, lower labor 

productivity,, lack of strategic marketing approaches, less international orientation and are 

restrictedd to operate in highly segmented markets (Mulhern, 1995). Whereas these 

weaknessess occur in most industries, there are spectacular counter examples, in which small 

andd medium sized firms actually achieve 100% of a niche world market (e.g., in the 

productionn of theatre curtains, cf. Simon, 1996). 

Inn summary, research on small-scale enterprises had been an almost neglected field in 

organizationn research. The field can be described as young, at a formative stage and still in its 

infancyy (Cunningham & Lischeron, 1991). It is multi- disciplinary as various approaches 

(e.g.,, psychology, sociology, economics, management, anthropology, and regional sciences) 

providee different insights to entrepreneurship. For psychologists it provides an interesting area 

inn which individual psychology of the owner/ manager mesh with organizational conditions 

andd which allows to study predictors and effects of economic success. Thus, the field of 

entrepreneurshipp is a challenging area for academic research. 

Unfortunately,, it is a difficult field to get a complete overview on. Relevant literature in 

thiss area is distributed in many outlets and can be found in diverse journals such as the 

Journall  of Applied Psychology, Academy of Management Journal and Review, 

Administrativee Science Quarterly, Journal of Small Business Management, Journal of 

Businesss Venturing, Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, Journal of Management, Small 

Businesss Economics, World Development, Strategic Management Journal, Organization 

Studies,, and there are many articles in conference procedures as Frontiers of Entrepreneurship 

Research,, International Council of Small Business Conference Proceedings, and Academy of 
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Managementt Conference Proceedings. Our search has been guided by looking into PsychLit, 

SCC1,, and EconLit. Unfortunately, not all psychological articles in this area are referenced in 

thesee data bases, which makes it well possible that there are contributions to the field that we 

havee overlooked. 

1.. A General Model of Entrepreneurial Success 

Figuree 1 presents the general model that is the starting point of our review (the Giessen-

Amsterdamm model of entrepreneurial success). It is interdisciplinary taking into consideration 

mostt areas that have been studied in entrepreneurship research. As such, it helps us to 

organizee this chapter as we wil l describe the literature referring to every single box. However, 

lookingg at the arrows one can see that it is a model that clearly has controversial implications. 

Forr example, there are no direct arrows from personality, human capital, or environment to 

successs although such relationships have often been studied. The reasoning behind is rather 

simple:: We assume that there is no success without actions. Actions are mainly determined by 

goalss and by strategies. Thus, the concept of action is central to this model and the strategies 

andd tactics of actions is the bottleneck through which all entrepreneurial success is or is not 

accomplished.. All strategies and tactics are goal oriented and therefore, all entrepreneurial 

successs has to start to look at these variables (obviously, most studies do not do that and 

therefore,, show less power to predict success than is possible). Of course, both goals and 

strategiess may turn out to be wrong, inefficient, or misplaced in a certain environment. 

Consequently,, prior success and failure have an effect on modifying goals and strategies. 

However,, we think that the market is made up of actors who have goals, at least rudimentary 

strategies,, and ideas about how to proceed with their business. For this reason, all of the 

influencess of personality, human capital, and environment on success have to be mediated by 

strategiess and tactics of actions. This concept differs strongly from the theoretical stance of 

thee ecological approach which assumes that essentially a random process of actions is shaped 

andd selected by the environment, including the function of the environment to produce certain 

failuree and success rates. We shall discuss this theory in more detail in the section about 

environment. . 

Ourr point of view wil l be taken up again in the conclusions at the end of this chapter. At 

thee moment, the Giessen-Amsterdam model of entrepreneurial success wil l be used simply as 

aa convenient way of guiding the subchapters of this article. In principle the Giessen-

Amsterdamm model can be used on different levels of analysis - the organizational level and 

thee individual level of the firm owner. The level of analysis issue (cf. Klein & Sorra, 1996) 
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hass a slightly different function in the area of entrepreneurship because company size 

determiness which level is the adequate one. In large companies, the right level of analysis of 

variabless that determine organizational success is the organizational level (an owner may have 

veryy different ideas of where this company should go than it actually does); in small firms, the 

firmfirm owner is typically the source of action of his firm. When there are only four or five 

employeess in a firm, the owner usually has a much stronger impact on company policy, 

companyy culture and the company's actions than in larger firms. Thus, the potential 

differencess between individual and organizational level variables are larger in bigger 

organizationss and become increasingly smaller in small organizations. Consequently, an 

individuall  level of analysis - using personality, human capital, goals, strategies and 

environmentt of the individual owner - can be used profitably to study success in these firms 

(Frese,, van Gelderen & Ombach, 1998). In middle-sized companies, the level of analysis 

issuee is of major importance and it really needs to be empirically determined to which extent 

dataa from the owner/manager are useful predictors of success or not. 

Figuree 1: "The Giessen-Amsterdam Model" of small business owners' success 
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2.. Definition issues: Entrepreneurs, business owners and other concepts. 

Ass in any new field, there is no agreed upon definition of entrepreneurship, 

entrepreneurs,, business owners, etc. (Cunningham & Lischeron, 1991, Gartner, 1985). 

Furthermore,, founders and owner/managers constitute a highly heterogeneous group that 

defiess a common definition (Gartner, 1985). 

Thee focus of this review is on small-scale enterprises, and on the founders and the 

ownerss of these firms. Some authors differentiate between entrepreneurs, small business 

owners,, founders, and chief-executive-officers (CEOs). Carland, Hoy, Boulton, and Carland 

(1984)) distinguished entrepreneurs from small business owners. An entrepreneur is 

innovative,, employs strategic management practices, and manages his business for the 

purposee of profit and growth (p. 358). A business owner establishes the enterprise to follow 

personall  goals. Focusing on innovative behavior, this definition follows Schumpeter (1935) 

whoo emphasized the creative activities of the innovator. Other researchers consider risk-

bearingg as the keys factor in entrepreneurship (Mill , 1984; Palmer, 1971; Liles, 1974). 

However,, if one restricts the concept of entrepreneur to innovative behavior (or risk 

taking),, one needs a clear definition of innovation. Since innovation research is also an area 

withh vague boundaries and difficult conceptual arguments (cf. West & Farr, 1990), one does 

nott really gain a lot conceptual clarity with Carland et al.'s approach (Gartner, 88, p.60). 

Moreover,, it restricts the definition to a very small group of people (e.g., is Bil l Gates an 

innovatorr or is it only the person who developed the first direct manipulation approach in 

software?). . 

Forr all of the definition problems, we agree with Gartner (1988) who used a descriptive 

andd behavioral definition: "Entrepreneurship is the creation of new organizations" (p. 62). 

Thus,, entrepreneurs are the founders of new firms. This definition may again be too restrictive 

becausee it implies that once the company is established entrepreneurship ends. Therefore, 

founding,, owning, and managing a firm are the important aspects of entrepreneurship. This 

comess close to Hisrich's (1990) definition of entrepreneurship: "Entrepreneurship is the 

processs of creating something different with value by devoting the necessary time and effort, 

assumingg the accompanying financial, psychic, and social risks, and receiving the resulting 

rewardss of monetary and personal satisfaction" (p. 209). In contrast to Hisrich, one can argue 

thatt numerous non-profit organizations are created by entrepreneurs as well. 

Oftenn articles do not clearly describe their samples and even combine different groups 

intoo one sample without differentiating them. Consequently, it is difficult to compare results 
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off  different studies. Research projects should carefully select the sample appropriate to 

answerr their research question. The following groups can be differentiated: 

1)) Entrepreneurs are founders, owners, and managers of organizations. Thus, to be simply an 

owner/managerr is not enough to be included in this group (e.g., after having taken over the 

businesss from one's parents). 

2)2) Managers may be entrepreneurial to a certain extent but they typically work with other 

people'ss money and not with their own. Thus, they can leave the organization and 

organizationall  death does not have the same implications for them as it has for entrepreneurs. 

However,, there is a discussion about corporate entrepreneurship in existing organizations 

lookingg at managers from an entrepreneurial point of view (cf. Hisrich 1990). 

3)3) Size matters and should be taken into consideration. Firm owners without any employees 

aree in a very different psychological situation than owners who employ at least one person. 

Closingg down obviously is much more difficult if one has to fire employees than if one just 

packss up and takes a job somewhere else. One should have at least one employee to be 

includedd in the group of entrepreneurs. Size also matters in other ways: Is the organization 

stilll  easy to lead and with only a few employees (e.g. up to 10), the psychological 

prerequisitess are different than if one has to deal with a small-scale firm up to 50 employees 

(1-500 employees constitutes the European Union definition of small-scale firms). More 

delegationn and management is needed in a firm above 10 employees. Starting with 50 

employees,, we should talk about mid-size firms. 

4)) Finally, one needs to differentiate between studies which are based on representative 

sampless of small-scale enterprises and those with selected business samples, for example high 

techh firms, innovative firms, fast growing firms. 

33 Characteristics of the entrepreneur 

Theree are several approaches in describing the entrepreneur: trait, motivational, human 

capital,, and typological approaches. Early approaches typically focused on personality 

characteristicss of the entrepreneur. It is necessary to separate two issues in the following 

discussion:: The emergence and the success of entrepreneurs. There should be different 

processess by which a person decides to become an entrepreneur and by which a person 

achievess entrepreneurial success (Utsch, Rauch, Rothfuss & Frese, 1999). It makes sense that 

personalityy characteristics may be more important for the decision to become a founder than 

forr success (Begley & Boyd, 1987; Heron & Robinson, 1983). Leadership research has shown 

thatt leadership emergence is greatly affected by personality traits (Lord, De Vader & Alliger, 
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1986)) while leadership success is less clearly related to personality factors (Landy, 1989). 

Thus,, in the following, we shall differentiate between emergence of entrepreneurship and 

successs of small-scale enterprises even though this differentiation is not always made in the 

literaturee our review is based on. 

3.11 Personality and emergence of entrepreneurship 

Studiess on the emergence of entrepreneurship often study differences in personality 

characteristicss between entrepreneurs and other populations, in particular managers. 

McClelland'ss (1961) early work on need for achievement initiated many studies on 

characteristicss of the entrepreneur. A high need for achievement leads to preference for 

challengingg tasks of moderate difficulty rather than routine or very difficult tasks, to take 

personall  responsibility for one's performance, to seek feedback on performance, and to look 

forr new and better ways to improve one's performance. As described in the introduction, we 

wouldd like to provide a first quantitative review even though the literature does not really 

alloww a proper meta-analysis. Whenever there were a minimum of five studies providing the 

necessaryy data, the results are presented quantitatively. In entrepreneurship research both 

independentt and dependent variables are often operationalized in very different ways; 

therefore,, such a quantitative review always carries the risk of comparing apples and oranges. 

However,, it still gives the reader additional information that cannot be obtained from a purely 

verball  review. Table 1 presents a quantitative comparison of business owners with other 

groups,, mostly managers. We converted all data into one correlation. A high correlation 

indicatess a close relationship between entrepreneurs' personality characteristics and being an 

entrepreneur. . 

Tablee 1 

Needd for achievement of business owners compared to other samples. 

Studyy N r comments 

Begeleyy & Boyed, 1987 

Cromiee & Johns, 1983 

Utsch,, Rauch, Rothfuss 

&&  Frese, 1999 

Bonnettt & Furnham, 1991 

Green,, David & Dent, 1996 

Weightedd mean correlation 

Note.. *P<.05. **p<.01. 

239 9 

83 3 

177 7 

190 0 

207 7 

896 6 

.15* * 

.01 1 

.50** * 

.09 9 

22** * 

2]* * * 

Founderss vs. non-founders 

Entrepreneurss versus managers 

Businesss owners vs. 

managers s 

Founderss vs. non-founders 

Entrepreneurss vs. managers 
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Tablee one indicates that three of the five studies reviewed found entrepreneurs to be 

significantlyy higher in need for achievement than the comparison group. Two studies reported 

non-significantt results. The weighted mean correlation is positive and significant. Thus, there 

iss empirical support that entrepreneurs are higher in need for achievement than other 

populations.. McCelland's need for achievement theory was widely criticized, most notably his 

usee of the projective Thematic Apperception Test to measure needs because it does not have 

highh reliability. However, its validity is high (Spengler, 1992). Additionally, the theory was 

appliedd to whole countries. But, since the theory focuses on individual motives the theory is 

stronglyy influenced by Western culture and values (Triandis, 1994). 

Locuss of control, a concept from Rotter's (1966) social learning theory, was tested with 

regardd to characteristics of entrepreneurs. People with an internal locus of control belief 

themselvess to be in control of their destiny. People with an external locus of control belief to 

bee controlled by others or chance events. One might expect that business owners have a 

higherr internal locus of control than other populations. However, results are here less 

consistentt than results on need for achievement (Table 2). While Green, David and Dent 

(1996)) reported negative relationships (r=-.05, ns.), Cromie and Johns (1983) found strong 

differencess between entrepreneurs and managers (Table 2). The weighted mean correlation 

indicates,, that there is a small, but positive relationship between internal locus of control and 

beingg an entrepreneur. Given the huge differences in results of different studies, there seems 

too be other variable moderating the relationship between internal locus of control and 

becomingg a small business owner. 

Tablee 2 

Locuss of control of business owners compared to other samples. 

Studyy N r comments 

Begeleyy & Boyed, 1987 

Cromiee & Johns, 1983 

Brockhauss & Nord, 1979 

Bonnettt & Furmham, 1991 

Rahim,, 1996 

Green,, David & Dent, 1996 

Weightedd mean correlation 

Note.. *P<.05. **p<.01. 

239 9 

83 3 

93 3 

190 0 

526 6 

207 7 

1338 8 

.011 Founders vs. non-founders 

.311 **  Entrepreneurs versus managers. 

.022 Entrepreneurs versus moved and promoted 

managers s 

.18**  Rotter's economic locus of control 

.22***  Entrepreneurs vs. managers. 

-.055 Entrepreneurs vs. managers 

13** * 
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Additionall  personality variables have been addressed in various studies. However, they 

doo not allow a quantitative review because they are typically single studies that have not been 

replicated.. Utsch, Rauch, Rothfuss & Frese (1999) found entrepreneurs to be higher in 

innovativeness,, competitive aggressiveness, and autonomy than managers. In Begley and 

Boyd'ss (1987) study, business founders were higher in risk taking and had more tolerance to 

ambiguityy than non-founders. Entrepreneurs were higher on a primacy of business scale 

(Cromiee & Jones, 1983) and on intrinsic work motivation (Green, David & Dent, 1996). In 

contrastt to Green, David and Dent (1996), Bonnett and Furnham (1991) reported that 

entrepreneurss scored higher on Protestant Work Ethic beliefs. 

Businesss owners were frequently compared to managers, because managers are 

consideredd as a hard comparison group. There are good arguments for other contrasts as well. 

Forr example, when studying the emergence of entrepreneurship it is better to select people 

beforee they have become self-employed instead of comparing entrepreneurs and managers. 

Brandstaetterr (1997) compared people interested in starting up their own company, 

entrepreneurss who had taken over a business, entrepreneurs who had set up their own 

business,, and employed managers. The four samples were compared by using a 16PA 

adjectivee rating scale (Brandstaetter, 1988), a measure that is closely related to the 16-

Personality-Factor-Questionnairee (Schneewind, Schroeder & Cattell, 1983). Personality 

characteristicss of founders were similar to those of people who were interested in starting up 

theirr own company. However, founders were more stable and more independent than 

entrepreneurss who had taken over a business were or managers were. While such a design is 

strictlyy speaking not appropriate to detect causal relationships, it provides further insight into 

thee issue of emergence. For example, since people who are interested in founding are quite 

similarr to the founders, one can question the argument that founding an enterprise changes 

one'ss self-interpretation. 

Thee literature about the emergence of entrepreneurship highlights that entrepreneurs are 

differentt from managers and other groups. However, the trait approach was widely criticized 

inn entrepreneurship research because of the greater diversity among entrepreneurs themselves 

thann between entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs. There is no average or typical venture 

creationn (Gartner, 1985, p.697). Gartner recommended a behavioristic approach to new 

venturee creation. It is more important to ask what people do to enable venture creation rather 

thann evaluating traits. 
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Moree recently, researchers developed more sophisticated personality concepts. An 

attitudee approach is concerned with a close match of an attitude and the behavioral 

requirementss to be an entrepreneur (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The Entrepreneurial Attitude 

Scalee (EAO), which consists of achievement, self-esteem, personal control, and innovation is 

aa fairly good instrument to distinguish entrepreneurs from non- entrepreneurs (Robinson, 

Stimpson,, Huefner, & Hunt, 1991). The task motivation theory is an additional example of 

studyingg entrepreneurs' characteristics on a more specific level (Miner, Smith, & Braker, 

1989).. Task motivation is a motivational pattern closely related to achievement motivation 

theory.. The motivational pattern consists of five different roles: self- achievement, avoiding 

risks,, feedback of results, personal innovation, and planning for the future. Task theory 

includess a look at the tasks to be performed, and thus, represents the domain of 

entrepreneurship.. Miner, Smith, and Bracker (1989) as well as Bellu (1988) could 

differentiatee managers from entrepreneurs in their total task motivation, even through the five 

sub-- scales distinguished between entrepreneurs and managers differentially in these two 

studies. . 

Thee trait theory and Gartner's (1988) position actually do not contradict each other; they 

justt focus on different levels of specificity. Gartner recommended to study the entrepreneur 

onn a very specific level of his or her behavior. Personality traits represent broad classes of 

behaviors,, which are indeed weak predictors of specific behavior (Epstein & O'Brian, 1985). 

Taskk theory and attitude approaches are nested between the two positions because they focus 

onn attributes representing classes of behavior without assuming them to be stable and 

situationallyy independent. 

3.22 Personality and success 

Personalityy characteristics of business owners were not only studied with respect to the 

emergencee of entrepreneurship, but also with respect to the entrepreneurial success. A typical 

approachh in this area is to ask business owners to fil l in a general personality questionnaire 

andd then correlate the personality scales with performance measures. Singh (1988) for 

examplee used five questionnaires that measured 29 scales. The author found that 8 personality 

scaless were related positively to growth, three scales were negatively related, and 18 scales 

weree unrelated to growth. A major problem of an approach like this is that the study is purely 

descriptivee and lacks theory. Why should all the sixteen personality factors (16PF) be related 

too small business success? Which factors are of particular importance? Researchers first have 

too identify a range of entrepreneurial characteristics, and then to apply these specific 
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characteristicss to the field (cf. Cromie & Johns, 1983). Timmons, Smollen, and Dingee (1985) 

forr example presented a list of 15 learnable and four not-so-learnable characteristics of 

entrepreneurship.. The most frequently studied personality characteristics were need for 

achievement,, risk-taking, and internal locus of control. 

Needd for achievement 

McClellandd (1961) related the concept of achievement motivation to economic 

developmentt and growth. Frey (1984) supported the result that need for achievement of 

nationss leads to economic development. Cooper and Gimeno-Gascon's (1992) review found in 

threee out of four studies found a positive relationship between need for achievement and 

successs of small-scale enterprises. One study that showed that personality characteristics can 

changee over time: It is possible to increase this motivation through training programs which 

then,, in turn, increases business performance (Mirron & McClelland, 1979). Similar, our 

revieww provided positive results in three out of six studies (Table 3). The weighted mean 

correlationn provided significant positive results. However, the mean correlation is quite small. 

Possibly,, other variables moderate the need for achievement-success relationship. 

Tablee 3 

Needd for achievement of business owners and its relationship with success 

NN r comments 

Begeleyy & Boyed, 1987 147 .05 Mean correlation of 3 financial measures 

Lorrainn & Dussault, 1988 64 -.04 Successful/ unsuccessful entrepreneurs 

Rauchh & Frese, 1997 71 .27*  Achievement motivation was a second order factor 

consistingg of higher order need strength, need for 

achievement,, optimism, internal locus of control, 

self-efficacy. . 

Miller &&  Toulouse, 1986 97 .01 Mean correlation on 5 success measures 

Goebel&&  Frese, 1999 98 .28** 

Spencerr & Spencer, 1993 24 .49*  Successful/unsuccessful entrepreneurs 

Weightedd mean correlation 501 .13** 

Note.. *=P<.05. **p<.01. 1) Only the Irish sample is presented because the West German sample is presented in 

Goebell  and Frese, 1999. 

Risk-taking g 

Chell,, et al. (1991) described the risk- taker as someone "who in the context of a 

businesss venture, pursues a business idea when the probability of succeeding is low" (p.42). 
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Inn general, people assume small business owners to be high-risk takers. However, result of the 

quantitativee review indicate, that high risk-taking is negatively associated with business 

successs (Table 4). The relationship is small. 

Tablee 4 

Risk-takingg of business owners and its relationship with success 

NN r comments 

Begeleyy & Boyed, 1987 147 -.06 Mean correlation of 3 financial measures. 

Lorrain&&  Dussault, 1988 64 .00 Successful/ unsuccessful entrepreneurs 

Brockhaus,, 1980 31 -.01 N had to be estimated. 

Duchesnau&&  Gartner, 1990 26 -.39*  Successful vs. unsuccessful entrepreneurs 

Singh,, 1988 224 -.18* 

Goebel&Fese,, 1999 97 .11 

weightedd mean correlation 589. -.08* 

Note.. *P<.05. **p<.01. 

However,, according to Timmons, Smollen and Dingee (1985), successful entrepreneurs 

takee calculated risks, a position which suggest a non-linear relationship between risk- taking 

andd success. Similarly, Begeley and Boyed (1987) found that risk-taking predicted success 

onlyy up to a certain point beyond which risk- taking had a negative effect on success. Some 

inconsistenciess about risk- taking and its relationship to success might be due to different 

perspectivess of considering something as risky: From an observer's point of view a particular 

behaviorr might be viewed as highly risky while a business owner might see the same behavior 

ass an attempt to minimize risk (Chell et al. 1991). Anotherr issue is to become an entrepreneur 

iss risky but doing a business in a risky way might be dangerous. 

Locuss of control 

Rotterr (1966) differentiated between internal and external locus of control. Since 

businesss owners with an external locus of control believe to be in control of other people or 

chancee events they are assumed to be less active in their daily work and thus, be less 

successful.. While only one study reported a significant positive relationship between internal 

locuss of control and business success (Goebel & Frese, 1999), the weighted mean correlation 

off  six studies was small but significantly positive (Table 5). Thus, there is empirical evidence 

forr a relationship between internal locus of control and business success. 
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Tablee 5 

Quantitativee review of locus of control of business owners and its relationship with success 

Begeleyy & Boyed, 1987 

Brockhaus,, 1980 

Duchesnauu & Gartner, 1990 

Lorrain&&  Dussault, 1988 

Mille rr & Touloese, 1986 

Goebell  & Frese, 1999 

weightedd mean correlation 

Note.. *P<05. **p<.01. 

N N 

147 7 

31 1 

26 6 

62 2 

97 7 

97 7 

460 0 

r r 

-.08 8 

.29 9 

.37 7 

-.02 2 

.12 2 

.35** * 

.11* * 

comments s 

Meann correlation of 3 financial measures 

Noo N of subgroups available 

Successs vs. failure 

Successful// unsuccessful entrepreneurs 

Withh regard to small business success other personality characteristics have been 

studied.. Brandstaetter (1997, see above) showed that the same traits, related to the decision of 

startingg up a business were also related to business success. Emotional stability and 

independencee correlated positively with subjective success measures. Miner, Smith, and 

Bracker'ss (1994) task motivation theory is an example of measuring personality 

characteristicss at a more specific level (see chapter 4.1). All the five sub-scales were related to 

success,, the total task motivation index explained 15% to 24% of variance in growth 

measures.. However, Baum (1995) reported that general traits operate through more specific 

conceptss of competencies, business strategies, and growth motivation. This result confirms 

thee theoretical position of Herron and Robinson (1993a) that motivation and behavior mediate 

thee personality- success relationship. 

3.33 Personality reconsidered 

Personalityy factors have been criticized both on theoretical and empirical grounds. 

Gartnerr (1985) argued theoretically, that the diversity among entrepreneurs is much larger 

thann differences between entrepreneurs and non- entrepreneurs. Since there is no average 

entrepreneurr any personality description is found wanting. He therefore argues to stop looking 

forr personality variables that have an impact on emergence and on success. Empirically, the 

overvieww of studies in this article shows that there are differences between entrepreneurs and 

managers,, and that there is a relationship between personality and success, although the 

correlationss found are not high. 

However,, both approaches- the personality proponents and their critics- have overlooked 

thee significant advances that have been made in personality research during the last 20 years. 
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Wee therefore think that there is good reason to be interested in personality again. However, 

onee will have to use a more sophisticated theoretical approach, which is outlined in several 

pointss below. 

1)) A general trait can predict specific behavior (starting up a business) only through 

certainn mediating processes (Eppstein & O'Brian, 1985). The most important mediating 

processess are strongly related to actions (cf. the Giessen-Amsterdam model in Figure 1). Very 

similarly,, Herron and Robinson (1993a) argued that motivation is the mediator through which 

personalityy traits determine entrepreneurial behaviors. Baum (1995) showed that business 

strategiess and growth motivation mediated the relationship between general traits and 

businesss outcomes. Rauch & Frese (1997) found that planning mediated the relationship 

betweenn achievement orientations and success. Similarly, Goebel & Frese (1999) found that 

thee relationship between personality and success is mediated by strategies. Thus, personality 

iss related to business outcomes through more specific mediating processes. 

2)2) Both the content of the personality variable and the level of specificity need to be 

definedd carefully for the study. A general personality approach, such as when using the 16PF 

testt (Cattell, 1970) or the Big Five (Costa & McCrae, 1988) is not related to the content of 

entrepreneurship.. Why should neuroticism, extroversion, openness, agreeableness, and 

conscientiousnesss be strongly related to entrepreneurial success? Thus, such studies will 

definitelyy lead to questionable results. On the other hand, there is strong evidence that a more 

specificc trait (such as the achievement motive) is related to the decision to start up a company, 

ass our overview shows. Fishbein & Ajzen (1975) and Bandura (1997) have argued forcefully 

forr specific measures of personality and attitude/belief processes and they show that 

predictionn is much higher with such approaches. For this reason, entrepreneurial orientation is 

moree closely related to the decision to become an entrepreneur and even to success than these 

generall  traits (we shall describe the studies on entrepreneurial orientation later). Baum (1995) 

foundd that predictors that are closely related to entrepreneurial behavior have stronger effects 

thann more general predictors. In any case, one needs to do at least a rudimentary task analysis 

too carefully select those personality characteristics that are potentially related to the 

entrepreneuriall  task domain. 

3)) The discussion on entrepreneur's personality is very similar to the debate in leadership 

research.. Early leadership research focused on leader's personality (see reviews by Bass, 

1990;; Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1991). Later, the trait approach was criticized (Stodgill, 1948). 

Thee charismatic leadership theory re-introduced personality issues, but now these 

characteristicss are specifically related to the domain of leading people (House, 1971). Like in 
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leadershipp research, entrepreneurship research should conceptionalize entrepreneurs' 

characteristicss in terms of more specific attributes instead of using broad trait measures. In the 

wordss of Robinson et al. (1991, p. 13): "The problem is not the absence of psychological 

characteristics,, but rather the theories and methods used to identify those characteristics". 

4)) Today's personality psychology would argue, that the interaction between individuals' 

characteristicss and situational conditions predict entrepreneurial behavior better than any one 

off  these factors alone (Magnusson & Endler, 1977). For example, only if the entrepreneur is 

activee in an area where networks are important (e.g. consulting business), should extroversion 

playy a role. Conscientiousness should play a role only in an area, where there is a strong 

emphasiss on quality control, etc. Research on entrepreneurs should therefore take the 

situationall  demands into account. 

5)) The impact of personality can vary depending on a situation being strong or weak 

(Mischel,, 1968). In a strong situation there should be less impact of the personality than in a 

weakk situation. When the entrepreneur is told that he has to develop a good business plan -

otherwisee he would not get money from the bank, it is unlikely that personality differences 

determinee whether or not he will write a business plan. This is a strong situation. Craftspeople 

oftenn work in strong situations and, therefore, personality differences should play a smaller 

rolee in determining behavior in the crafts sector than in the new technology sector. 

Ann example of a weak situation is when one has to decide whether one actually wants to 

startt up a company. Thus, personality variables should be more important in the emergence of 

entrepreneurss than, for example, in a situation where the company has more than 200 

employeess (it is unlikely that one can escape the necessity to employ a professional manager 

att this point). Some authors argue that personality is more important for the emergence of 

entrepreneurshipp than for success (Herron & Robinson, 1993a; Begeley & Boyed, 1987; 

Utschh et al., in press). 

6)6) However, it should be clear that people actively select environments to a certain 

extent.. Thus, the selection of a market niche is an influence on the environment. This depends 

onn the goal-oriented strategy of an entrepreneur, which in turn is influenced by personality 

characteristicss (Goebel & Frese, 1999). Obviously, it depends on the skills and abilities of 

entrepreneurss to perceive opportunities in the environment - again an area in which 

personalityy traits (e.g., intelligence) may play a role (Zempel, 1999). 

7)7) Any single personality trait will never have a strong relationship with any outcome 

variabless (such as making a decision to become an entrepreneur). The decision to start up a 

firmfirm is probably due to a whole range of personality characteristics and not just to one. Thus, 
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onee should never expect a high correlation to appear and if it does, it may be an indicator of a 

badlyy designed study rather than an example of a "smashing" empirical finding. 

Consequently,, the multiple effects of several relevant personality characteristics rather than 

singlee traits should be analyzed. 

8)) Testing hypotheses at a given alpha level always implies the risk of rejecting a 

hypothesiss even though the hypothesis is valid in reality (Beta- error). This risk is even higher 

whenn effects are small in general. Therefore, a non-significant result, such as a comparison of 

managerss with a sample of only 31 business owners (Brockhaus & Nord, 1979) should not be 

overestimated. . 

Consideringg these arguments, it is obvious that one can not expect strong main effects of 

personalityy on small business success. However, we have shown that personality is important, 

butt we would expect small correlations since personality is related to success through 

mediatingg and moderating processes (see Figure 1). 

3.44 Typologies 

Sincee small-scale business owners represent a highly heterogeneous group, it makes 

sensee to attempt to classify them into types and sub-groups. These typologies differ in the 

extentt to which they use different attributes, for example demographic characteristics, 

psychologicall  characteristics, or business strategies. Crafts people and opportunists are often 

differentiated:: Smith (1967) for example carried out 52 interviews with owner/managers of 

manufacturingg firms. "Craftsman entrepreneurs" came from a blue collar background, had a 

lowerr education and no management experience, and they restricted their sources of finance 

too personal savings, money from relatives, or friends. Crafts people tended to have rigid firms. 

Inn contrast, "opportunistic entrepreneurs" had a middle- class background, a broader 

education,, management experience, they sought new opportunities, developed more 

innovativee and more diverse strategies, delegated more, were proactive, and used many 

sourcess of finance. Opportunists tended to have adaptive firms. Firms of opportunistic 

entrepreneurss had higher growth rates than those of craftsmen (Smith & Miner, 1983). Woo, 

Cooperr and Dunkelberg (1988) confirmed the two types of Smith's (1967) study. More 

recently,, the inventor-entrepreneur was introduced as a third distinguishable type (Miner, 

Smith,, & Bracker, 1992). The inventor-entrepreneur had a certain craftsman- orientation with 

aa high priority placed on product development and patent production. 

Chelll  et al. (1991) classified 31 firms by using personality characteristics, strategies, and 

demographicc attributes. The prototypical entrepreneur is alert to business opportunities 
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regardlesss of resources currently controlled, he is innovative, and he uses a variety of sources 

off  finance. He is a high profile image-maker and strives to be the best. He constantly tries to 

modifyy the environment and create situations which result in change. In contrast, the caretaker 

doess not show any of these behaviors. Between the two extremes there are two other types 

whoo are less clearly defined. The quasi- entrepreneur is similar to the entrepreneur but does 

nott have all of the characteristics of the entrepreneur, for example he is less innovative and 

lesss proactive. The administrator is more reactive and takes opportunities, but not regardless 

off  current resources (p. 72). 

Byy using psychological attributes, Miner (1996) categorized business owners into four 

differentt personality types. The "personal achiever" is similar to the classical entrepreneur 

proposedd by McClelland (1961). His characteristics are need to achieve, a desire to get 

feedback,, and to plan and to set goals, strong personal initiative, strong commitment to the 

venture,, internal locus of control, and a belief in personal goals rather than those of others. 

Thee pattern of "supersales persons" consists of five overlapping characteristics: a capacity to 

understandd and to feel with another person, a desire to help others, a belief that social 

processess are very important, a need for positive relationships with others, and a belief that a 

saless force is crucial to carrying out company strategy. The "real manager" possesses 13 

characteristicss that are similar to those of managers. Some of his characteristics are: a high 

supervisoryy ability, a need for occupational achievement, a need for self-actualization, 

positivee attitudes towards authority, a desire to compete with others, directive in cognitive 

stylee and so on. The fourth type, the "expert idea- generator", is characterized by a desire to 

personallyy innovate, a belief in new product development, high intelligence, a high conceptual 

cognitivee style, and a desire to avoid risks. Miner (1997) showed that firms founded by 

personall  achievers had grown more than those founded by other types. There was also 

evidencee that business owners that were characterized by more than one pattern were more 

likelyy to be successful. 

Typologiess have improved our knowledge about small-scale enterprises not only 

becausee they contributed to the description of entrepreneurs and their behavior but also 

becausee they contributed to theory development (Woo et al. 1988; Doty & Glick, 1994). But, 

theree are also important criticisms. First, different researchers used different samples and 

differentt attributes to categorize enterprises. Most typologies have not been replicated. As a 

matterr of fact, most typologies have not been adequately tested (e.g. with cluster analysis). A 

secondd problem is the labeling of the types. Woo et al. (1988) as well as Smith and Miner 

(1983)) identified two distinct types of business owners and both studies used the terms 
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"craftsmen""  and "opportunists" to describe them. Did both studies identify the same type of 

businesss owners? Probably not, because both studies used different attributes to describe their 

typology.. Third, typologies are simplistic because they focus on extreme or proto- typical 

configurationsconfigurations and only a small part of business owners fit exactly in a certain type. Chell et 

al.. (1991) tried to reduce that problem by introducing two intermediate types (quasi 

entrepreneur,, administrator). In the fourth, and probably the most important critique it is 

arguedd that typologies are rather descriptive and often do not pay enough attention to theory 

development. . 

3.55 Human capital 

Thee human capital theory is concerned with knowledge and experiences of small-scale 

businesss owners. The general assumption is that the human capital of the founder improves 

smalll  firms chances of survive (Bruederl et al., 1992). Human capital acts as a resource. 

Humann capital makes the founder more efficient in organizing processes or in attracting 

customerss and investors. Different studies used various operationalizations of human capital. 

Bruederll  et al. (1992) distinguished between general human capital -years of schooling and 

yearss of work experience- and specific human capital- industry specific experience, self-

employmentt experience, leadership experience, and having a self-employed father. In Table 6, 

wee aggregated various measures of human capital to compare the results of different studies. 

Thee general trend indicates a small positive relationship between human capital and success. 

Tablee 6 

Humann capital of business owners and its relationship with success 

NN r comments 

Chandlerr & Hanks 1996 102 .15 Same sample as in Chandler & Jansen, 1992 

Chandlerr & Jansen, 1992 134 .07 Founder's competencies 

Duchesnauu & Gartner, 1990 26 .42*  Successful vs. unsuccessful entrepreneurs 

Goebell  & Frese, 1999 91 .22* 

Lussier,, 1995 216 -.11 Successful vs. Failed enterprises 

Chandlerr & Hanks, 1994 155 .19*  Mean correlation of 2 success measures 

Lorrainn & Dussault, 1988 69 .14 Successful/unsuccessful entrepreneurs 

Weightedd mean correlation 793 .09* 

Note.. *P<.05. **p<.01 

Inn different studies that were conducted there appears to be a relationship in a relatively 

consistentt way between business owners level of education, their industry specific experience, 
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andd their management experience on the one hand and success on the other hand (cf. Cooper, 

Dunkelbergg & Woo, 1988; Dyke, Fischer, & Reuber; Gimeno, Folta, Cooper & Woo, 1997; 

Bruederll  et al., 1992). Goebel (1995) showed that business owner's personality explained 

moree variance in success than his human capital. Additionally, planning and leading style 

mediatedd the relationship between human capital of business owners and success. 

Thee human capital theory has an important implication: Since it is concerned with 

knowledgee and capacities, the theory implies processes as well: Human capital can be trained 

andd improved. Additionally, if human capital acts as a resource it might be interesting to 

studyy the human capital of employees in small-scale enterprises and its implications on 

successs as well. In manufacturing settings it was shown, that a human resource management 

(HRM)) system was related to performance particularly when combined with a quality 

manufacturingg strategy (Youndt, Snell, Dean, & Lepak, 1996). 

Inn summary there is some support for the human capital hypotheses. However, different 

studiess point out different aspects of human capital to be important. Since our quantitative 

revieww showed a small relationship between human capital and success (Table 5), it may very 

welll  be that small improvements of performance is not worth the effect of human capital 

unlesss the firm is in a situation where small differences in performance affect firm's survival. 

Moreover,, human capital only functions via concrete goals and behaviors. Therefore, the 

Giessen-- Amsterdam framework includes the preposition that human capital is related to 

businesss success via goals and strategies (Figure 1). 

4.. Goals 

Goalss and objectives are often not separated from strategies in management theory 

(exceptionss are Schendel and Hofer (1979) and Venkatraman (1989)). A psychological 

conceptt would relate goal development and goal decision to a task. However, goals differ 

fromm strategies because strategies imply an action. Strategies (and tactics) are attempts to 

translatee the goals into actions (Frese, 1995; Hacker, 1985). 

Klandtt (1984) distinguished between goals related to the start up of an enterprise and 

goalss related to the existing enterprise. Goals or motives to become self- employed can be 

categorizedd into push and pull factors (Stoner & Frey, 1982). Push factors imply that a current 

situationn is perceived as dissatisfying. By comparing enterprises in 10 different countries over 

aa period of more than 30 years, Boegenhold and Stabler (1990) found a positive relationship 

betweenn self- employment rates and unemployment rates. The authors concluded that 

unemploymentt leads to self- employment. Similarly, Galais (1998) reported that in East 
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Germany,, 47% of business owners stated that unemployment had been a motive for becoming 

self-employedd as compared to 8% in West Germany. The unemployment rate was three times 

higherr in East Germany compared to West Germany (Statistisches Bundesamt, 1994). 

Brockhauss and Nord (1979) found that entrepreneurs were less satisfied with their previous 

workk than promoted managers. Thus, there is support for the push hypothesis, even though 

theree are regional differences. When self- employment is considered as a positive future 

option,, pull factors might constitute the main reasons for becoming self- employed. By using 

factor-- analysis, Scheinberg and McMillan (1988) identified 6 motives for becoming self-

employed:: Need for approval, perceived instrumentality of wealth, degree of 

communitarianism,, need for personal development, need for independence, need to escape. 

Onlyy the last factor represented a push factor. Shane, Kolvereid and Westhead (1991) found a 

four-- factor solution of reasons for founding a new firm: Recognition, independence, learning, 

andd roles. One can argue however, that pull factors were underrepresented in this study 

becausee there were no items on unemployment or on previous jobs. Despite the factt that 

severall  studies have shown that different motives lead to business start ups, once the 

enterprisee is established these motives have minimal influence on subsequent business 

successs (Birley & Westhead, 1994; Galais, 1998). 

Withh regard to goals of existing enterprises, it is important to distinguish between 

growthh targets and autonomy targets (Katz, 1994). Growth goals are related to growth 

expectationss (Davidsson, 1989) as well as to business growth (Baum, 1995). 

Accordingg to goal setting theory, high and specific targets are main motivators in 

workingg organizational settings and predict performance (Locke & Latham, 1990). The theory 

alsoo applies to small- scale enterprises (Baum, 1995; Frese, Krauss, & Friedrich, 1999). 

Leadershipp theory has recently focused on visionary (or charismatic, transformational) 

leadership.. The importance of visions is also discussed in the entrepreneurship literature. 

Collinss and Porras (1994) indicated that visionary companies have a stronger organizational 

culturee and they are more successful than non-visionary companies. Baum, Locke and 

Kirkpatrickk (1998) found direct and indirect causal effects of vision attribute, vision content, 

andd vision communication on small venture performance. In entrepreneurial companies 

visionss might be more important than in bigger organizations because of the relative close 

contactt between entrepreneur and employees, customers, and suppliers (Baum et al., 1998). 

Therefore,, goals and visions are important areas in entrepreneurship research. 
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5.. Strategies (content, process, entrepreneurial orientations) 

Chandlerr (1962), Anshoff (1965), and Porter (1980) emphasized that strategies are 

particularlyy important for small business success. Ten years ago, Low and McMillan (1988) 

criticizedd that only a few good empirical studies had been done in the area of entrepreneurship 

strategies.. Strategies can be studied on the firm and on the individual owner's level. It is 

importantt to distinguish between three dimensions of business strategies (Figure 2). Olson 

andd Bokor (1995) distinguished between strategic processes and strategic content. Strategic 

contentt is concerned with the type of decision. The strategic process focuses on strategy 

formulationn and implementation. More recently, researchers have focused on firm level 

entrepreneurship.. Entrepreneurial orientation refers to processes, practices, and decision-

makingg activities that lead to new entries (Lumpkin & Dess, 1996). In our opinion 

entrepreneuriall  orientation can be conceptualized as a third strategic dimension. Whereas 

strategicc content is concerned with a specific type of strategy, entrepreneurial orientation 

representss a general strategic orientation that is dependent on environmental and 

organizationall  factors. The framework in Figure 2 shows that each type of strategy is 

implementedd through different categories of the strategic process, based on a certain 

entrepreneuriall  orientation. Thus, all the three strategy dimensions can be crossed with 

another.. The following three paragraphs wil l discuss each dimension separately. 

Figuree 2. Three dimensions of business strategies 

Strategic c 

content t 

Entrepreneurial l 

orientation n 

Strategicc process 
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5.11 Strategic content 

Strategicc content is concerned with the type of business decisions. Porter's (1980) and 

Miless and Snow's (1978) typologies of strategies initiated some research on small-scale 

enterprises.. Porter (1980) distinguished three generic strategies: focus, differentiation, and 

costt leadership. A focused strategy means to concentrate on a particular product or market 

segment.. A differentiation strategy intends to create a product or service that customers see as 

unique.. Cost leadership focuses on becoming a low cost producer in an industry without 

sacrificingg quality and service. With regard to new entries, focused strategies have several 

competitivee advantages because they avoid heavy competition with established enterprises 

andd are able to focus their limited resources on a narrow market segment. Thus, the theory 

wouldd predict that focused strategies outperform broad strategies. With a small sample of 17 

ventures,, Sandberg and Hofer (1987) analyzed the relationship between Porter's (1980) 

genericc strategies and success. In contrast to the theory, there was evidence that differentiated 

strategiess outperformed focused strategies. Sandberg and Hofer (1987) found even stronger 

supportt for a contingent strategy- success relationship. They found that in an industry at an 

earlyy stage of evolution, broad strategies outperformed focused strategies. In an industry at a 

latee stage of evolution narrow strategies were better than broad strategies. Similar results were 

foundd in a survey of 491 independent bank formations over a 5- year period: Broad strategies 

weree better than focused strategies (Baumford, Dean, & McDougall, 1997). Successful craft 

retailersretailers used cost leadership and differentiation strategies more often, while they did not use 

focusedd strategies (Kean, Niemeyer & Miller, 1996). McNamee and McHugh (1989) found 

differentiatedd strategies to be related with profitability in the clothing industry but not focused 

strategiess and cost leadership. These findings contradict Porter's (1980) assumptions and 

suggest,, that focused strategies are not better than broad strategies. 

Thee Miles and Snow (1978) typology classifies firms according to four different 

strategicc orientations: prospectors, defenders, analyzers, and reactors. Prospectors constantly 

seekk new opportunities and focus on product development. In contrast, defenders try to 

controll  secure niches in their industries and do not engage in product or market development. 

Analyzerss combine characteristics of both prospectors and defenders. Reactors do not follow 

aa conscious strategy. The typology proposed that defenders, analyzers and prospectors will 

outperformm reactors. Reviewing the empirical literature on the Miles and Snow typology, 

Zahraa and Pearce II (1990) questioned the validity of the typology as well as the link between 

strategicc types and performance. However, by comparing Miles and Snow's (1987) typology 

withh Minzberg's (1983) theory, Miles and Snow's typology was confirmed, the 
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configurationall  fit  explained 24% in organizational effectiveness (Dory, Glick, & Huber, 

1993).. Similarly, Conant, Mokwa, and Varadarajan (1990) replicated the Miles and Snow 

typologyy successfully. Results suggest that prospector, analyzer, defender organizations 

outperformm reactor organizations. 

Olsonn and Bokor (1995) used a single dimension classification of strategies, namely 

product/servicee innovation. Schumpeter (1935) and Drucker (1985) argued that innovative 

behaviorr is a core characteristic of entrepreneurs. Moreover, innovative strategies were 

describedd to be successful particularly for small enterprises because they are seen as useful 

attemptss to maintain market share, to produce below price level or to maintain flexibilit y 

(Heunkes,, 1996). Innovativeness can be defined as a characteristic of an individual person 

andd innovation implementation effectiveness depends on a group of persons, and thus, is a 

characteristicc of an organization (Klein & Sorra, 1996). The literature on innovative strategies 

focusedd on the latter. 

Severall  carefully conducted studies have shown a relationship between innovative 

strategiess and success of small-scale enterprises (Brouwer & Kleinknecht, 1996; Roper, 1997; 

Heunks,, 1998). However, there were non-significant results as well (Olson & Bokor, 1995). 

Sincee evidence of the innovativeness- success relationship is not really conclusive, some 

authorss tested successfully moderating variables of the innovation-success relationship. They 

showedd that innovations are more important for very small enterprises with less than 50 

employeess (Pfirmann, 1994; Brouwer & Kleinknecht, 1996; Heunks, 1996). Other moderator 

variabless were formal planning (Olson & Bokor, 1995), environmental conditions (Miller & 

Frisen,, 1983; Acs & Gifford, 1996), and competitive position (Brouwer & Kleinknecht, 

1996). . 

AA weakness of research on strategic content is its lack of sophisticated classification 

systems.. Business strategy categorizations, such as described by Porter (1980), fall short 

becausee they are related towards products, markets, and competitors only. A firm's strategy 

cann also be related to suppliers, customers, employees, and environmental conditions. 

Therefore,, we need to develop strategy classifications that reflect the whole domain of actions 

initiatedd by small-scale enterprises. 

5.22 Strategic process research 

Thee strategic process is concerned with the formulation and implementation of strategic 

decisionss (Olson & Bokor, 1995). Schendel and Hofer (1979) identified six tasks that 

constitutee the process of strategic management: goal formulation, environmental analysis, 
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strategyy formulation, strategy evaluation, strategy implementation and strategic control. 

However,, most research on strategic processes is concerned with planning and it's impact on 

smalll  business success. In numerous books and articles it has been taken for granted that 

planningg is of particular importance to small firms' performance (Ryans, 1997). Therefore, 

trainingg programs for entrepreneurs usually include the development of start up plans. 

However,, empirical investigation of the planning- success relationship did not lead to 

consistentt results. While some carefully designed studies have shown that planning in the 

foundingg phase was related to success of small businesses (Ackelsberg & Arlow, 1985; 

Bracker,, Keats, & Pearson, 1988; Jungbauer-Gans & Preisendoerfer, 1991), there have been 

contradictingg results as well (Lumpkin, Shrader, & Hills, 1998; Lyles, Baird, Orris, & 

Kuratko,, 1995; Robinson & Pearce, 1983; Shuman, Shaw, & Sussman, 1985). In an early 

review,, Robinson and Pearce (1984) concluded, that many small-scale enterprises do not plan 

att all. However, most studies indicated that enterprises that do plan are more successful. In a 

moree recent meta- analysis Schwenk and Shrader (1993) compared 14 studies on the 

planning-- success relationship in small-scale enterprises. They found a small, positive 

relationshipp between planning and performance (effect size d=.40) and concluded that other 

variabless might moderate the planning- success relationship. 

Unfortunately,, not many studies analyzed the conditions under which performance is 

enhancedd by planning. In a cross-cultural study Rauch & Frese (1997) showed that planning 

iss differentially important in different countries. Planning is valued and important in a culture 

withh high values in uncertainty avoidance, because plans can be seen as an attempt to get 

controll  of an uncertain future (Thurston, 1983). In Ireland planning had a negative effect on 

success,, most probably because the environment demanded flexibilit y rather than strict 

adherencee to a plan. Ireland is one of the cultures with the lowest uncertainty avoidance in 

Europee (Hofstede, 1991). In Germany, a country with a high level of uncertainty avoidance, 

planningg was positively related to success. In a longitudinal study, the planning- success 

relationshipp was moderated by environmental conditions (Rauch & Frese, 1998). Planning 

predictedd success in a hostile or uncertain environment but not in a certain and non-hostile 

environment.. Risseeuw and Masurel (1993) found, that in high dynamic environments 

planningg was negatively correlated with success. Thus, environmental conditions are 

moderatingg the planning-success relationship. In summary, there is some evidence, that 

planningg is related to small business success, but further research is called for to clarify the 

conditionss under which planning might be a powerful tool. 
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Frese,, Van Gelderen and Ombach (1998) looked at planning and proactivity at the same 

time.. They differentiated between complete planning, critical point strategy, opportunistic 

strategy,, reactive strategy, and habits. The main finding was that a reactive strategy is 

negativelyy related to success. This could be shown to be a causal process and it was replicated 

inn three studies in Africa (all of them reported in Frese, 1999). These results were confirmed 

byy research on the Miles and Snow (1978) typology (see chapter 5.1). The reactor firm, which 

iss not following a conscious strategy was least successful. Thus, a reactive strategy has 

negativee consequences for small-scale enterprises. 

5.33 Entrepreneurial orientation 

Thee empirical investigation of "entrepreneurship" was a major topic in small-scale 

businesss research. But criticism of viewing entrepreneurship as an individual's psychological 

profilee has lead to the operationalization of entrepreneurship as a firm level behavior (Covin 

&&  Slevin, 1986). We already discussed the level-of-analysis issue earlier (see chapter 1). 

Accordingg to Covin & Slevin (1986), entrepreneurial firms are those in which top 

managerss employ entrepreneurial management styles and operating management 

philosophies.. The entrepreneurial behavior of those firms focuses on risk taking, innovation, 

andd proactiveness. Lumpkin & Dess (1996) conceptualized entrepreneurial orientation to 

consistt of five dimensions: innovation, proactiveness, risk-taking, autonomy and competitive 

aggressiveness.. Venkatraman (1989) identified 6 dimensions of strategic orientation: 

Aggressiveness,, analysis, defensiveness, futurity, proactiveness, and riskiness. In Covins & 

Slevinss (1986) conceptualization of entrepreneurial orientation the dimensions covary, 

whereass Lumpkin & Dess (1996) suggested that the dimensions may vary independently, 

dependingg on the environmental and organizational context. 

Sincee the concept of entrepreneurial orientation is relatively new, there is a limited body 

off  empirical literature on that concept. Tan (1997) showed that the strategic orientation of 

smalll  firms is related to the business environment. Innovativeness, proactiveness, and risk-

takingg were positively correlated with environmental dynamism and complexity. 

Entrepreneuriall  orientation was studied with respect to small firm performance as well. Covin 

&&  Slevin (1986) showed that entrepreneurship was highly related with company performance 

(r=.39,, p<.01). Similarly, Wicklund (1988) reported strong direct relationships between 

entrepreneuriall  orientation and performance. Significant, but smaller relations between 

entrepreneuriall  orientation and success were found by Venkatraman (1989) and by Brown and 

Davidssonn (1998). Lumpkin and Dess (1996) pointed out that the relationship between 
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entrepreneuriall  orientation and success is contingent on environmental and organizational 

factors.. Dess, Lumpkin and Covin (1997) analyzed a sample of 32 firms and found that 

entrepreneuriall  strategy making is most strongly related with success when combined with 

loww cost strategy and high environmental uncertainty. 

Thee concept of entrepreneurial orientation is relatively new and therefore it may be too 

earlyy to assess it's implications for small-scale enterprises. However, it would be interesting to 

evaluatee the relationship between individual- and organizational level entrepreneurship. 

Koop,, De Reu and Frese (1999) found for example, that entrepreneurial orientation of African 

(Ugandan)) micro enterprise owners was highly related to success. Moreover, this study 

suggestss that personal initiative by the owner/manager may be the psychological 

characteristicc that is behind the concept of entrepreneurial orientation (Frese & Fay, 1997). 

6.. Environmental conditions 

Eachh enterprise is nested in a specific environment. Boulding (1978) defined 

environmentt in a broad way as everything else outside a particular organization. Environment 

cann be conceptualized at different levels of specificity (Castrogiovanni, 1991). At a specific 

level,, environment implies resources available to the organization. The geographical or 

culturall  context of organizations represents a broad macro-environmental level. Within each 

environmentall  level there are different dimensions of the environment. 

6.11 The ecological perspective 

Ecologistss are concerned with changes in organizational populations (Aldrich & 

Wiedenmayer,, 1993). A central theoretical assumption is that the environment shapes rates of 

entry,, mortality, or changes of organizations (Singh, 1990). The ecological model draws upon 

thee natural selection paradigm: An organization is subjected to environmental forces that have 

ann effect on survival rates. Thus, the environments select the "fittest" organizations. The 

ecologicall  approach is concerned with the aggregate- or macro- environmental level and, 

therefore,, industrial level data are typically used within this theory. 

Thee concepts "liabilit y of newness" and "liabilit y of smallness" are of particular interest 

forr small-scale enterprises. Businesses start up with the "Liabilit y of newness". This means 

thatt newly founded firms have a higher risk of failure than older organizations (Hannan & 

Freeman,, 1984; Singh, Tucker, & House, 1986). Enterprises that survived the initial risk have 

reducedd mortality rates because the environment selected only the strongest organizations. 

However,, some studies support a non-linear relationship between age and survival. Bruederl 
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ett al. (1992) found support for a liability of adolescence: Small businesses have a low 

mortalityy rate immediately after starting up. Then, the mortality rate increases to a maximum 

(afterr approximately 10 month of existence). Thereafter, the mortality rate declines in 

accordancee with the liability of newness hypotheses. 

Thee concept "liabilit y of smallness" describes the higher risk to fail for smaller 

organizationss compared to bigger organizations. Both concepts are confounded because most 

neww organizations tend to be small. Many studies do not separate these two effects adequately 

(Singh,, 1990). However, there is empirical support for an independent effect of liability of 

smallnesss (Buederl et al., 1992). 

"Densityy dependence" refers to processes that depend on the number of organizations in 

aa population (Aldrich & Wiedemeyer, 1993). Density dependence should affect business 

survivall  because it increases competitive pressures and resource-scarcity. Carroll & Hannan 

(1989)) found that density at the time of founding has a positive effect on mortality rates in 

fivefive different populations. 

Deann and Meyer (1996) related characteristics of the industry environment to the 

emergencee of new ventures. One aspect industry environment was industry dynamism, which 

includedd increasing demands, modification of demands, and technological development. A 

secondd measure was on entry barriers which refers to factors that were erected against new 

entries.. The third dimension was organizational inertia, which refers to factors that constrain 

existingg firms from taking advantage of already existing opportunities. Industry dynamism 

andd organizational inertia were positively related to venture formations. Entry barriers 

constrainedd venture creation. 

Thee ecological perspective is criticized because of its determinism. The only possible 

thingg an entrepreneur can do is to start up the business at the right time. The concept ignores 

thatt individuals act actively in a certain environment. The entrepreneur may adapt to a certain 

environment,, but he may also select a specific environment or may try to change the 

environment.. A company for example that tries to satisfy needs of customers with specific 

preferencess changes the environment. According to Aldrich and Wiedenmayer (1993), the 

traitt approach is complementary to the ecological approach: The first implies micro-level 

analysiss whereas the latter involves a macro-level approach. In contrast to the ecologists' 

view,, the strategic choice perspective assumes that organizations are able to shape their 

environmentt (Child, 1972). 
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6.22 The task environment and contingency approaches 

Researchh about the task environment is concerned with how the individual enterprise 

interactss with customers, competitors and suppliers. There already exists a relatively broad 

bodyy of empirical literature on this environmental level. Dess and Beard (1984) categorized 

taskk environment into three bipolar dimensions: Complexity, dynamism, and munificence. 

Complexityy describes the homogeneity versus heterogeneity of an environment. In a complex 

environmentt it is more difficult to get and to consider all the necessary information than it is 

inn an easy environment. Dynamism describes the variability and unpredictability of the 

environment.. Munificence falls into two sub-concepts: ease of getting customer and ease of 

gettingg capital. 

Sharfmann and Dean (1991) showed with industry-level data that munificence had a non-

significantt negative relationship with performance, but that complexity and dynamism were 

positivelyy related to success. Dynamism explained 32% of the variance of company 

performance.. Thus, an unfavorable environment has positive consequences on business 

outcomes.. This sounds implausible but immediately becomes more plausible if one realizes 

thatt they studied surviving companies. However, we also know from stress inoculation 

research,, that reinterpreting stressors as challenges helps people to deal with stressors. Thus, 

havingg mastered challenges in the past leads to higher competence to deal with stressors in the 

futuree (Meichenbaum, 1985). Similar results were found by Shane and Kolvereid (1995) who 

studiedd small-scale enterprises in three countries. Results indicated that firm performance was 

highestt when the national environment was perceived as less favorable. According to 

Swaminathann (1996) environmental conditions are of particular importance for newly 

foundedd enterprises because they have long- term consequences for business strategy, 

structure,, and success. He showed that organizations founded in adverse environments have a 

higherr initial mortality rate. But beyond a certain age, the surviving organizations had a lower 

mortalityy rate than those of organizations founded in less adverse environments. 

Thee Contingency theory was already discussed when reviewing literature about the 

personality-successs relationship (see chapter 3.3). In this chapter it is assumed that 

environmentall  conditions are moderating the relationship between business strategies and 

success.. In contrast to ecological theories, the successful business owners are actively 

assessingg a given situation and then choose the strategies that are most appropriate in that 

situation. . 

Sandbergg and Hofer (1987) analyzed the industry structure and its impact on the 

relationshipp between strategies and venture performance. They found that in an industry at an 
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earlyy evolutionary stage, broad strategies outperform focused strategies. If the industry is at a 

latee evolutionary stage, focused strategies are better than broad strategies. Romanelli (1989) 

analyzedd a sample of 108 firms that produced minicomputers. He found that when industry 

saless are increasing generalists have a higher likelihood of early survival than specialists. 

Whenn sales are declining, efficient organizations had a greater chance of surviving than 

aggressivee organizations. Thus, a change in industry sales is an important contingent factor. 

Covinn and Slevin (1989) analyzed performance implications of small businesses in 

hostilee environments. In a hostile environment, an organic structure and an entrepreneurial 

strategicc posture was related to high performance, while in an non-hostile environment, a 

mechanisticc structure, and a conservative strategic posture was related to success. Similarly, 

competitivee aggressiveness was related to performance in hostile environments, while it had 

negativee consequences in non-hostile environments (Covin & Covin, 1990). Zahra (1996) 

showedd that environmental conditions moderated the form and the strength of the relationship 

betweenn technology strategy and business success. Pioneering, for example, was strongest 

relatedd to success in dynamic environments, while followership was better in hostile 

environments. . 

Throughh the contingency theory our knowledge in the field has improved. The 

entrepreneurr or the business can act on a given situation. Success is not determined by the 

environmentt but by the strategy environment fit. However, we need to develop a system to 

classifyy contingent factors. 

7.. Other Issues of Psychological Entrepreneurship Research 

Whilee the literature review was focusing on areas which are frequently evaluated and 

whichh are relevant from a psychological point of view, there are other important approaches 

too entrepreneurship we want to summarize briefly in this section. 

AA network approach assumes that the entrepreneur's ability to organize and coordinate 

networkss between individuals and organizations is critical for both starting up a company and 

forr business success. One can differentiate between formal networks (banks, Chamber of 

Commerce)) and informal networks (friends, previous employers). Birley (1985) showed that 

formall  support sources were hardly used, the institutions mostly mentioned being banks. 

Informall  networks were used more often and were considered to be most helpful. Bruederl 

andd Preisendoerfer (1998) showed that network support is related to both survival and growth 

off  newly founded enterprises. Support from friends and relatives was more important than 

supportt from business partners, former employers, and co-workers. Related to the network 
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approach,, some researchers focused on the central role of information seeking activities. 

Smalll  business owners deal with a wide range of issues and they often have to make decisions 

whilee facing time and resource constraints. However, small business owners hardly ever use 

externall  information sources like expert advice (Pineda, Lerner, Miller, & Phillips, 1998). 

Informationn seeking activities appeared to be dependent on the type of decision. Product 

relatedd decisions were correlated with more information seeking compared to employee 

relatedd or technical decisions. Another study showed that information-seeking activities are 

relatedd to environmental threats and opportunities (Lang, Calantone, & Gudmundson, 1997). 

Welschh and Young (1982) found that entrepreneur's personality was related to the use of 

specificc sources of information. Internal locus of control was positively related to the use of 

alll  information sources categories, while risk-taking correlated only with the use of personal 

sourcess of information. 

Organizationall  life cycle models have been tested in entrepreneurship research as well. It 

iss assumed that small enterprises face different sets of critical variables, depending on their 

stagee of development. Dodge and Robins (1992) tested a four-stage model that differentiated 

betweenn formation, early growth, later growth, and stability. Planning was an important 

problemm area in early live stages, while management problems become more important in 

laterr live stages. 

Leadershipp issues are discussed in entrepreneurship literature as well. Eggers, Leahy and 

Churchilll  (1996) studied 112 entrepreneurial companies by using 20 behavioral scales that 

measuree CEO's leadership and management skills. Visionary leadership, communication, 

delegating,, and performance facilitation were positively related to success. A longitudinal 

studyy found that visions of small business owners affected company performance directly as 

welll  as indirectly trough vision communication to employees (Baum, Locke, & Kirkpatrick, 

1998).. Another longitudinal study showed that participation of employees predicts growth and 

sizee of enterprises in the long run (Rauch & Frese, in press). 

Cognitivee factors were related to entrepreneurial outcomes as well. Different factors 

weree evaluated, such as cultural values (McGrath, MacMillan, & Scheinberg, 1992), 

attributionall  theory (Gatewood, Shaver & Gartner. 1995), and problem-solving styles (Buttner 

&&  Gryskiewicz, 1993). These are new strands of research that may become important in the 

future.. Other issues of this type are concerned with learning, women and entrepreneurship, 

minoritiess and entrepreneurship, human resource management, learning and training, 

feedbackk processing, transition from business founder to manager, financing, organizational 

culturee and others. Strangely enough, many issues that are of importance in social psychology 
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havee not yet been made useful for entrepreneurship research. We think particularly about 

feedbackk processing which has been shown to be influenced by success (e.g. more upward 

comparisonn - e.g. with a stronger competitor - after one has had success. A downward 

comparisonn is preferred after a failure (Wills, 1981)). Thus, feedback processing is related to 

keepingg up one's self-esteem - again a topic not much studied in entrepreneurship literature. 

Anotherr fascinating area is which psychological approaches make small-scale 

entrepreneurss able to deal with banks and other capital providers effectively. 

Onee fascinating topic is the issue of making psychological entrepreneurship research 

usefull  for developing countries. It has been shown that micro-business contributes more to 

employmentt growth in developing countries than do larger companies (Mead & Liedholm, 

1998).. Thus, the issues surrounding entrepreneurship are more important in developing 

countriess than in the West. Issues as the ones discussed in the Giessen- Amsterdam model 

havee been researched recently involving micro-business. Strategies, goal setting, self-efficacy 

towardss solving problems, personal initiative have been shown to be important factors related 

too success (Frese, 1999). The practical usefulness of this research is particularly high if 

resourcess are scarce because both selection and training has to be applied with more care than 

inn the affluent countries. 

8.. Conclusion 

Wee hope that we have shown that psychological approaches to entrepreneurship are 

fascinatingg both for entrepreneurship as well as for work and organizational psychology. 

Entrepreneurshipp can profit from this interface between business and psychology because 

psychologicall  variables are clearly and often surprisingly consistently related to 

entrepreneuriall  entry and success. Moreover, psychological variables (most notably action 

relatedd concepts) function as necessary mediators in thee process that leads to success (e.g. 

strategies). . 

Forr work and organizational psychology, entrepreneurship is interesting because it 

combiness the following features: First, the level of analysis question becomes even more 

interestingg because it relates to the dynamics of enterprise growth; in the very beginning, a 

small-scalee enterprise is best described by looking at the owner. However, in somewhat more 

maturee enterprises, the level of analysis has to change because more delegation, management 

andd implementation is necessary. Moreover, innovation and innovation implementation need 

too be described on different levels of analysis. In short, this issue relates to both methodology 

andd theory more strongly in this area than in large-scale organizations. Second, some 
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interestingg organizational hypotheses can better be studied with small-scale entrepreneurs 

thann with larger organizations. A good example is the study of contingency theories. The 

descriptionn of large organizations is always fraught with a high degree of error because 

differentt subparts of the organizations may differ highly from each other. In contrast, small-

scalee enterprises are more coherent and, therefore, contingency models can be tested better. 

Third,, even large organizations attempt to mimic small enterprises (e.g. Avery Brown and 

Bovery)) and stress intrapreneurship, innovation, and personal initiative. Thus, the study of 

small-scalee entrepreneurs is a field that allows for a high degree of transfer of knowledge to 

largerr organizations and that makes it necessary to test certain models before they are applied 

inn a larger organizational context. There is no doubt that future work places stress innovation 

andd personal initiative more strongly (Frese & Fay, 1999). Again, these issues may be more 

easilyy (and theoretically more fruitfully ) studied with small-scale entrepreneurs. Fourth, there 

iss no area in which the interface between business and psychology becomes more obvious 

thann in small-scale entrepreneurship; interdisciplinary cross-fertilization can and does take 

placee in this area. 

Whatt have we found? There are clear, albeit often small, relationships between need for 

achievement,, locus of control and the emergence of entrepreneurship (start-up). Additionally, 

thesee variables are also related to success. Factors related to success are need for achievement, 

locuss of control, low risk taking, human capital, planning and strategies, innovation, 

entrepreneuriall  orientation, and tough environmental conditions. All of these correlations are 

small,, but significant. The small correlations together with the large variance between the 

differentt studies suggest that moderators should be included into future entrepreneurial 

successs models. Environmental conditions proved to be such moderators (e.g. hostility and 

dynamism).. Other potential moderators are life cycle stages, typologies (such as the one by 

Miless & Snow), growth vs. life style goals, and culture. Another factor that allows a higher 

degreee of prediction is to take variables into consideration that are directly related to the tasks 

thatt have to be done by the entrepreneurs and to use them as mediators. This also supports a 

processs view of entrepreneurship. Finally, more than one predictor has to be incorporated into 

modelss and studies of entrepreneurship. 

AA number of recommendations follow for future research: 

1)) The use of more sophisticated approaches in personality as well as task domain analysis, 

moderators,, mediators, specific personality factors, emphasizing processes (e.g., interactions 

withh environment and changes of the environment), weak and strong situations. 
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2)) Human capital studies have typically used proxy measures: thus, not really skills have been 

studiedd but rather experience (even tough expertise research has shown that it is not the length 

off  experience but rather the depth of experience that has any influence on expertise 

(Sonnentag,, 1996)). There is no specific knowledge test for entrepreneurs - often only 

educationall  rank is used as a variable. Intelligence is usually not controlled, so we do not 

knoww whether actually a personality variable (namely cognitive ability) is the third variable 

producingg the correlation between educational level and success. Thus, it is not surprising that 

thee relationships between human capital and success are by and large very small. 

3)3) Researchers often do not ask whether entrepreneurs have subsistence, life style, or growth 

goals.. It is simply assumed that entrepreneurs have to be have growth goals. Most owners do 

nott and actually have decided clearly against growing too large. Still, their business provides 

stablee employment and often interesting work to their employees. The bias for growth in 

entrepreneurshipp research is intellectually and empirically out of touch with reality for most 

entrepreneurs. . 

4)) Strategies are usually not distinguished in its components and much of strategy research 

doess not clearly differentiate goals from strategies (e.g. Porter, 1980). Moreover, many 

strategiess have not been studied, e.g. human resource development, which happens to be a 

ratherr effective strategy for larger companies (Youndt, Snell, Dean, & Lepak, 1996); we do 

nott yet know enough about its usefulness for smaller companies even though first evidence 

alsoo proves it to be positive (Goebel & Frese, 1999). 

5)5) While there have been several approaches to develop a taxonomy of the entrepreneurial 

environment,, they are still underdeveloped. While munificence, dynamism and complexity 

aree certainly important variables, other issues are lacking, for example, network requirements, 

culturall  requirements, support systems, government contacts in certain industries and 

countries,, degree of corruption. 

6)6) Typologies of entrepreneurs have been suggested but have not really been developed yet. 

Empiricall  support is usually marginal (an exception being Miles & Snow's typology). In 

principle,, it makes sense to look empirically at clusters of entrepreneurial characteristics and 

too develop an empirically supported taxonomy. 

7)7) We have not discussed the measurement of success in this review because much of it is 

outsidee the realm of psychology (Schenk, 1998). Obviously, it is important to measure several 

differentt aspects of success, e.g. meeting goals, economic success, life style success (e.g., 

prestige,, satisfying work, contributing to a cause), growth, and others. Studies that only look 

att one dependent variable are by necessity restrictive and cannot really give a full picture of 
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thee processes involved. Moreover, the indicators are not always necessarily good indicators of 

success;; e.g. a large profit margin is a sign of bad planning and bad taxation consulting in 

mostt Western European countries. 

Muchh more and much better research needs to be done in this area. Comparing the 

researchh on entrepreneurship with other areas of work and organizational psychology (e.g. 

leadership,, selection, or stress research), one cannot but argue that the methodological quality 

off  entrepreneurship research is still relatively weak. There are very few longitudinal studies, 

thee analysis often is not up to date (e.g., often no or inadequate control variables are 

included),, often reliabilities of scales (or inter-rater reliablities) are not reported. 

Methodologicall  misinterpretations (e.g., non-significant findings based on very few subjects 

aree interpreted to null-findings) are common. Conceptually, modern psychological reasoning 

iss not incorporated (e.g. in much of the personality literature and also its critique). In short, 

muchh of what Low & McMillan (1988) have criticized in entrepreneurship literature in 

generall  is also true for its psychological approaches: The lack of a clear discussion of the 

purposee of research, the weak theoretical perspective, the underdeveloped focus on process, 

thee simple assumptions about the correct level of analysis, the lack of taking the time frame of 

developmentss explicitly into consideration, the lack of use of multiple methods and the littl e 

usee of methodology that can test causal hypotheses (e.g. modern regression or LISREL 

analyses).. We were surprised by the fact that many articles do not report the statistics 

necessaryy to include them into a meta-analysis (e.g., intercorrelation matrixes, Ms and SDs, t-

orr F-statistics, and reliabilities are not reported). Editorial policies are clearly not yet as 

sophisticatedd as they are in the mainstream work and organizational psychology journals. 

Wee have reported a number of different models in this review; they are often presented 

ass being contradictory. For example, some people have pitted personality approaches against 

humann capital approaches. As our Figure shows, wee assume that they coexist and can 

influencee each other (e.g., IQ has an influence on the development of skills and knowledge). 

Evenn ecological approaches may coexist with a personality theory (e.g., Aldrich & 

Wiedemayer,, 1993) even though these two approaches sound rather contradictory. But given 

thee importance of personality - situation interactions, it makes sense that these approaches 

shouldd be combined. Moreover, hypotheses on the interaction of environmental conditions 

andd strategies have worked out well and increased the explained variance considerably. An 

integrationn of various approaches to make real headway towards understanding a societally 

importantt phenomenon - entrepreneurship - is called for and produces challenging research. 
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Chapterr 3 

Culturall  differences in Planning- Success Relationships: A Comparison of Small 

Enterprisess in Ireland, West Germany, and East Germany2 

Researchh has already examined the relationship between planning and success of small firms, 

butt conclusions drawn are inconsistent. In this study, we argue that the relationship between 

planningg and success is dependent on the cultural context. Planning strategies and their 

relationshipp to success were compared in 77 Irish, 102 East German and 98 West German 

small-scalee enterprises. In Germany, planning had a positive influence on success, while this 

relationshipp was negative in Ireland. Moreover, planning strategies were found to mediate the 

relationshipp between business owners' achievement orientations and success. This mediating 

influencee was positive in Germany and negative in Ireland. These differences are interpreted 

too be due to a higher level of uncertainty avoidance in Germany (Hofstede, 1991), which 

makess planning culturally appropriate and successful. 

Planning,, Success, and Culture 

Thiss study looks at the correlation between planning and small business success in two 

differentt cultures, Ireland and Germany, to examine how cultural context might affect this 

correlation.. Much of the literature on success in small business seems to assume the 

importancee of planning for small firms performance (for example, see Ryans, 1997). 

However,, empirical investigations of the planning-success relationship have not led to 

consistentt results. While some studies have shown extensive planning in the founding phase 

too be related to small-scale business success (e.g., Jungbauer-Gans & Preisendoerfer, 1991; 

Ackelsbergg & Arlow, 1985; Braker, Keats & Pearson, 1988), others found no correlation 

betweenn planning and success (Robinson & Pearce, 1983; Shuman, Shaw & Sussman, 1985; 

Lumpkin,, Shrader & Hills, 1998). Although Lyles, Baird, Orris, and Kuratko (1995) found a 

significantt correlation between formal planning and the growth rate of sales in small 

enterprises,, they found no effects on return on equity or return on assets. In a recent meta-

Thiss chapter is based on: Rauch, A., Frese, M. & Sonnentag, S. (2000), Cultural differences in planning-

successs relationships: A comparison of small enterprises in Ireland, West Germany, and East Germany. Journal 

off  Small Business Management. 38 (4), 28-41. 
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analysis,, Schwenk and Shrader (1993) reported a significant but small relationship between 

planningg and small venture performance. 

Inn the literature, two arguments are generally proposed to explain the low and sometimes 

conflictingg relationships between planning and success of small enterprises. The first 

argumentt focuses on the methodological quality of entrepreneurship research (cf. Low & 

McMillan,, 1988). For example, planning has been operationalized in a number of different 

ways.. It has been defined as a characteristic of the business owner (Frese, Van Gelderen & 

Ombach,, 2000) or as a business activity. Some researchers have evaluated the formality of 

planningg (Robinson & Pearce, 1983), while other authors have measured planning 

sophisticationn (Capon, Farley & Hulbert, 1994) or differentiated between strategic and 

operationall  planning (Shrader, Mulford & Blackburn, 1989). Like planning, sample and 

performancee measures have also been operationalized in a variety of ways. 

AA second explanation for the inconsistent findings about the planning-success 

relationshipp is concerned with other variables that impact the relationship between 

entrepreneurs'' planning and success (Schwenk & Shrader, 1993). Thurston (1983) argued that 

planningg can hinder firm performance because it reduces the flexibilit y of small businesses, 

andd that "the relevance of planning to a particular company situation ... is the key" (p. 164). 

Risseeuww and Masurel (1993) found that small firms' planning was negatively related to 

successs in a highly dynamic environment. Another prominent potential moderator is culture. 

Differentt cultures lead to different organizational structures (Adler, 1991) and ask for 

differentt leadership and management theories (Erez & Earley, 1993). Similarly, a theory of 

entrepreneuriall  success has to make the cultural (and potentially sub-cultural) issues explicit. 

Hofstedee (1991) defined cultural values as broad tendencies to prefer specific behavioral 

patternss over others. He identified four value dimensions that pattern behaivior - uncertainty 

avoidance,, power distance, individualism versus collectivism, and masculinity versus 

femininity.. A given culture's alignment in the uncertainty avoidance dimension is particularly 

relevantt to planning. One way to overcome uncertainty is to plan well. Founding an enterprise 

iss a large step into an uncertain future, and plans can be seen as an attempt to minimized this 

uncertaintyy (Thurston, 1983). Thus, in cultures that value uncertainty avoidance, such a 

behaviorr may be rewarded an meet with success, while in other cultures planning may be 

detrimental. . 

Too explore the effect of this cultural dimension on the planning-success relationship, 

Irishh and German small business owners were chosen for comparison because the two 

countriess are quite similar in most of Hofstede's (1991) value dimensions except uncertainty 
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avoidance.. In three of these dimensions, Hofstede (1991) reported no differences between 

Germanyy and Ireland. However, in the dimension of uncertainty avoidance, clear-cut 

differencess appeared between these two countries (Table 1). 

Tablee 1 

Culturall  values of Ireland and Germany 

Values s 

Powerr distance 

Individualism/ / 

Collectivism m 

Masculinity// femininity 

Uncertaintyy avoidance 

score e 

49 9 

12 2 

7/8 8 

47/48 8 

Ireland d 

rankk index score 

28 8 

70 0 

35 5 

35 5 

score e 

42/44 4 

15 5 

9/10 0 

29 9 

Germany y 

rank k Indexx score 

35 5 

67 7 

66 6 

65 5 

Note.. Adapted from Hofstede (1991). 

Irelandd ranks as one of Western European's countries least concerned with avoiding 

uncertainty.. In contrast, Germans tend to feel more easily threatened by unknown and 

uncertainn situations. Therefore, planning might be differentially important-and effective- in 

thesee two cultures. Germany is a culture in which business owners should plan more and in 

detail,, while Ireland is a culture in which detailed planning is not called for. 

Moreover,, people are judged by whether or not they conform to expectations. When a 

culturee is high in uncertainty avoidance, there are general expectations that one will deal with 

uncertaintyy by careful planning. Since entrepreneurial success depends on doing things "right" 

fromm the customers' perspective, planning will likely be more successful in Germany. Since 

everyonee around the entrepreneur also plans, only the well-planning entrepreneur wil l have a 

goodd fit with the culture and be successful. 

Byy contrast, in Ireland - a culture with low uncertainty avoidance - detailed planning will 

havee poor fit with other people's behaviors. Planning in detail is an investment not easily 

abandoned.. As a result, planning always carries the risk of inflexibility . In cultures where 

peoplee do littl e planning, there will be a higher degree of unplanned behavior by others, more 

tolerancee of unplanned behavior, less respect for a plan and more demand for flexibility . For 

alll  of these reasons, planning may even seem dysfunctional in such a culture. In practical 

terms,, a German business wil l have customers who expect (and reward) precise timing 

accordingg to a plan, whereas an Irish business needs to please customers expecting flexible 
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service,, and failing to meet this expectation means loosing business. Thus, the first two 

hypothesess are: 

HI :: Small businesses in Germany do more planning than their counterparts in Ireland. 

H2:: Planning has a positive relationship with success in Germany while the relationship 

betweenn planning and success is negative in Ireland. 

Thiss line of argument can be extended to a fuller model of entrepreneurial success. 

Theree is evidence that the personality characteristics of small-scale business owners impact 

bothh business strategies and business outcomes (Baum, 1995; Kotey & Meredith, 1997; 

Rauchh & Frese, 2000). Need for achievement is a concept which is related to entrepreneurship 

becausee entrepreneurs must perform well at challenging tasks, they must take responsibility 

forr results, and must seek feedback on their business' performance (McClelland, 1986). 

Researchh has shown, that achievement oriented entrepreneurs are more successful than those 

whoo are not (McClelland, 1986; Singh, 1978; Cooper & Gimeno- Gascon, 1992; Spencer & 

Spencer,, 1993). By reviewing studies on achievement orientations quantitatively, Rauch and 

Fresee (2000) concluded that achievement orientation is positively related to the success of 

smalll  enterprises. In addition to achievement orientation, internal locus of control and self-

efficacyy are owner/manager characteristics that are closely related to entrepreneurship. 

Internallyy controlled business owners believe that business outcomes are in their, not simply 

thee result of chance events. Brockhaus (1980) showed that successful entrepreneurs scored 

significantlyy higher on measures of internal control than did unsuccessful entrepreneurs. The 

samee is true of self- efficacy (Baum, 1995). 

Whilee these results on the relationship between owner/manager personality and success 

aree still contradictory (Brockhaus, 1980; Begeley & Boyed, 1987; Lorrain & Dussault, 1988) 

andd controversial (see Gartner, 1988), there is enough evidence to lead one to propose that an 

owner/manager'ss achievement orientation would result in the use of strategies that are 

culturallyy successful. Thus, achievement-oriented owner/manager wil l plan more in a culture 

thatt value uncertainty avoidance and will plan less in a culture that does not value uncertainty 

avoidance.. Thus, planning can be seen as a mediator between achievement orientation and 

successs (James & Brett, 1984). Thus, the third hypothesis is: 

H3:: In Germany, achievement orientation is positively related to planning, while in Ireland, 

achievementt orientation is negative related to planning. In both cultures, planning is a 

mediatorr in the achievement orientation- success relationship. 
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Thee Possible Effect of Environment 

Doingg a cross-cultural study is often presents certain methodological problems. For 

example,, it is difficult to control context variables in cross- cultural studies, making it very 

difficul tt to rule out alternative explanations (Poortinga & Van de Vijver, 1987). Triandis 

(1984)) argued, for example, that planning is more common when the environment is 

predictable,, because planning does not get rewarded in unpredictable environments. In an 

unpredictablee environment one is better off reacting spontaneously to the current situation. 

Mattewss and Scott (1995) also found that planning in small enterprises declined with 

increasingg environmental uncertainty. 

Addingg a sample from East Germany makes it possible to test this alternative 

explanation.. East and West Germans belong to the same core culture, but there are clear 

differencesdifferences in their business environment. Since 1989, the East German economy changed 

fromm a socialist to a market economy, creating unpredictable turbulence and a deep economic 

depression.. In 1993 (the time of our study), East Germany had high rates of unemployment, 

decreasingg industry production and a small number of small business owners. The 

unemploymentt rate in 1993 was 15.4 percent in East Germany, compared to 5.6 percent in 

Westt Germany (Statistisches Jahrbuch, 1994). East German businesses were undercapitalized 

andd many of its small-scale enterprises had problems with liquidity (Knipper, 1994). Thus, 

comparedd to West Germany, small-scale enterprises in East Germany have to maneuver in a 

muchh more uncertain environment. To some extent, similar arguments hold for Ireland-

althoughh Ireland's economy is stronger than East Germany's, its economic situation is weaker 

thann West Germany's. In 1993, the unemployment rate in Ireland was about 18.4 percent and 

thee cross national product was only half of that of West Germany (Statistisches Jahrbuch, 

1994).. However, like West Germany, Ireland is a market-oriented economy. Within the last 

300 years, Ireland's economy changed from an agricultural economy to an industry economy 

(Glebe,, 1991). Today, Ireland is a well-integrated member of the European Community and 

hass overcome its historical dependency on the British economy. Thus, compared to Ireland, 

Eastt German business owners actually face a more uncertain environment. 

Basedd on Triandis' (1984) argument, planning should be less important in East Germany 

thann in either West Germany or Ireland because East German business owners are confronted 

withh a much more turbulent environment than are West German or Irish business owners. By 

thee same logic, the relationship between planning and success would not be expected to vary 

ass much between East and West Germany because of their shared values. Thus, the three-
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samplee design allows this study to test the impact of cultural differences while controlling for 

environmentall  differences. Therefore, the fourth hypothesis is: 

H4:: There are similar and positive relationships between achievement orientation, planning, 

andd success in small firms in East and West Germany. 

Methods s 

Sample e 

Thee study was done between October 1993 and February 1995. The sample of West 

Germann business owners was drawn from Giessen and surroundings, the East German sample 

fromm Jena, and the Irish sample from Galway. There are some structural similarities between 

thesee cities. They all have universities. Galway had 51,000 inhabitants in 1994 (Statistisches 

Jahrbuch,, 1994), Giessen nearly 75,000, and Jena about 100,000 inhabitants. The German 

participantss were chosen from lists, provided by the respective chambers of commerce (in 

whichh registration is mandatory in Germany). The Irish business owners were chosen mainly 

fromm lists provided by the Chamber of Commerce and the IDA (Industrial Development 

Agency). . 

Threee criteria were used for participating in the study. First, the enterprises had to have 

betweenn one and fifty employees because the European Union uses this measure to define a 

smalll  business. Second, the participants had to be the founders and owners of the enterprise; 

andd third, the business had to be a stand-alone or a franchise business. 

Thee business owners participated in a standardized interview (about 60 minutes) and 

completedd a questionnaire. In West Germany, 98 owners participated, for a response rate of 

52.11 percent. In East Germany, there were 102 businesses (response rate of 63.7 percent), and 

thee Irish sample consisted of 77 enterprises (response rate of 69.4 percent). 

Measures s 

Thee questionnaire items were translated into English and back translated. Translation 

errorss revealed by the back translation were corrected. Achievement orientation was measured 

withh three scales: Need for achievement, locus of control, and self- efficacy. Need for 

achievementt (Modick, 1977) describes the willingness to carry out difficult tasks. The extent 

too which a person is confident that he or she is able to modify events in the environment was 

representedd by the scale internal locus of control (Levenson, 1972; translated to German by 

Krampen,, 1981). Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1986) was developed as a general expectation of 

self-efficacy.. This scale measures the subjective perception of one's efficacy at work (Speier 
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&&  Frese, 1997). Descriptive statistics for the scales are displayed in Table 2 (East and West 

Germany)) and Table 3 (Ireland). Since there was multicollinearity among the scales, we 

combinedd the three scales into one second-order factor, which in the following discussion is 

referredd to as achievement orientations of small business owners. Cronbach's Alphas for the 

scaless were .73 in Ireland, .67 in East Germany, .67 in West Germany. This combining is 

justifiablee in that the concepts of need for achievement and internal locus of control share 

commonn variance (Ward, 1994), and internal locus of control has been correlated with self-

efficacyy (Chen, Greene & Crick, 1998), 

Tablee 2 

Intercorrelationss and descriptive statistics for achievement orientation scales of East- and 

Westt Germany 

Questionnairee scales 

11 Need for achievement 

22 Internal locus of control 

33 Self efficacy 

44 Reliability 

55 Mean 

6s.d. . 

77 Range 

1 1 

.46** * 

.34** * 

.80 0 

4.97 7 

.60 0 

1-6 6 

2 2 

39** * 

.42** * 

.66 6 

5.13 3 

.55 5 

1-6 6 

3 3 

.36** * 

.45** * 

.72 2 

4.07 7 

.46 6 

1-5 5 

4 4 

.75 5 

.71 1 

.67 7 

5 5 

4.49 9 

4.87 7 

4.04 4 

6 6 

.72 2 

.54 4 

.45 5 

7 7 

1-6 6 

1-6 6 

1-5 5 

Note.. Correlations above the diagonal are for West Germany, those below the diagonal are for 

Eastt Germany. *p<.05, one- tailed. **p<.01, one- tailed. 

Tablee 3 

Intercorrelationss and descriptive statistics for achievement orientation scales of Ireland 

Questionnairee scales 1 2 3 Reliabilit Mean s.d. Rang 

yy e 

11 Need for achievement .42** 

22 Internal locus of control 

33 Self efficacy 

Note.. *p<.05, one- tailed. **p<.01, one- tailed. 

.52** * 

.50** * 

.87 7 

.71 1 

.67 7 

4.41 1 

4.92 2 

3.90 0 

.88 8 

.67 7 

.55 5 

1-6 6 

1-6 6 

1-5 5 
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Planningg was conceptualized as a continuum ranging from no planning at all to very 

detailedd planning. A respondent's placement on the continuum was determined by responses 

inn the interview that were coded by two independent raters. A first measure explored the 

businesss plan prepared at the start-up of the business. If a business plan existed, its level of 

detaill  was rated on a five-point scale. The inter-rater reliabilities on this measure were .94 for 

Ireland,, .85 for West Germany, and .79 for East Germany. A second measure of planning 

examinedd plans for the future. Participants were asked to report goals for their enterprise for 

thee next year and how they planned to reach these goals. An index called target planning was 

developedd that rated each plan's level of detail and quality. The reliabilities (Cronbach's 

Alphas)) of this scale were .81 for Ireland, .85 for West Germany, and .76 for East Germany. 

Thee inter-rater reliabilities were .62 in Ireland, .51 in West Germany, and .53 in East 

Germany.. Since inter-rater reliabilities were low in thiss variable, the chance of getting 

significantt results was reduced. 

Small-scalee business research should use multiple measurements of success because any 

singlee measure is prone to errors (Frese, van Gelderen & Ombach, 2000). For example, the 

profitt rate is affected by tax structures, and sales volume is often dependent on the type of 

industry.. Wages are often the main expenses in the service sector whereas some 

manufacturingg industries need expensive raw materials. In this study, three different measures 

off  entrepreneurial success were summarized into a total success-index: Growth of the 

enterprisee (measured by a change in the number of employees over the past three years), the 

owner'ss income, and the owner's level of work satisfaction. 

Additionally,, three control variables were measured by single items: start-up capital, 

companyy age, and industry type (craft, service, trade, and manufacturing). Prior research has 

foundd the amount of capital available at start-up to be related to success and company age to 

bee related to failure (Bruederl, Preisendoerfer, & Ziegler, 1992). Because the study include a 

varietyy of industries, this variable was included to control for that potential influence. 

Results s 

Accordingg to the first hypothesis, mean differences in planning were expected between 

Germanyy and Ireland. As Table 4 indicates, this hypothesis was not supported. 
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Tablee 4 

Meann differences in planning between Ireland and Germany 

Levell  of detail of start-up 

plan n 

Targett planning 

Mean n 

3.23 3 

3.27 7 

Ireland d 

s.d. . 

1.35 5 

.94 4 

Mean n 

3.39 9 

3.34 4 

Germany y 

s.d. . 

1.25 5 

.83 3 

t-test t 

-.33 3 

-.59 9 

Note.. *p<.05, one- tailed. **p<.01, one- tailed 

Germann business owners reported less often having had a business plan when they 

startedd than did the Irish business owners {%2 (1, N = 280) = 4.66, p<.05). This contradicts our 

hypothesis.. However, as this item was rated without any quality evaluation, the business plan 

reportedd could range from very detailed to a sketchy outline. When the content of the business 

plann was rated, German business owners had a slight but non-significant tendency to plan in 

moree detail. Similarly, the Germans scored higher in target planning. 

Tablee 5 (Germany) and 6 (Ireland) present the bivariate relationships found between 

planningg and success. As shown, the relationships were all in the expected direction. The 

existencee of a start-up business plan was not correlated with success in any of the three 

samples.. However, the level of the plan's detail did show a significant positive relationship 

withh success in East Germany (partial r=.22, p<.05), as well as in West Germany (partial 

r=.27,, p<.05). In Ireland, the level of detail was significantly and negatively related to success 

(partiall  r^-.36, p<.01). Target planning was positively related to success in East Germany 

(partiall  r=.20, p<.05) and in West Germany, although it was not significant there (partial 

r=.. 14, ns.). In Ireland, there was a negative but non-significant correlation between target 

planningg and success (r=.13, ns.). 
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Tablee 5 

Partiall  correlations of variables of East- and West Germany 

Variabless 1 

11 Achievement orientations 

22 Start-up business plan 

33 Level of detail of start-up 

businesss plan 

44 Target planning 

55 Success 

.022 (84) 

.12(66) ) 

.111 (84) 

.27***  (83) 

.10(89) ) 

.26**  (66) 

-.077 (84) 

.033 (83) 

.24**  (48) 

.43***  (48) 

.21**  (66) 

.22**  (66) 

.055 (89) 

.055 (89) 

.50***  (48) 

.20**  (83) 

.35***  (89) 

-.022 (89) 

.27**  (48) 

.14(89) ) 

Note.. Correlations above the diagonal are for West Germany, those below the diagonal are for 

Eastt Germany. Controls: age of enterprise, start-up capital, type of industry. 

**  p<.05, one- tailed. **p<.01, one- tailed. 

Tablee 6 

Partiall  correlations of variables of Ireland 

Variabless 1 

11 achievement .06(66) -.38**  (44) -.18(65) .23*  (59) 

orientation n 

22 Start-up business plan -. 10 (65) -.02 (59) 

33 Level of detail of start-

upp business plan .12 (44) -.36**  (40) 

44 Target planning -. 13 (59) 

55 Success 

Note.. Controls: age of enterprise, start-up capital, type of industry 

*p<.05,, one- tailed. **p<.01, one- tailed. 

Ass Table 7 indicates, there were significant differences in the planning-success 

relationshipss between the German samples and the Irish sample. The Irish and West German 

samplee differed significantly in the relationship between business plan's level of detail and 

successs (z=3.06, p<.01); This was also true between Ireland and East Germany 

(z=2.99,p<.01).. Additionally, there was a significant difference between Ireland and East 

Germanyy in the relationship between target planning and success (z=l .94, p<.05). These 

resultss show sophisticated planning to be positively related to success in Germany. In Ireland, 
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onn the other hand, sophisticated planning had a negative relationship with success. Thus, the 

secondd hypothesis was supported. 

Tablee 7 

Differencess in partial correlations between Ireland, West Germany, and East Germany using 

r-to-zz transformation 

Correlations s Irelandd vs. West 

Germany y 

Irelandd vs. East 

Germany y 

Westt Germany vs. 

Eastt Germany 

Start-upp business plan with 

successs z=-.24 

Levell  of detail of start-up 

plann with success z=3.96** 

Targett planning with success z=l .57 

Achievementt orientation with 

successs z=.81 

Achievementt orientation with 

levell  of detail of start-up plan z=2.96** 

Achievementt orientation with 

targett planning z= 1.39 

z=.24 4 

z=2.99** * 

z=1.94* * 

z=.17 7 

z=2.59** * 

z=1.72* * 

z=.52 2 

z=.26 6 

z=40 0 

z=.64 4 

z=.61 1 

z=.32 2 

Note.. *p<05, one- tailed. **p<.01, one- tailed. 

Achievementt orientation was positively correlated with success in all three samples: 

Eastt Germany (partial r=.27, p<.01), West Germany (partial r=.35, p<.01), and Ireland (partial 

r=.23,, p<.05). There were no significant differences among the three correlations. However, 

theree were differences in the correlations of achievement orientation with the planning 

measures.. In East Germany, the correlations were positive but not significant. In West 

Germany,, achievement orientation was positively and significantly related to the level of 

detaill  in the start-up business plan (partial r=.24, p<.05). In contrast, this relationship was 

significantlyy negative in Ireland (partial r=-.36, p<.01). Similarly, the relationship between 

targett planning and achievement orientation in Ireland was negative, although the correlation 

wass not significant. As Table 7 indicates, the correlations between achievement orientation 

andd business plan detail differed significantly between Ireland and West Germany (z=2.96, 

p<.01),, as well as between Ireland and East Germany (z=2.59, p<.01). Additionally, there was 

aa significant difference between East Germany and Ireland in the correlation of achievement 
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orientationn with target planning (z=1.72, p<.05). Thus, the German achievement-oriented 

businesss owners practiced careful planning, whereas the Irish achievement-oriented business 

ownerss did not. As expected, there was no difference between the correlations of East- and 

Westt Germany. 

Thee bivariate relationships reported so far between achievement orientation, planning 

strategies,, and success are necessary but not sufficient conditions for the validity of a 

mediatorr (James & Brett, 1984). In Ireland and in West Germany, the strategy of developing a 

detailedd business plan at start-up satisfied the necessary condition of a mediator test because it 

wass correlated significantly with both achievement orientations and success. Multiple 

regressionn analysis (Cohen & Cohen, 1975; Baron & Kenny, 1986) was used to test whether 

thee level of detail is a mediator between success and achievement orientation in Ireland and in 

Westt Germany. Table 8 shows the result of the mediator analysis. 

Ass table 8 shows, the third hypothesis was supported. The strategy of making a detailed 

businesss plan at start-up did mediate the relationship between achievement orientation and 

successs in Ireland and in West Germany, but in opposite directions. In West Germany, 

detailedd planning positively affected the relationship between achievement orientations and 

success,, while in Ireland it was a negative mediator. 
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Tablee 8 

Hierarchicall  regression analysis of detailedness of start-up business plan mediating the 

relationshipp between achievement orientations on success 

Irelandd A R~ R' difference R' reduction 

1)) Non mediator model: Achievement 

orientationn on success, no control for level of 

detaill  of start-up business plan .04* 

2)2) Mediator model: Achievement orientations 

onn success, level of detail of start-up business 

plann controlled .01 .03 75% 

Westt Germany A R2 R2 difference R" reduction 

1)) Non mediator model: Achievement 

orientationn on success, no control for level of 

detaill  of start-up business plan .09* 

2)2) Mediator model: Achievement orientations 

onn success, level of detail of start-up business 

plann controlled .07 .02 22% 

Note:: Controls are age of enterprise, start-up capital, type of industry, *p<.05, one- tailed. 

**p<.01,, one- tailed. 

Discussion n 

Inn this study, the relationships between planning strategies and success in small-scale 

enterprisess were examined in West Germany, East Germany, and Ireland. It was found that 

thee quality of planning was positively related to success in both East and West Germany, 

whilee this relationship was negative in Ireland. Moreover, achievement orientation correlated 

withh success in all three Countries. The level of detail in the start-up business plan was found 

too mediate the relationship between achievement orientation and success. 

Accordingg to the first hypothesis, more precise planning was expected in East and West 

Germanyy than in Ireland. When asked whether a business plan had been prepared, the Irish 

businesss owners said "yes" more often than the Germans. This does not mean, however, that 

thesee plans were developed in any detail. In fact, there were no mean differences in the 

qualityy of planning between Ireland, East-, and West Germany. Thus, our first hypothesis was 
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rejected.. However, mean scores derived from culturally different samples are vulnerable to 

thee effects of large sets of antecedent differences (Malpass & Poortinga, 1986). For example, 

differentt raters of the different samples may have developed different anchor points to define 

aa detailed plan. Such a bias is liable to reduce differences in mean scores but would not affect 

thee relationships posited in the other hypotheses. 

Inn the second hypotheses, it was postulated that planning has a positive relationship with 

successs in East- and in West Germany, while this relationship is absent or even negative in 

Ireland.. The mere existence of a start-up business plan did not contribute to success. 

However,, detailed planning was positively related to success in both East and West Germany 

andd negatively related in Ireland. The planning-success relationship in the Irish sample 

differedd from the relationship found in the two German samples. This difference can be 

explainedd by the effect of different cultural values, with uncertainty avoidance being the most 

likelyy dimension at work. Uncertainty avoidance is related to planning because planning is 

perceivedd to help one control future events (Thurston, 1983) and thus to reduces the 

uncertaintyy of running one's business. Since Germans as a whole value planning highly, only 

businesss owners/managers who plan in detail have a good fit with their culture and achieve 

success. . 

Whyy is planning negatively related to success in Ireland? Planning does have some 

potentiall  disadvantages. Planning requires time and money, and such investments are not 

easilyy abandoned. This reluctance to deviate from a plan risks creating a certain amount of 

inflexibilit yy that can be detrimental. In a culture that does not value planning, there is more 

tolerancee for unplanned behavior and more expectation for quick solutions made "on the 

spot".. For this reason, planning might be maladaptive in Ireland and thus negatively related to 

success. . 

Inn all three samples of business owners, achievement orientation was correlated with 

success.. This is interesting, because in the field of entrepreneurship research, relationships of 

personalityy characteristics with success have been controversial (Begley & Boyd, 1987; 

Gartner,, 1988; Chell, Haworth & Brearley, 1991; Rauch & Frese, 2000). Our study supports 

thee proposed relationship between achievement orientation and success. This relationship was 

foundd consistently in three different samples. Moreover, the level of planning detail mediated 

thee relationship between achievement orientations and success. Detailed planning was a 

negativee mediator in Ireland and a positive mediator in Germany. Thus, the results indicate 

thatt an achievement orientation is related to the use of strategies that are culturally successful. 
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Thee study has some important implications. Many small business owner/manager do not 

plann at all- this is true of our sample and has been found in previous research (see Robinson & 

Pearce,, 1984). However, this lack of planning need not necessarily be viewed with alarm. 

Basedd on our findings, it would be ill-advised to recommend a firm do extensive planning 

withoutt considering its cultural context. The results of this study suggest that planning in 

small-scalee enterprises is related to success only in cultures that value uncertainty avoidance. 

Ourr findings on the effect of culture may allow a reinterpretation of some contradictory 

findings.. While studies done in Germany have shown planning to be related to success 

(Jungbauer-Ganss & Preisendörfer, 1991), studies done in the Anglo-American cultures often 

foundd no relationship and even questioned the usefulness of planning (Robinson & Pearce, 

1984;; Lyle et al., 1995). The contingency view of our study suggests that research on 

planning-- success relationships should take cultural conditions into account. 
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Chapterr 4 

AA Contingency Approach to Small-Scale Business Success: A Longitudinal 

Studyy on the Effects of Environmental Hostility and Uncertainty on the 

Relationshipp of Planning and Success3 

Planning,, environmental conditions and their impact on success of 104 small-scale 

enterprisess were studied within a longitudinal design. There was a positive relationship 

betweenn detailedness of planning and success in the first wave. In both waves 

environmentall  hostility and uncertainty (i.e. an unfavorable environment) moderated the 

relationshipp between planning and success. There was no direct long-term effect of 

planningg on success. However, there were significant contemporaneous moderator 

effectss with high planning being particularly important for having success in 

unfavorablee environments. Thus, this study supports a contingency view on the 

relationshipp between planning and success. 

Introduction n 

Inn an early review, Robinson and Pearce (1984) concluded that many small scale 

enterprisess do not plan at all. However, enterprises that do plan have more success in 

mostt studies (Robinson and Pearce, 1984). A recent meta-analysis found a small but 

positivee relationship between planning and success (Schwenk and Shrader, 1993). 

However,, there are also studies that do not find clear relationships between planning and 

successs of small business owners (Robinson & Pearce, 1983; Shuman, Shaw & 

Sussman,, 1985; Lyles, Baird, Orris & Kuratko, 1995). Thus, evidence in this area has 

nott been completely conclusive and Schwenk & Shrader (1993) point to the low 

correlationn between planning and success as well. Given this state of affairs, it may be 

usefull  to look at moderators that impact on the correlation between planning and 

success.. Good candidates for moderators are environmental conditions. Hostility and 

uncertaintyy are prime candidates for moderators of this relationship. When there is high 

Thiss chapter is based on: Rauch, A., & Frese, M, (1998). A contingency approach to small-scale business 
success:: a longitudinal study on the effects of environmental hostility and uncertainty on the relationship of 
planningg and success. In: P.D. Reynolds, W. D. Bygrave, N.M. Carter, S. Manigart, C. M. Mason, G.D. Meyer, 
&&  K..G. Shaver (Eds.). Frontiers of Entrepreneurship Research (pp. 190-200). Wellesley, MA: Babson College. 
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competition,, planning should be better. Hostility reduces resources, decreases profit 

margins,, and handicaps maneuverability (Miller & Friesen, 1983). A high degree of 

planning,, makes better use of the scarce resources, reduces production costs, and 

compensatess for the littl e room one has to maneuver. A hostile environment produces 

challengess to the firm and efforts must be devoted to plan in details of how to deal with 

thesee threats. Thus, in a hostile environment there should be a positive relationship 

betweenn the quality of planning and success. However in a non-competitive 

environment,, it is not necessary to plan. Additionally, potential disadvantages of 

planningg may have detrimental effects. Planning often leads to an adherence to the plan, 

andd thus, increases rigidity. Since there is no necessity to deal with the difficult situation 

inn a non-competitive environment, there should be either a low correlation or even a 

negativee correlation between planning and success. Obviously, these are causal 

hypothesess that can only be studied in longitudinal studies which are unfortunately 

seldomlyy done in entrepreneurship research (Low & MacMillan, 1988). Therefore, we 

shalll  report a longitudinal study in this paper. 

AA longitudinal study requires to develop some hypotheses about the timing of the 

effects.. The question of timing is, in general, one of the more difficult areas in social 

science.. Planning can in principle have a long term or a short-term effect. A long-term 

effectt exists when prior planning (e.g. four years ago) leads to better strategic decisions 

thatt have later positive consequences. These consequences may be affected by current 

environmentall  threats. A business that has used detailed planning right from the start 

mayy be better prepared to deal with the problems of a hostile environment later on. In 

termss of timing, this means that there is a lagged effects of planning because earlier 

planningg leads to later success and there is a contemporaneous effect of the 

environment,, because the environmental conditions right now determine its effects. This 

wouldd imply that there is a lagged effect of planning on success moderated by 

contemporaneouss effects of hostility and uncertainty. We think, however, that this point 

off  view is not plausible. Earlier planning can only have a positive effect on success if it 

iss continuously adapted and kept up. In other words, one's earlier plan is only useful if 

theree are littl e changes in the environment - an implausible assumption for small-scale 

businesss owners. For this reason, we hypothesize the effect to be contemporaneous. This 

shouldd be true even more for moderator effects, because as discussed above we think 

thatt the main advantage of planning is to deal with scarce resources and unfavorable 

situations.. Thus, planning now should lead to success now if there is an unfavorable 
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situationn now (in other words all effects are contemporaneously). However, 

methodologicallyy the "now" in the sentence above should not be interpreted too literally. 

Inn a longitudinal study that investigates two waves with a four year time interval, a 

laggedd effect means that the effect is four years of longer while a contemporaneous 

effectt is to be interpreted to be an effect from a few days up to four years (Dwyer, 1983) 

Thus,, our hypothesis is that planning has a positive relationship with success in a 

hostilee environment, while the relationship between planning and success is absent or 

evenn negative in a non-hostile environment. Furthermore, these effects are 

contemporaneous. . 

Methods s 

Sample e 

Thee first wave of the study was done between October 1993 and February 1995. 

Thee sample was drawn from Jena in East Germany and from Giessen in West Germany. 

Bothh cities have structural similarities; they are university cities with around 75.000 

inhabitants.. The participants were randomly chosen from lists, provided by the local 

chamberss of commerce (registration is mandatory in Germany). 

Thee participants were selected by using four criteria: First, the enterprise had to 

havee between one and fifty employees. Second, the enterprises had to be founded 

betweenn 1990 and 1992. Third, the participant had to be the founder and owner of the 

enterprisee and fourth, the enterprise had to be a stand-alone business or a franchise 

business.. Thus, the first wave sample consisted of young newly founded enterprises. 

Thee business owners participated in a one hour interview. In addition, they were asked 

too fil l out a questionnaire. In the first wave, 201 owners provided data. The rejection rate 

wass 42%. 

Inn 1997 and 1998, the second wave of the longitudinal study was done. The second 

wavee of the longitudinal study consisted of 107 participants. Of the original sample, 94 

enterprisess could not be located again. As much as possible we attempted to locate them, 

partlyy by telephone books or by asking neighbors as to the whereabouts of these 

enterprises.. Some of them have failed, some of them may just have moved to other parts 

off  Germany, or may have changed the name of their company so that we could not 

locatee them any longer in the telephone book. The true rejection-ratee was 11.4% that is 

244 business owners did not want to participate in the second wave any more. 
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Measures s 

Thee measures are based on the interview and on the questionnaires. The 

reliabilitiess (inter-rater reliabilities for the interview measures and Cronbach's alphas for 

thee questionnaire based scales) are presented in Table 1. The interviews were coded by 

twoo independent raters and their mean ratings were used. The scales were divided by the 

numberr of items. Planning was ascertained in the interview. One measure refers to the 

existencee of a start-up business plan. Another measure was based on the ratings of the 

detailednesss and quality of this business plan (for this variable there was a reduced N 

becausee all those who did not have a start-upp plan were counted as missings). In the 

secondd wave, the current business plan was measured. In this case, both existence and 

qualityy were included in one index with a 1 being assigned if there was no current plan, 

aa 2 for low quality and a 3 for a high quality plan. A further planning measure refers to 

thee most important targets for the next year (target planning). Again, the detailedness of 

thee plan to reach these targets was rated. Target planning was measured in the first and 

inn the second wave. The reliability of target planning was relatively low in both waves. 

Thiss means that the chances of getting significant results involving this variable is 

reduced. . 

Thee environmental conditions were measured in the questionnaire. Hostility was a 

sevenn item measure on the degree of competition. In the second wave, Miller and 

Droege'ss (1986) uncertainty scale and Khandwalla's (1976/77) environmental hostility 

scalee were included. Table 2 shows that Khandwalla's and our hostility scales were 

highlyy correlated. 

AA multiple measure of success was used to minimize errors, which may be due to 

taxx structure, memory problems and reporting biases. It consists of five different success 

measures.. Growth and size of the enterprise were ascertained in the interview, 

entrepreneurss income, satisfaction at work, and entrepreneur's own judgment about 

successs are based on single questionnaire items. Growth refers to the increase or 

decreasee of the number of employees during the last three years. Size of the enterprise 

consistss of the number of employees and the amount of sales. A third measure was 

entrepreneurs'' income. To take subjective measures of success into account as well, the 

ownerss were asked, how successful they thought their enterprises were and in addition 

theyy also indicated their own level of satisfaction with their work. 
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Tablee 1 

Reliabilitiess of variables 

Variablee Inter-rater reliabilities Cronbachs' alpha 

InterviewInterview measures 

Qualityy of the start up 

businesss plan (t 1) 

Currentt business plan (t2) 

Targett planning (tl) 

Targett planning (t2) 

QuestionnaireQuestionnaire measures 

Hostilityy (tl) 

Hostilityy (t2) 

Uncertaintyy (t2) 

Khandwalla's s 

hostilityy scale (t2) 

9.. Success (tl) 

10.. Success ft2) 

.84 4 

.65 5 

.54 4 

.54 4 

--

--

--

--

--

--

.91 1 

.80 0 

-a) ) 

-a) ) 

.76 6 

.69 9 

.71 1 

.73 3 

.64 4 

.65 5 

Note,, a) single item 

Additionally,, six control variables on start-up capital, company age, and industry 

typee (craft, service, trade, and manufacturing) were ascertained by single items in the 

questionnaire.. These controls were based on prior research. The size of the enterprise at 

thee time of their start-up impacts on success (Bruederl, Preisendoerfer, & Ziegler, 1992). 

Sincee the size of the enterprise is also a dependent variable, the amount of start up 

capitall  was taken as a control variable. There is also evidence, that newly founded 

enterprisess have a higher risk to fail than long established ones (Bruederl et al., 

1992).Therefore,, we controlled for company age. Finally, we had a study design 

includingg various industries and, therefore, controlled for them. 

Results s 

Tablee 2 describes the intercorrelations of all variables reported here. Success at tl 

wass highly related to success in the second wave t2. This is not surprising because 
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successs breeds success in business. Interestingly, two planning variables at tl - quality 

off  start up business plan and target planning - were related to success at t l . This would 

speakk for a direct relationship of planning with success. However, this result could not 

bee replicated in the second wave: Here there were no significant relationships between 

currentt business plan and target planning at t2 with success at t2. 

Anotherr significant negative relationship of success was with hostility (most 

pronouncedd for Kandwalla's scale) and a positive one with the amount of start-up 

capital.. Those enterprises working in the area of trade were less successful. In contrast 

too other studies (e.g. Bruederl et al., 1992), age of enterprises had no impact on success. 

Thiss may be due to the small age range of about two years which results from our 

samplingg procedure. 

Accordingg to the our hypothesis the hostility of the environment moderates the 

relationshipp between planning and success. This hypothesis was tested with hierarchical 

moderatedd regression analyses (Cohen & Cohen, 1975). Controls were included first, 

environmentall  conditions in the second step, planning in the third, and the interaction 

termm in the last step. Of course, the most important result is whether or not the last step 

leadss to a significant interaction term and R square increment (not that the beta may 

havee values above 1.0 and that these values may not be interpreted but only their 

significance,, Cohen & Cohen, 1975). Nine moderated regression analyses were done 

firstt on a cross-sectional basis for tl and t2 separately. Four moderators showed 

significantt results; they are displayed in Table 3 (for hostility) and Table 4 (for 

uncertainty).. Significant moderator effects of hostility were found for the relationship 

betweenn quality of start-up business plan and success and the current business plan and 

successs (Table 3). The R square increments were 3 percentage points for the interaction 

termm of hostility and quality of start up business plan and 7 percentage points for 

hostilityy and current business plan. These are important results as shown in Figure 1. In 

aa hostile environment, there was a higher relationship between planning and success 

thann in a non-hostile environment (Figure 1). 
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Tablee 3 
Cross-sectionall  planning-success relationships moderated by hostility in both waves 

(moderatedd regression analysis) 

Stepp 1 Controls 
Startt up capital 
Agee of business 
Industryy type: 
manufacturing g 
Industryy type: trade 
Industryy type: craft 

Stepp 2 Environment 
Hostilityy (tl) 

Successs (tl) 
Beta a 

.25** * 
-.07 7 

-.01 1 
-.22* * 
-.01 1 

.02 2 

AR" " 
Successs (f2) 

Stepp 1 Controls 
Startt up capital 
Agee of business 
Industryy type 
manufacturing g 
Industryy type: trade 

.111 **Industry type: craft 

.00 0 
Stepp 2 Environment 
Hostilityy (t2) 

Beta a 

.29** * 
-.06 6 

-.17 7 
-.17 7 
.04 4 

-.13 3 

AR2 2 

.16* * 

.02 2 

Stepp 3 Planning 
Qualityy of start up 
businesss plan (tl ) .27* * 

Stepp 3 Planning 
Currentt business 

.07**plann (t2) .07 7 .00 0 

Stepp 4 Moderator 
Hostilityy X quality of 
startt up business plan (tl) .61" " 

Stepp 4 Moderator 
Hostilityy X current 

.03**  business plan (t2) .71* * .07* * 
*p<.05 5 
**p<.01 1 

Figuree 1 
Hostilityy moderating the planning-success relationship 

LA) ) 

Successs (tl) 

] ] 

highh hostility (tl) 

loww hostility (tl) 

'' > 
oww quality high quality 

off  start-up business plan (tl) 

LB) ) 

Succe e 

i i 

sss (12) 

highh hostility (t2) 

loww hostility (t2) 

oww quality high quality 

off  current business plan (t2) 
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Tablee 4 indicates, that environmental uncertainty moderated the relationship 

betweenn target planning and success (R square increment .07, p<.05) as well as the 

relationshipp between the current business plan and success (R square 

increment=.05,p<.05).. Figure 2 indicates that in a more uncertain environment, there is 

higherr relationship between quality of planning and success. In a certain, and therefore 

moree favorable environment more planning is related to less success. 

Tablee 4 
Cross-sectionall  planning-success relationships (t2) moderated by uncertainty (t2) (moderated 

regressionn analysis) 

Stepp 1 Controls 
Startt up capital 
Agee of business 
Industryy type: 
manufacturing g 
Industryy type: trade 
Industryy type: craft 

Stepp 2 Environment 
Uncertaintyy (t2) 

Stepp 3 Planning 
Targett planning (t2) 

Stepp 4 Moderator 
Uncertaintyy X 
targett planning (t2) 
*p,.05 5 
**p<.01 1 

Successs (t2) 
Beta a 

2Q** * 

-.06 6 

.17 7 
-.17* * 
-.04 4 

-.03 3 

.03 3 

6.20** * 

AR2 2 

.16* * 

.00 0 

.00 0 

.68** * 

Stepp 1 Controls 
Startt up capital 
Agee of business 
Industryy type: 
manufacturing g 
Industryy type: trade 
Industryy type: craft 

Stepp 2 Environment 
Uncertaintyy (t2) 

Stepp 3 Planning 
Current t 
businesss plan (t2) 

Stepp 4 Moderator 
Mille rr X current 
businesss plan (t2) 

Successs ft2) 
Beta a 

29** * 
-.06 6 

.17 7 
-.17 7 
.04 4 

-.03 3 

.08 8 

1.06* * 

AR^ ^ 

.16* * 

.00 0 

.01 1 

.05* * 
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Figuree 2 

Planning-successs relationships (t2) moderated by uncertainty (t2) 

II  .A) 

Successs (t2) 

highh uncertainty (t2) 

loww uncertainty Ct21 

noo detailed detailed 

targett planning (t2) 

LB) ) 

Successs (t2) 

highh uncertainty (t2) 

loww uncertainty (t2) 

noo detailed detailed 

currentt business plan (t2) 

Thus,, our research supported a contingency view on the relationship between 

planningg and success. It is the environment which causes challenges to which a small-

scalee enterprise should react with more structured procedures. 

Soo far, the hypothesis was tested cross-sectionally. However, the more interesting 

hypothesiss is whether planning leads to changes in success given favorable or 

unfavorablee environmental conditions. Again, hierarchical regression analyses were 

usedd (Cohen & Cohen, 1975). Prior success (tl) was controlled in the first step. The 

controll  variables were included in the second step. Step 3 consisted of the environmental 

condition,, and the planning strategies (t2) were included in the fourth step. In the final 

andd most important step, the interaction between planning and environmental condition 

wass included. Of the 6 analyses done, two showed a significant interaction effect 

displayedd in Table 5. Significant interactions occurred between the current business plan 

(t2)) and uncertainty (t2) as well as between target planning (t2) and uncertainty (f2). 

Sincee prior success (tl) was controlled for in this model, we can conclude that planning 

hass a positive effect on changes in success in an uncertain environment. This effect is 

sizable,, increasing explained variance by 5 to 8%. 
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Tablee 5 
Longitudinall  analysis of moderators of the planning-success relationship 

Successs (t2) Successs (t2) 

Stepp 1: Control 
Priorr Success 

Beta a 

.57" " 

ARAR1 1 

33" 33" 
Stepp 1: Control 
Priorr Success 

Beta a 

.5811 1 

Stepp 2: Controls 
Startt up capital 
Agee of business 
Industryy type: 
manufacturing g 
Industryy type: Trade 
Industryy type: craft 

.16 6 
-.03 3 

.18 8 
-.06 6 
.05 5 .06 6 

Stepp 2: Controls 
Startt up capital 
Agee of business 
Industryy type: 
manufacturing g 
industryy type: Trade 
industryy type: craft 

.07 7 

.06 6 

.16 6 
-.02 2 
.00 0 

Stepp 3: Environment 
Hostilityy (t2) -.20*  .04" 

Stepp 4: Planning 
Current t 
businesss plan .02 .00 

Stepp 5: Moderator 
Currentt business plan 
XX hostility .77**  .08" 

Stepp 3: Environment 
Uncertaintyy (t2) -.03 

Stepp 4: Planning 
Targett planning .14 4 

Stepp 5: Moderator 
Targett planning X 
uncertaintyy 1.17 

ARZ Z 

.34* * 

.06 6 

.00 0 

.02 2 

.05' ' 
*p<.05 5 
**p<.01 1 

Discussion n 

Inn this study the contingency view was supported. This means that environmental 

conditionss such as hostility and uncertainty act as moderators of the relationship 

betweenn planning and small-scale enterprise success. In a hostile or uncertain 

environmentt owners are more successful when they plan more while in a non-hostile or 

certainn environment those owners who plan less are more successful. These results are 

interestingg because they appear quite consistently in cross-sectional analyses but also 

whenn we hold prior success constant. The latter implies that our results pass a first test 

off  a causal hypothesis as changes in success are affected by the interaction of planning 

andd environmental threats. This means that our predictors can explain how people 

becomee more or less successful. This effect is only contemporaneous (as a matter of 

fact,, we tested for lagged effects and there was no significant interaction effect in line 
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withh our hypothesis). A contemporaneous effect implies that there is a certain temporal 

nearnesss of predictor effects on success - in other words, it is not planning and hostility 

off  4 years ago that matters but more likely planning to deal with the threats that took 

placee during the last months to a year. 

Itt is interesting that the interaction effect is cross-over, that is under high hostility 

(uncertainty),, there is a positive relationship and under low hostility (low uncertainty) 

theree is a negative relationship between planning and success. Thus, planning only helps 

inn a particular (hostile, uncertain) environment, but is negative in another type (non-

hostile,, not uncertain) of environment. Planning helps a person to deal with unclear 

futuree events because they make them more predictable and manageable (Thurston, 

1983).. If one has few resources and needs to be particularly careful in one's steps of 

actionn (both more likely to exist in a hostile environment), planning helps. But why 

shouldd planning actually be negative in a non-hostile environment? It is interesting that 

thesee data are similar to a study by Rauch & Frese (1997) on planning in Ireland. In 

Irelandd planning seemed to have a negative effect on success, most probably because the 

environmentt demanded flexibilit y rather than strict adherence to a plan (Ireland is one of 

thee cultures with the lowest uncertainty avoidance, Hofstede, 1991). In a non-hostile 

environment,, it is much more important to quickly see opportunities and act on them -

planningg and sticking to one's plan may only be disadvantageous in such a situation. 

Thee direct relationships of planning to success were not consistent in this study. On 

thee one hand, planning at start-up and target planning were related to success in the first 

wave;; however, there was no equivalent evidence in the second wave and these two 

planningg variables of the first wave also did not correlate significantly with success in 

thee second wave. This means that our study pretty much replicates what other studies 

havee found: Planning is sometimes helpful and sometimes not (Fredrickson & Mitchel, 

1984,, Tan & Litschert, 1994) It may be interesting to speculate why planning was 

relatedd to success in the early years of existence. Sophisticated planning is probably 

usefull  for newly founded enterprises, for example to get government support, to raise 

capitall  or to position the new business in an already established market. In this situation, 

uncertaintyy is high for nearly all business owners. Once the enterprise is well 

established,, planning becomes less important. It reduces flexibilit y and entrepreneurs 

may,, thereby overlook opportunities. 

Ourr results are in contrast to Matthews and Scott's (1995) findings who reported a 

negativee relationship between environmental uncertainty and planning. They argue that 
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smalll  enterprises are always in a turbulent environment and that it is useful to react with 

littl ee planning. Our results contradict these speculations. In contrast to Matthews and 

Scottt (1995) who did not look at the moderator effects because they did not have a 

successs variable, we found not only a bivariate positive correlation between uncertainty 

andd planning (see Table 1) but also the above mentioned moderator effect which shows 

thatt in a situation of high uncertainty, it is helpful to plan to reach success. 

Onee limitation of this research that it shares with most other studies of small-scale 

enterprises,, is the problem of decreased variance in success. Since, we only admitted 

thosee enterprises into our sample that had at least existed for a year, we excluded all 

thosee enterprises that had failed before. However, surprisingly, those enterprises that 

survivedd and participated in the second wave were not differently from those who could 

nott participate in the second wave. The most likely reason for them was that they went 

outt of business and we, therefore, did not find their address any more. One could also 

argue,, that the non-participants of the second wave were those, who did not plan. 

However,, this is not correct, as we did not find any differences in planning between the 

threee different groups: the non-participants, the refusers, and the participants of the 

secondd wave (ANOVA). 

Implications s 

Thee study has important implications. First, studies about the relationship between 

planningg and success in small-scale enterprises should distinguish the environmental 

conditionss under which they work. Around 50% of the entrepreneurs stated, that they do 

nott plan at all (this is true of our sample, cf. also Robinson & Pearce, 1984). At least in 

hostilee environments, business starters have to be taught how to plan. On the other hand, 

itt would be a mistake to use planning as a general positive sign because planning may 

veryy well lead to reduced success in a non-hostile environment. Thus, the contingency 

pointt of view demands that those agencies (such as banks, government bureaus, etc.) 

whichh assume without empirically sound reasoning that planning is a "must" for every 

businesss person, reconsider this prejudice. Otherwise they reduce chances for a part of 

thee entrepreneurs by forcing everyone into a planning mode. 
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Chapterr 5 

Humann Capital of Small-Scale Business Owners and Business Success: A 
Longitudinall  Study on Moderators and Mediators4 

Humann capital of small business owners is important for business success but it does not 

havee an elaborated theory on the mechanisms and contingencies that lead to success. One 

mechanismm is that human capital increases business owner's productivity, which results in 

higherr profits. Moreover, human capital is particularly important in difficult tasks and 

difficul tt situations. 119 German small-scale enterprises participated in a longitudinal study. 

Goalss and plans as action related cognitions mediated the relationship between human capital 

andd success. Moreover, the effect of human capital on business success is moderated by 

environmentall  hostility, focused strategies, and growth orientation. 

Introduction n 

Humann capital of small business owners constitutes an important factor of small-scale 

businesss success (cf Cooper & Gimeno-Gascon, 1992; Rauch & Frese, 2000). However, 

studiess seldom address the mechanisms and contingencies of the effects of human capital of 

businesss founders on success. Knowledge about these mechanisms is important for theoretical 

andd practical reasons. Theoretically, it is necessary to answer the question in which way 

humann capital leads to success to be able to have a full theory of human capital. We want to 

arguee that human capital is a resource to plan and to set goals better and that it is this mediator 

thatt leads to success. Additionally, we need to know under which circumstances a relationship 

holdss and this is the question of moderators. Practically, interventions, such as training, 

requiree to know the intervention points. Frequently, the mediators are useful intervention 

points.. If specific ways to set goals and to develop plans of actions are mediators leading to 

effectivee performance, one can teach these skills specifically rather than investing money to 

increasee human capital in general. 

Figuree 1 describes our mediator/moderator model of human capital and success. 

Mediatorss are the quality of action goals and action plans and growth orientation, which are 

causedd by human capital and in turn influence business success. Action goals are desired 

44 This chapter is based on: Rauch, A. & Frese, M. Human Capital of Small Scale Business Owners and Business 

Success.. A longitudinal study on moderators and mediators. Submitted for publication. 
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endstates;; plans control the order in which a sequence of actions is to be performed (Miller, 

Galanter,, & Pribram, 1960). A growth-oriented firm is characterized by innovative behavior 

andd focuses on profit and growth goals (Carland, Hoy, Boulton, & Carland, 1984). Moreover, 

humann capital may turn out to be unnecessary or misplaced when performing certain tasks in 

certainn environments. In the following, we explain these relationships in more detail. 

Figuree 1 

AA Psychological Model of the Effect of Human Capital on Business Success 

Actionn goals, 
actionn plans 

Humann capital of 
businesss owners 

/

Focused d 
strategies s 

w w 

lV V 
Environment t 

Growthh orientation 

Business s success s 

i i i i 

Humann Capital of Business Owners 

Humann capital of business founders consists of knowledge and skills that help in the 

taskss to run a business and to learn more about it. Becker (1975) differentiated between 

generall  human capital and specific human capital. General human capital is not directly 

relatedd to a certain job, and includes years of schooling and years of work experience. 

Specificc human capital is specific to the domain of a small-scale business. Indicators of 

specificc human capital are industry specific experience, prior self-employment experience, 

leadershipp experience and having self-employed parents (Bruederl, Preisendoerfer, & Ziegler, 

1992).. Specific human capital consists of knowledge about profitable niches and increasing 

productivityy and should, therefore, help to organize a business successfully. Prior self-

employmentt experience is important because knowledge generated by prior self-employment 

helpss to run the current enterprise. Prior leadership/ management experience helps in 

managingg and directing employees. Finally, children of self-employed parents often have 
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accesss to knowledge and skills related to being a business owner and therefore, they were able 

too accumulate a high degree of specific entrepreneurship knowledge. 

Theree is a positive relationship between business owner's human capital and business 

successs but this relationship is not high enough to make human capital the decisive factor for 

success.. Rauch and Frese (2000) analyzed seven studies and found an average correlation of 

.099 between human capital and small business success in the studies by Chandler & Hanks 

(1996),, Chandler & Jansen (1992), Chandler & Hanks (1994), Duchesnau & Gartner (1990), 

Goebell  & Frese (1999), Lorrain (1988), and Lussier, (1995). While this coefficient was small, 

itt was significantly positive, which indicates some support for the human capital hypothesis. 

Inn addition, Bruederl et al. (1992) and Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon and Woo (1994) found that 

yearss of schooling, of work experience, and of industry specific experience were associated 

withh a higher chance for survival. Even studies that did not show significant relationships 

suchh as Frese (2000) actually produced relationships similar in size as the ones reported in the 

quantitativee analysis by Rauch and Frese (2000). Therefore, we hypothesize: 

Hypothesiss 1. Human capital of small-scale business owners has a small positive 

effectt on business success. 

Iff  a phenomenon produces consistently small and positive results, it is useful to look for 

mediatorss and moderators. First, we take a closer look at the processes by which human 

capitall  functions. It is difficult to observe human capital directly. Therefore, it is necessary to 

lookk at action processes that are an outgrowth of skills and knowledge. This may contribute to 

aa higher degree of explained variance. Second, we look at moderator effects since moderators 

mayy explain why in some situations, there is a low relationship and in some other situations, 

theree is a high relationship between human capital and success. 

Actionn Goals and Action Plans as Mediators 

Actionn goals are desired endstates and plans control the order in which a sequence of 

actionss is to be performed (Miller et al., 1960). Consistent with action theory, we posit that 

knowledgee and skills help to develop good goals and plans and that good goals and plans are 

successfull  (Hacker, 1992; Frese & Zapf, 1994). Knowledge and skills are embodied in human 

capitall  and therefore, this should be a factor for developing good goals/plans. 

Theree is a large literature of what constitutes good goals and plans. The literature on goal 

settingg is of particular importance here as it suggests that high and specific goals affect task 
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performancee by directing attentions and actions, by mobilizing effort, increasing persistence, 

andd by motivating individuals to develop relevant strategies for goal attainment (Locke, 

Shaw,, Saari & Latham, 1981, pp. 145). Thus, goal difficulty and specificity help to increase 

performancee (Locke & Latham, 1990). Difficul t goals produce higher performance than easy 

goalss because people are more motivated and work harder (Locke et al., 1981). A specific 

goall  is frequently expressed in quantitative terms and helps the actor to concentrate on what is 

importantt (Locke et al., 1981). Performance should also be high and specific in entrepreneurs. 

Twoo types of goals are of particular importance for entrepreneurs: Long term visions for 

thee company and specific yearly targets. Visions are emotionally laden long term and high 

goalss that go beyond the direct benefits that come from entrepreneurial activities. Examples 

aree to become a dominant enterprise in one market segment or to help reduce ecological 

problemss by producing wind energy to replace fossil energy use. Visions are core components 

off  charismatic leadership theories (Bass, 1990; House, 1977) and have been found to affect 

performancee (Howell & Forst, 1989; Kirkpatrick & Locke, 1996). One study has also 

empiricallyy shown the positive function of visions for success in small-scale businesses 

(Baum,, Locke, & Kirkpatrick, 1998). Visions are not usually specific, but they imply a high 

andd long-term goal. To complement high visions, one also needs specific yearly goals that 

shouldd be related to the vision. A yearly target is often a quantitative goal, for example, 

gettingg a specific number of additional customers, doubling one's sales. 

Ann important aspect of action plans is the detailedness of plans (Rauch & Frese, 1998, 

Fresee & Zapf, 1994). Detailed planning implies a proactive approach using sub-plans (Frese, 

vann Gelderen, & Ombach, 2000). The advantages of detailed planning are that one is actively 

structuringg one's situation, accumulating information by scanning the environment, and thus, 

developingg better knowledge of business issues. A plan bridges thought and action (Miller, 

1960).. Thus, planning always implies some kind of action; it is closely related to action 

implementationn and therefore, related to business success. 

Hypothesiss 2. The quality of action goals and action plans leads to small-scale 

businesss success. 

Hypothesiss 3. Action goals and plans are mediating the effect of human capital on 

success. . 
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Growthh Orientation as Mediator 

Thee growth orientation of the firm is a specific goal related to human capital and success 

(seee Figure 1). The distinction between growth-oriented firms and not-growth-oriented firm 

hass been suggested by several authors (cf. Smith & Miner, 1983; Miner, 1996; Woo, 

Dunkelberg,, & Cooper, 1988; Carland, Hoy, Boulton, & Carland, 1984). However, different 

studiess used different attributes to categorize these two types of firms. Some authors 

introducedd business owner's experience and knowledge to distinguish between the two types 

off  firms (cf. Smith & Miner, 1983; Woo et al., 1988). Carland et al (1984) described growth-

orientedd firms as being more likely to become dominant in its industry; they frequently 

employy innovative strategies and strategic management practices. Enterprises that are not 

growthh oriented do not engage in new marketing or innovative practices. Davidsson (1991) 

showedd that education and experience has a small positive effect on growth motivation. Thus, 

businesss owners with high human capital choose higher growth goals than business owners 

withh low human capital. Moreover, growth goals are related to growth expectations 

(Davidsson,, 1989) as well as to business growth (Baum, 1995). Thus, growth orientation is 

relatedd to business success. We assume that growth orientation is one of the processes through 

whichh human capital has effects on business success. Therefore, growth orientation should 

mediatee the effect of human capital on business success. Thus, we predict: 

Hypothesiss 4. Human capital of business owners leads to more growth orientation, 

whichh in turn leads to business success. 

Moderatorr Effects 

Wee want to argue that human capital has a stronger effect in a difficult environment or 

whenn using difficult strategies. Human capital becomes important when there is a highly 

hostilee environment. Environmental hostility reduces resources, decreases profit margins and 

handicapss maneuverability (Miller & Friesen, 1983). Thus, to do business becomes more 

difficul tt and complex. Human capital helps to deal with these environmental threats, because 

itt helps to anticipate decreasing resources and profits, it helps to develop plans and actions to 

counterr the threats, and it helps to increase maneuverability. Thus, human capital should be 

stronglyy and positively related to success when there is high environmental hostility. A non-

hostilee environment is easier and less complex than a hostile environment. Thus, in a non-

hostilee environment high human capital is not so necessary to run an enterprise successfully. 

Therefore,, human capital should not be related to success in non-hostile environments. 
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Withh regard to strategies, we assume that human capital has stronger effects on success 

whenn using a focused strategy rather than a broad strategy. Porter (1980) suggested that a 

focusedd strategy has some competitive advantages because one avoids heavy competition by 

focusingg resources on a specific market segment. This premise was not supported empirically 

(Baumford,, Dean, & McDougall, 1997; Sandberg & Hofer, 1987; Kean, Niemeyer & Miller, 

1996,, McNamee 1989). We think however, given enough knowledge and skills, it is possible 

too use a focused strategy. More precisely, a highly focused strategy should only be successful 

iff  the owner show a high degree of knowledge and skills. A high degree of precise knowledge 

andd good skills are presuppose of a good analysis of demands and resources. Thus, the effect 

off  human capital should be moderated by focused strategy. 

Finally,, we assume that human capital has higher effects on business success in growth 

orientedd firms than in non-growth oriented firms. Thus, the variable growth orientation has 

bothh mediator and moderator status in our theory (Baron & Kenny, 1986). In growth oriented 

firmss good skills and knowledge are required to introduce the right strategies necessary for 

growth,, for example employing the right strategic management practices and introducing 

powerfull  innovations. If growth orientation is low, a status quo is to be maintained. Skills and 

knowledgee are not so critical for success under these circumstances. Therefore, growth 

orientationn is moderating the effect of human capital on success. Thus, we predict: 

Hypothesiss 5. The effect of human capital on business success is moderated by 

environmentall  hostility, focused strategy, and growth orientation. 

Methods s 

Sample e 

Thee sample was drawn from Jena in East Germany and from Giessen in West Germany. 

Bothh cities have structural similarities; they are university cities with around 75.000 

inhabitants.. The participants were randomly chosen from lists, provided by the local chambers 

off  commerce (registration is mandatory in Germany). 

Thee participants were selected by using four criteria: First, the enterprise had to have 

betweenn one and fifty employees. This corresponds to the European Union definition of 

small-scalee firms. Second, since self-employment was hardly possible in the former East 

Germany,, the enterprises had to be founded after the German reunification. Thus, enterprises 

hadd to be founded between 1990 and 1992. Third, the participant had to be the founder and 
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ownerr of the enterprise and fourth, the enterprise had to be a stand-alone or a franchise 

business. . 

Wee did the first wave in 1993 with 201 business owners providing data. The response 

ratee was 58%. In 1997 - the second wave- 58 enterprises could not be identified 

(experimentall  mortality 29%). They may have moved, may have changed companies' name 

orr may have gone bankrupt. 24 enterprises rejected to participate in wave two (response rate 

wass 83%). Thus, the second wave of the longitudinal study consisted of 119 enterprises. 

Measures s 

Thee business owners participated in a one hour standardized interview. Interview 

measuress were rated by two independent raters and their mean rating was used for further 

calculations.. Inter-rater reliabilities were estimated using the intra-class coefficient (Shrout & 

Fleiss,, 1979). In addition, business owners were asked to fill  in a questionnaire. Reliabilities 

aree displayed in the diagonal of Table I. 

Humann capital was measured in wave one as an index consisting of seven measures. 

Theree were four measures of general human capital: School degree and degree of vocational 

trainingg was measured in the questionnaire. Prior management experience and degree of 

vocationall  training of father were interview measures. Specific human capital was measured 

inn the interview. Indicators of specific human capital were prior self-employment experience, 

priorr self-employment in the same type of industry, and self- employed father. These 

measuress are causal indicators of human capital, which need not to be internally consistent 

(Bollenn & Lennox, 1991). For example, the relationship between having a high school degree 

andd experience in prior self-employment is not necessarily high. Nevertheless, high values on 

thee index reflect more knowledge and experiences, and therefore, high human capital. 

Too measure business owner's action goals and plans we developed an action process 

intervieww schedule for the purpose of the study. As a starting point, the business owner was 

askedd for the most important targets for the next year. The answers were rated according to 

thee number of different targets and the specificity of the targets. Then, we asked for plans to 

implementt these targets. The amount of planning and the detailedness of plans were rated. 

Next,, the business owners were asked for actions already done to reach the targets. The 

numberr of actions and the quality of these actions were rated. Finally, the business owners 

weree asked about their visions. The answers were rated on a 4-point-scale, a one was for no 

visionn at all, a 4 was given for high long term visions, for example bringing the enterprises 

intoo a dominant market position. Since action goals and plans were highly interrelated we 
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combinedd them into one scale, which is referred to as action goals/ action plans. Action goals/ 

actionn plans were measured in wave one and in wave two. Cronbach's alphas were .81 in 

wavee one and .80 in wave two. 

Environmentall  hostility and focused strategy were measured in wave one. 

Environmentall  hostility was a seven-item measure on the degree of competition (Rauch & 

Frese,, 1998). Cronbach's alphas were .70 in wave one and .68 in wave two. Focused strategy 

wass a rating of interview responses. The business owners were asked whether they focused on 

aa specific market segment. This specific market segment could be related to a service, a 

productt or a process. Growth orientation (Mattews & Scott, 1995) was measured only in wave 

twoo with one item based on the description of the Carland et al.'s (1984) typology of 

entrepreneuriall  and small business ventures. Participants were presented two general business 

descriptions;; one described growing enterprises with a potential to become dominant in its 

field.. The other description referred to an enterprise that acts independently, but that is not 

growingg and that is not becoming dominant in its field. The participants were asked to 

indicatee which of the two descriptions most closely fit  their company. 

Wee used two measures of business success, in both waves: Business success and 

satisfactionn with work. Business success consisted of growth of enterprise and number of 

employees.. Growth of enterprise was the average growth of employees during the last three 

years.. Since number of employees was highly related to growth of enterprise (r=.74, p<.01 in 

wavee one; r=.42, p<.01 in wave two) we combined them into one measure. Business owners' 

satisfactionn with their work was a single 7-point-item in the questionnaire. 

Wee had an inter-industry design and therefore, we controlled for type of industry. Type 

off  industry was dummy coded into manufacturing, craft, trade, and service. There is evidence, 

thatt newly founded enterprises have a higher risk of failure than long established ones 

(Bruederll  et al., 1992). Although our design controlled for company age, we additionally 

controlledd for it statistically. 

Inter-correlationss of success measures. One problem of entrepreneurship research is 

relatedd to the dependent variable success. To get additional validity data, we added four 

successs measures in wave two (Lyles, Baird, Orris, & Kuratko, 1995; Barkham, 1994, 

ChandlerChandler & Hanks, 1994; Bruederl & Preisendoerfer, 1998). They can be used to study their 

relationshipss with our success measures that we have available in both waves. Table 1 shows 

thatt the two measures used for the longitudinal analyses were well correlated with sales and 

saless growth but littl e correlated with profit and profit growth. We did not expect a close 

relationshipp between the size and the growth measure on the one hand and profit measures on 
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thee other hand. For example, a business owner may very well increase profits by reducing the 

numberr of employees. Similar, one can reduce sales while increasing the profits of an 

enterprise,, for example by focusing on the most profitable customers. Moreover, profit is a 

figuree that good business people keep as low as possible to reduce taxes. Thus, our success 

measuress reflect sales and employee figures rather than profit figures. 

Tablee 1 

Correlationss of our Success Measures with other Success Variables (all of them t2 measures). 
!!  2 3 4 5 6__ 

11 Size of enterprise 

22 Growth of enterprises .42** 

33 Profit .12 .12 

44 Profit growth .14 .13 .31* 

55 Sales .60**  .28**  -.20 .07 

66 Sales growth .45**  .55**  .17 .08 .43** 

Note.. *p<.05. **p<.01. 

Results s 

Tablee 2 describes the inter-correlations of the variables. Human capital of business 

founderss was positively related to business success in both waves. Similarly, business owner's 

actionn goals/ plans were positively related to business success in both waves. Human capital 

off  business founders was positively related to actions goals/action plans in wave one, but it 

wass not related to actions goals/ action plans in wave two. Thus, there were positive 

relationshipss between human capital, action goals/ action plans and business success in cross 

sectionall  analyses. Neither human capital nor action goals/ action plans were correlated with 

satisfaction.. Similarly, satisfaction was not correlated with business success. Thus, even 

thoughh satisfaction is a frequently used and recommended variable in entrepreneurship 

researchh (Cooper & Artz, 1995), our data suggest that satisfaction is a variable in its own 

right. . 

Ourr hypotheses were tested by using hierarchical regression analyses (Cohen & Cohen, 

1975).. Prior success was controlled in the first step. Control variables were included in the 

secondd step. In step three the independent variables were included into the equation. In 
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accordancee with our first and second hypotheses, business owner's human capital and high 

actionn goals/ action plans led to an increase in business success (Table 3) with an increment of 

explainedd variance of 7%. Neither human capital nor actions had an effect on satisfaction with 

work. . 

Tablee 3 

Hierarchicall  Regression Analysis for Human Capital and Action Sequence Predicting 

Changess in Business Success (t2) 

Stenn and nredictor 
1.. Control 
Successs tl 

2.. Control variables 
Industryy type: craft tl 
Industryy type: trade tl 
Industryy type: manufacturing tl 
Agee of enterprise 11 

3.. Predictors 
Humann capital tl 
Highh action goals/ action plans tl 

R2 2 

Adjustedd R" 
AR2 2 

1 1 

57** * 

.33** * 

.31 1 

.33** * 

2 2 

.53** * 

-.02 2 
.03 3 
.28** * 
-.05 5 

.40** * 

.37 7 

.08* * 

3 3 

.47** * 

.01 1 

.02 2 

.23* * 
-.04 4 

.20* * 

.16* * 

.47** * 

.43 3 

.07** * 
Note.. Displayed coefficients are standardized beta weights. *p<.05. **p<.01 

Bivariatee relationships between mediator, independent variable, and dependent variable 

aree necessary but not sufficient conditions for the validity of a mediator (James & Brett, 

1984).. Action goals/ action plans and growth orientation satisfied the necessary conditions of 

aa mediator testing. We used hierarchical multiple regression analyses to test our mediator 

hypothesess (Cohen & Cohen, 1975). Business success in t2 was the dependent variable. 

Successs in tl was controlled in the first step of the equation. Control variables were included 

inn the second step. The mediator was included in the third step and human capital was 

includedd in the last step of the equation. The most interesting result is the increment of 

explainedd variance of the last step because the effect of the mediator was controlled here. In 

regressionn analysis 1 of Table 4 the effect of the mediators was not controlled. Human capital 

hadd an R~ increment of .05 predicting business success. Human capital had an R" increment of 

.033 when the effect of the mediators was controlled (regression analysis 2)- a reduction of 

explainedd variance by 40%. This supports hypotheses 3 and 4 that action goals and growth 

orientationn mediate the effect of human capital on success. However, the mediation was not 

perfectt since the effect of human capital on business success was still significant after 
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controllingg for mediators (Baron & Kenny, 1986). This result indicates that there are 

additionall  mediating factors. 

Tablee 4 

Mediatorr Analysis: Predicting Business Success from Action Goals/ Action Plans, Growth 

Orientation,, and Human Capital (Hierarchical Regression Analyses, Standardized Regression 

Coefficients) ) 

Businesss success t2 
Regression n 
too test mediator 

.47** * 

.33 3 
45.66** * 

.01 1 

.02 2 

.21** * 
-.04 4 
.08 8 
3.05* * 

.15 5 

.09 9 

.05 5 
4.09* * 

.18* * 

.03 3 
4.25* * 
.48 8 
.43 3 

Note.. *p< .05. **p<.01 

Wee used moderated regression analysis to test moderating effects of human capital on 

businesss success (Cohen & Cohen, 1975). The dependent variable was business success in 

wavee two. Success in wave one was controlled in the first step of the equation, control 

variabless in the second step. The third step of the equation consisted of moderator and 

independentt variables. Finally, the interaction terms were included into the equation. The 

resultss are displayed in Table 5. The fourth hypothesis was supported. Interaction terms of 

humann capital and hostility, human capital and focused strategy, and human capital and 

growthh orientation were all significant. Increased explained variance of Step 4 was 20 percent. 

Control l 
Businesss success tl 

AR2 2 

FF for AR2 

Controls s 
Industryy type: Craft tl 
IndustryIndustry type: Trade tl 
Industryy type: Manufacturing 
Agee of enterprise 

AR2 2 

FF for AR2 

Mediatorr variables 
Actionn goals/ action plans tl 
Growthh orientation t2 

AR2 2 

FF for AR2 

Independentt variable 
Humann capital tl 

AR2 2 

FforAR2 2 

R2 2 

Adjustedd R2 

Reeression n 
withoutt mediator 

.50** * 

.33 3 
49.03** * 

.04 4 

.03 3 
tll  .25** 

-.03 3 
.08 8 
3.28* * 

.23** * 

.05 5 
8.18** * 
.45 5 
.42 2 
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Tablee 5 

Hierarchicall  Regression Analysis for Human Capital and Moderator Variables Predicting 

Changess in Business Success 

Stenn and nredictor 
1.. Control 
Successs tl 

2.. Control Variables 
Industryy type: craft 
Industryy type: trade 
Industryy type: manufacturing 
Agee of enterprise 

3.. Main effects 
Humann capital tl 
Environmentall  hostility tl 
Focusedd strategy tl 
Growthh orientation t2 

4.. Interaction effects 
Humann capital * hostility tl 
Humann capital * focused strategy tl 
Humann capital * growth orientation t2 

R2 2 
Adjustedd R2 
AR? ? 

1 1 

.57** * 

.33** * 

.32 2 
33** * 

2 2 

.53** * 

-.02 2 
.03 3 
.28** * 
-.05 5 

40** * 
.40 0 
.08* * 

3 3 

.50** * 

.04 4 

.04 4 

.23** * 
-.04 4 

.20* * 
-.01 1 
.10 0 
.04 4 

.46** * 

.40 0 

.06* * 

4 4 

.43** * 

-.02 2 
.02 2 
.19* * 
.02 2 

-1.77** * 
-.08 8 
-.03 3 
.15 5 

39** * 
93** * 
1.17** * 
.66** * 
.61 1 
.20** * 

Note.. Displayed coefficients are standardized beta weights. *p<.05. **p<.01. 

Too understand the meaning of the interaction effects we generated a series of simple 

regressionn equations at specific values of the moderator (Aiken & West, 1991). As Figure 2 

indicates,, human capital had stronger effects on business success when there was high 

environmentall  hostility. In contrast, human capital did not affect success when there was low 

environmentall  hostility. Figure 3 displays the direction of the interaction effect of human 

capitall  and growth orientation. Human capital had positive effects on business success in high 

growthh oriented firms. However, in non-growth oriented firms high human capital had 

negativee effects on business success. Similarly, human capital had higher effects on success 

whenn using focused strategies (Figure 4). Human capital was negatively related to success, 

whenn broad strategies were used. 

Figuree 2: Hostility moderating the 
effectt of human capital on business 

Business s 

success s 

s u c c e sss high hostility 

loww hostility 

loww high 
humann capital 
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Business s 
success s 

Figuree 3: Growth orientation moderating 
thee effect of human capital on business 

success s 

low w 

highh growth orientation 

loww growth orientation 

high h 
humann capital 

Figuree 4 Focused strategy 
moderatingg the effect of human 

capitall on business success 
Businesss i1 
successs ^ focused strategy 

broadd strategy 

low w 
humann capital 

high h 

Discussion n 

Ourr model displayed in Table 1 was supported; human capital- affected small-scale 

businesss success. Our study confirms other findings consistently reported about human capital 

off  small business owners (see review Rauch & Frese, 2000). This study also provides insight 

intoo how human capital has positive effects. First, human capital affects success through 

certainn mediating processes. Growth orientation and action goals/action plans were mediating 

thee effect of human capital on success. Second, the study supports a contingency view; human 

capitall  is particularly important for success in hostile environments, when using focused 

businesss strategies, and when having a high growth orientation. 

Humann capital had effects on business success when prior success was controlled. This 

impliess that human capital has effects on changes in success. Since we used only proxy 

measuress of knowledge and skills the effects shown for human capital are sizeable. One 

study,, for example found that cognitive ability measures produced higher correlations with 
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economicc success than did human capital (Frese, Krauss. &Friedrich 2000). Possibly, more 

specificspecific measures of knowledge and skills will produce higher effects on success, than those 

usedd in our study. 

Ourr mediation hypotheses were supported. The effect of human capital on business 

successs is in part due to its influence on action goals/ action plans and growth orientation. The 

mediationn model leads us to two conclusions. First, there are effects of human capital on 

businesss success. However, these effects are not direct (Herron & Robinson, 1993b) but 

appearr because human capital has effects on developing action goals/ action plans. Action 

goals/actionn plans predicted changes in business success. More specifically, difficult and 

specificc goals, detailed planning, plan implementation and visions affected business success. 

Highh and difficult goals influence performance because they motivate people to work hard to 

achievee the goal (Locke et al., 1981). Planning helps to work smart because it structures one's 

situation,, it helps to accumulate information and to analyze the environment. Second, our 

resultss suggest that the inclusion of psychological process variables increases the predictive 

powerr of small business success (Frese, Krauss, & Friedrich, 2000). The advantage is that 

measuress of action goals/action plans are conceptionally nearer to behaviors of business 

owners.. Gartner (1988) argued that behavior approaches would be a productive perspective 

forr research in entrepreneurship. 

Thee identification of such mediators helps to understand the link between human capital 

andd success. However, the effects of the mediators were not complete; some of the effect of 

humann capital on business success remained unaccounted for. One reason might be the 

presencee of multiple mediators (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Thus, there are other potential 

mechanismss through which human capital leads to success. One mediator not studied here 

couldd be personal initiative (Krauss, Frese, & Friedrich, 2000). Another effect of human 

capitall  may be due to selection. Business owners with a high amount of human capital may 

sett up firms with high chances of survival. While our study did not address this mechanism, 

Bruederll  et al. (1992) confirmed this hypothesis: Business owners with a high stock of human 

capitall  made more capital investments, were registered, and had more employees when 

startingg the company. In accordance with the liability of smallness hypothesis, the bigger 

enterprisess had a higher chance to survive. In our study, we found a positive correlation 

betweenn human capital and the number of employees in wave one. There might be an other 

routee of explaining the effect of human capital: Higher cognitive ability leads to more 

learningg and to more human capital. Cognitive ability and human capital are highly related to 

eachh other and Frese, Krauss, and Friedrich (2000) showed that both are correlated with small 
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businesss success. Such a hypothesis also suggests that general human capital may be more 

importantt than specific human capital. In our study, the strongest predictors of success were 

schooll  degree and degree of vocational training. A similar result was found by Bruederl et al. 

(1992).. Human capital theory can not sufficiently explain these findings, because specific 

competenciess are seen as important as general competencies. Further research should address 

thiss question. 

Thee study provides evidence that the effects of business owners human capital on 

successs are contingent on environmental hostility, focused strategy and growth orientation. 

Humann capital is important in hostile environments because it helps to anticipate scarce 

resourcess and decreasing profits and to increase business maneuverability. Herron and 

Robinsonn (1993b) found that skills of business owners become more important when it is 

difficul tt to enter new markets and when the industry structure was heterogeneous. Thus, high 

humann capital is important when business owners have to perform in difficult environments. 

Humann capital is important when using a focused strategy because one needs knowledge and 

skillss to develop such a strategy successfully. Similarly, human capital is required for growth 

orientationn because it helps to use the right strategies for growth. Thus, human capital is 

importantt when business owners have to perform difficult tasks or work in difficult situations. 

Furtherr additional comments need to be made. Our model proposed in Figure 1 did well 

forr the prediction of business success; business owner's satisfaction was not predicted well by 

thee model. However, the latter variable is probably influenced by what owners want to 

achieve.. Successful business owners may very well be dissatisfied for example, because they 

expectedd much higher profits. Owners that do not want to achieve high growth may well be 

satisfiedd with a stagnating enterprise and still believe to be successful. Therefore, satisfaction 

iss an important variable on its own (Cooper & Arts, 1995). A limitation concerning the 

dependentt variable is an over-sampling of successful enterprises, since enterprises were still 

existingg at the time of wave one. Therefore, business owners with low human capital might 

alreadyy have closed down the company when we started sampling our study. However, this 

biass works against out hypotheses because there is reduces variance in human capital. 

Therefore,, the results are a conservative representation of the human capital- success 

relationship. . 

AA strength of our study is its longitudinal design, which allowed to hold prior levels of 

successs constant. This is a conservative way of looking at relationships between variables and 

itt implies that our predictors can explain changes in success. 
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Thee study has important implications. Human capital is important for small-scale 

businesss success. A long-term political intervention implies to invest in education and 

vocationall  training because these attributes are important for business success. Growth goals 

andd action goals/ action plans are potential intervention points for short-term interventions 

becausee they are easier to train than human capital. Therefore, our study suggests that future 

researchh should include psychological action concepts for predicting firm success While 

humann capital of business owners is important for business success, it is not the decisive 

factor.. Human capital is important when performing difficult tasks and situations. However, 

businesss owners with low human capital may very well be successful when using broad 

strategiess or when not focusing on growth targets. This must be considered by banks and 

businesss advisors. When performing difficult strategies or situations business owners should 

improvee their knowledge and experience. 
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Chapterr 6 

Effectss of Human Resources Strategies on Success of Small-Scale Businesses: A 
Longitudinall  Study.5 

Humann resources of employees are important for management and organizational 

sciencee but they are widely ignored in small-scale entrepreneurship research. However, 

employeess constitute an important resource of small- scale enterprises and an efficient 

utilizationn of employee's skills, motivation, and behavior are essential for business success. In 

thiss study we analyze the effects of Human Resource Management (HRM) strategies on small 

businesss success. 119 small-scale enterprises participating in the longitudinal study. Human 

resourcee strategies consisted of training of employees, decision -making involvement, goal 

communication,, and support for personal initiative and were shown to positively affect 

businesss success. Moreover, human resources management was more effective when business 

ownerss as well as employees had high human capital. 

Introduction n 

Small-scalee enterprises are important for modern economy and it is widely recognized 

thatt they contribute to employment growth (Drucker, 1985). About 99% of all European 

companiess are small and medium sized and they provide 66% of all working places (ECSB 

Newsletter).. Over the last decade, enterprises with less than 10 employees provided more new 

jobss than bigger companies (Mulhem, 1995). Surprisingly, personnel management of small 

businessess is widely ignored in popular textbooks as well as in empirical research (Hornsby & 

Kuratko,, 1990b). However, employee effectiveness might be even more important in small 

companiess compared to bigger companies. A weakness of small enterprises is their low labor 

productivityy combined with lower than average wages (Mulhern, 1995). Improving 

companiess effectiveness through rationalization is hardly possible in small companies because 

off  weak financial resources and a limited number of employees. While task differentiation is 

loww in small enterprises, individual employees have to work in various areas. Consequently, 

thee employees and an optimal utilization of their knowledge, capacities, and motivation are 

essentiall  for small-scale business success. 

Thiss chapter is based on: Rauch, A. & Frese, M. (in press). Effects of human resources strategies on success of 
small-scalee businesses: A longitudinal study. In P.D. Reynolds, W. D. Bygrave, N.M. Carter, S. Manigart, C. M. 
Mason,, G.D. Meyer, & K..G. Shaver (Eds.). Frontiers of Entrepreneurship Research . Wellesley, MA: Babson 
College. . 
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Humann resource management (HRM) involves practices that ensure that employees' 

collectivee knowledge, skills, and abilities contribute to business outcomes (Huselid, Jackson, 

&&  Schuier, 1997). The traditional conceptualization of HRM focused on managing, 

measuring,, and controlling organization's workforces. Tactical (Whitner, 1997) or technical 

(Huselidd et al. 1997) HRM includes selection testing, training, performance measurement and 

administrationn of benefits (Whitener, 1997). Huselid et al (1997) identified empirically a 

secondd dimension of HRM activities: strategic HRM includes employee participation and 

empowerment,, communication, team based work design, and development of managers of the 

organization.. Arthur (1994) identified two types of human resource systems similar to those 

foundd by Huselid et al (1997): Commitment and control. The human resource system that is 

basedd on commitment is focusing on the psychological links between organizational and 

employeee goals. It is associated with higher involvement in managerial decision, 

participation,, providing training and rewards. A human resources system that is based on 

controll  focuses on directly monitoring and rewarding employee behavior or the specific 

outcomess of that behavior (Arthur, 1994). 

Thee theoretical literature suggests that HMR practices increase productivity by 

increasingg employees' skills and motivation. Moreover, HRM practices contribute to business 

objectivess through strategic innovation or technical competence. Recent empirical studies on 

largerr companies supported the basic assumptions of HRM theory (Arthur, 1994; Huselid, 

1995;; Huselid et al., 1997). However, does this theory apply to small-scale enterprises as 

well?? HRM also carries costs and they might neutralize the positive effects of HRM in small-

scalee enterprises. HRM is an investment, and thus, it costs time and/or money. The current 

performancee of employees may even be decreasing because of the time spent on training. 

Moreover,, HRM can only have effects when employees stay in the company for a certain 

periodd of time. Otherwise the company suffers a loss because of the investments in HRM. 

Thus,, the benefits of HRM must exceed costs invested in HRM. Since small-scale enterprises 

havee limited financial resources it is very well possible that large investments in HRM do not 

payy of. 

Withh respect to small-scale enterprises, the literature on personnel issues is more 

conceptuall  than empirical/ data based (Hornsby & Kuratko, 1990). However, a few studies 

havee analyzed whether HRM practices were used in small firms. Golhar and Deshpande 

(1997)) found that many HRM practices of small and large manufacturing firm were similar. 

However,, bigger firms used external sources of recruitment, written tests, and panel 

interviewss more frequently. In small firms, employee's ability to inspect their own work was 
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moree important than in large firms. Similarly, Hornsby and Kuratko (1990) found that the 

perceivedd concern over the most important future human resource issues is not affected by 

firmfirm size. However, larger companies (up to 150 employees) used questionnaires, application 

blanks,, benefits, and performance appraisal more frequently than small businesses (1-50 

employees).. The authors concluded that "personnel practices of smaller firms are much more 

sophisticatedd than the literature leads one to believe" (p. 16). However, the more interesting 

questionn is whether HRM practices affect small business success positively. To our 

knowledge,, there are no studies about the relationship between HRM and success of small-

scalee enterprises. Welbourne and Andrews (1996) found that HRM predicted long-term 

survivall  of mid-sized initial public offering firms. The literature on larger companies also 

suggestt that there is a positive relationship between HRM and success (Arthur, 1994; Huselid, 

1995).. Therefore, our first hypothesis is: 

Hypothesiss 1: HRM practices have positive effects on small-scale business success. 

Humann resources do not just have to be developed but there is, of course, already a 

certainn amount of human capital in each firm consisting of the human capital of employees 

andd of the owner. Human capital consists of skills, knowledge and experience that help in the 

taskss of getting one's work done. General human capital consists of aspects, which are not 

specificallyy related to a particular job, for example years of schooling, years of work 

experiencee (Bruederl, Preisendoerfer, & Ziegler, 1992). Specific human capital must be 

adaptedd to a specific task or a specific firm. Specific human capital of business owners 

consistss of self-employment experience, industry specific experience, leadership experience, 

andd self-employed parents (Bruederl et al., 1992). Theoretically, human capital acts as a 

resourcee to the small firm. It makes business owners/employees more efficient in doing their 

work,, which results in business success. A second mechanism of human capital is due to 

selectionn effects. For example, people with higher human capital had higher earnings prior to 

self-employment,, and therefore, can set up larger and better financed businesses (Bruederl et 

al.,, 1992). 

Severall  studies on small-scale business owners supported the basic assumptions of 

humann capital theory (see reviews by Cooper & Gimeno-Gascon, 1992; Rauch & Frese, 

2000).. While entrepreneurship research was frequently concerned with human capital of 

businesss founders/owners, the human capital of employees of small enterprises has been 

widelyy ignored. However, the theoretical assumptions of human capital theory should hold for 
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employeess as well. Thus, the human capital of employees makes the employee more efficient 

inn their daily work and this should, in turn, affect business success. We, therefore, 

hypothesize: : 

Hypothesiss 2: Human capital of business owners has a positive effect on business success. 

Hypothesiss 3: Human capital of employees has positive effects on small business success. 

Whilee the positive relationship between human capital of business owners and success is 

welll  established the relationship is no high enough to make human capital the decisive factor 

forr business success. Analyzing seven studies quantitatively, Rauch and Frese (2000) found 

ann average correlation of .09 between human capital and small business success. Given the 

smalll  effect of human capital on business success, it may be useful to look whether human 

capitall  impacts on the effect of HRM on success. With respect to HRM, human capital of 

businesss owners is important because better educated people are expected to be more 

receptivee to new ideas and novel ways of leading people (Sagie, 1997, p 401), to be able to 

considerr recommendations of employees, to communicate specific goals and objectives, and 

too use better strategies in leading employees. Therefore, HRM is more effective when 

businesss owners have high human capital. 

Moreover,, employees' human capital should also be a moderator of the relationship 

betweenn HRM and success for two reasons: First, employees with a high level of education 

cann effectively contribute to decision making and goal setting (Sagie, 1997). Second, HRM 

providess a tool to increase firm-specific skills that are not available in the labor market. Better 

educatedd and qualified employees should be able to increase their firm specific skills and 

knowledgee quicker and more easily than less educated and qualified employees. Therefore, 

humann capital of employees moderates the effect of HRM on success. Drawing on the above 

rationale,, we propose the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesiss 4: Human capital of business owners moderates the effect of HRM on business 

success. . 

Hypothesiss 5: Human capital of employees is a moderator in the relationship between HRM 

andd business success. 
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Methods s 

Sample e 

Thee first wave of the study was done in 1993. The sample was drawn from Jena in East 

Germanyy and from Giessen in West Germany. Both cities have structural similarities; they are 

universityy cities with around 75.000 inhabitants. The participants were randomly chosen from 

lists,, provided by the local chambers of commerce (registration is mandatory in Germany). 

Thee participants were selected by using four criteria: First, the enterprise had to have 

betweenn one and fifty employees. This corresponds to the European Union definition of 

small-scalee firms. Second, since self-employment was hardly possible in the former 

communistt East Germany, the enterprises had to be founded after the German reunification. 

Thus,, enterprises had to be founded between 1990 and 1992. Third, the participant had to be 

thee founder and owner of the enterprise and fourth, the enterprise had to be a stand-alone 

businesss or a franchise business. Thus, the first wave sample consisted of newly founded 

small-scalee enterprises. They had about 8 employees on average. 

Inn the first wave, 201 owners provided data. The response rate was 58%. In 1997, the e 

secondd wave of the longitudinal study was done. Of the original sample, 58 enterprises could 

nott be identified again at the time of wave two (experimental mortality 29%). They may have 

moved,, may have changed companies' name or may have gone bankrupt. We attempted to 

locatee them, partly by telephone books or by asking neighbors as to the whereabouts of these 

enterprises.. We found out that 27 of those enterprises had to close down their company. The 

secondd wave of the longitudinal study consisted of 119 enterprises. 24 enterprises rejected to 

participatee in wave two. The response rate was 83%. 

Measurements s 

Thee business owners participated in an one hour standardized interview. In addition, 

businesss owners were asked to fil l in a questionnaire. The questionnaire scales were divided 

byy the number of items. Two independent raters coded the interviews on five-point-scales and 

theirr mean ratings were used. Reliabilities were satisfying for this type of study (Nunnally, 

1978,, p 226); they are displayed in the diagonal in Table 1. 

Wee focused on four major areas of HRM: Training/development of employees, decision-

makingg involvement, support for personal initiative, and goal communication. These concepts 

weree measured in both waves. Training/development of employees was an interview measure 

thatt asked about courses or training programs provided for the employees. The raters coded 
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howw much training employees received. We had two measures on decision-making 

involvementt in the interview. The business owners were asked to describe whether employees 

aree allowed to participate in business decisions. The ratings were on the quality of decision-

makingg involvement (with a one for no decision-making involvement and a five for 

involvementt in strategic and operational decisions) and on the frequency of decision-making 

involvement.. The degree to which employees were encouraged to take over responsibilities, 

too work independently, and to control their work themselves was measured by support for 

personall  initiative (Frese & Hilligloh, 1991). Support for personal initiative was a 7-item 

measuree of the owner questionnaire. Finally, the business owners were asked how they 

communicatee business goals and objectives. The ratings were on the degree to which goals 

andd objectives were made transparent to employees. 

Wee explored the dimensionality of our HRM measures by using a principal component 

factorr analysis. These analyses indicated a one-factor solution in both waves (Table 2). 

Therefore,, we computed one scale, which was labeled human resource management strategy. 

Tablee 2 

Principall  component factor structure of HRM items 

Items s 

Decision-makingg involvement, 

Decision-makingg involvement, 

Training// development 

Supportt for initiative 

Goall  communication 

Eigenvalue e 

Variancee explained 

Cronbach'ss Alpha 

quality y 

quantity y 

Factorr wave one 

.90 0 

.90 0 

.48 8 

.41 1 

.66 6 

2.45 5 

49% % 

.72 2 

Factorr wave two 

.91 1 

.88 8 

.53 3 

.59 9 

.69 9 

2.72 2 

54% % 

.78 8 

Note.. Displayed coefficient are factor loadings. 

Humann capital of business owners was asked in wave one and was measured as an 

index.. There were four measures related to general human capital. School degree and degree 

off  vocational training were measured in the owner-questionnaire. Degree of vocational 

trainingg of father, and management experience were interview measures. Specific human 

capitall  was measured in the interview and consisted of prior self-employment experience, 

priorr self-employment in the same type of industry, and self- employed father. These 
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measuress are causal indicators of human capital, which need not to be internally consistent 

(Bollenn & Lennox, 1991). For example, the relationship between having a high school degree 

andd experience in prior self-employment is not necessarily high. Nevertheless, high values on 

thee index reflect more knowledge and experiences, and therefore, high human capital. 

Too measure human capital of employees, we did not use school degree but rather 

whetherr they were qualified to do their work. There were two questionnaire items in wave one 

thatt asked business owners to indicate, whether employees are well trained and qualified for 

theirr work. 

Theree were two measures of business success in wave one and in wave two: Business 

successs and business owners' satisfaction. Business success consisted of growth and size of 

enterprise.. Growth of enterprise was the average growth in the number of employees in the 

lastt three years. Size of the enterprise was the actual number in employees. Since growth and 

sizee of enterprise were highly interrelated (r=.74, p<.01 in wave one; r=.42, p<.01 in wave 

two)) we combined them into one measure which in the following is referred to as business 

success.. Business owner's satisfaction was a single seven- point- item of the questionnaire. 

Additionally,, control variables on company age, and industry type (craft, service, trade, 

andd manufacturing) were ascertained by single items in the questionnaire. These controls 

weree based on prior research. There is evidence, that newly founded enterprises have a higher 

riskrisk to fail than long established ones (Bruederl et al., 1992). Therefore, we controlled for 

companyy age. Additionally, our design included various industries and therefore, we 

controlledd for type of industry. Type of industry was dummy-coded in craft, trade, service, 

andd manufacturing. 

Results s 

Inter-- correlations of variables are displayed in Table 1. Hierarchical regression analyses were 

usedd to test the hypotheses(Cohen & Cohen, 1975). The dependent variables were business 

successs and owner's satisfaction at t2. Prior success (tl) was held constant. Control variables 

weree included in a second step. In the third step, HRM strategies were included into the 

equationn to check whether this step leads to a significant R square increment. The first 

hypothesiss was partially supported. HRM strategies had an effect on increase in business 

successs (Table 3) increasing explained variance by 7%. However, HRM strategies did not 

predictt changes in business owner's satisfaction (Table 4). 
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Wee tested the effect of human capital of business owners and of employees by 

introducingg them in the fourth step of the regression equation. Human capital had positive 

effectss on changes in business success (Table 3). Increased explained variance was 4%. In 

accordancee with the second hypothesis, human capital of business owners had positive effects 

onn changes in business success. The effect of human capital of employees was non-significant 

inn multivariate analyses. Therefore, hypothesis three had to be rejected. 

Inn the moderator hypotheses we assumed that high human capital of business owners 

andd of employees produce a higher effect of HRM strategy on success than a low degree of 

humann capital. To test these hypotheses, the interaction terms between HRM and human 

capitall  were included in a fifth step of the regression equation. When predicting business 

success,, the interaction terms were both significant (Table 3). Increased explained variance 

wass 12% (p<.01). Thus, supporting the fourth and the fifth hypotheses, the effect of HRM 

strategiess on business success was contingent on human capital of business founders and on 

humann capital of employees. Table 4 displays the effect of HRM strategy on business owner's 

satisfaction.. Neither HRM strategy nor human capital had main effects on changes in owner's 

satisfaction.. However, when the interaction terms entered the equation, increased explained 

variancee was 7%. The interaction term between HRM and human capital of employees was a 

significantt predictor of increasing business owner's satisfaction. 

Too illustrate the direction of interaction effects we generated a series of simple 

regressionn analyses of HRM strategy on success at specific values of the moderators (Aiken 

&&  West, 1991). Figure 1 displays two regression lines, one for business owners with high 

humann capital, and one for those with low human capital. The increasing regression line of 

businesss owners with high human capital indicates that these business owners were more 

successfull  when they used HRM strategies. In contrast, when business owners had low 

humann capital, HRM strategies had no effect on business success. Similarly, when employees 

hadd high values in human capital, the regression line was increasing indicating a positive 

effectt of HRM strategies on business success (Figure 2). The decreasing regression line in 

Figuree 2 indicates that HRM led to reduced success when employees were poorly qualified. 

Figuree 3 illustrates the direction of the interaction effect on owner's satisfaction. The 

increasingg regression line of enterprises with high values in employee's human capital 

describess a positive effect of HRM on owner's satisfaction. In contrast, when employees had 

littl ee human capital, HRM strategies had a negative impact on owner's satisfaction. 
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Tablee 3. Hierarchical regression analysis of variables predicting changes in business success 
Stepp and predictor 
1.. Control 
Businesss success tl 
2.. Control variables 
Industryy type: craft 
Industryy type: trade 
Industryy type: manufacturing 
Agee of enterprises 
3.. Independent variable 
Humann resources management 11 
4.. Moderator variables 
Humann capital of business owners 
Humann capital of employees 
5.. Interaction terms 
Humann resource management x 
humann capital of business owners 
Humann resources management x 
humann capital of employees 
R2 2 

Adjustedd R2 

AR2 2 

1 1 

.57** * 

33** * 
.32 2 
.33** * 

2 2 

.52** * 

-.03 3 
-.03 3 
.25** * 
.02 2 

39** * 
.35 5 
.06 6 

3 3 

.48** * 

-.03 3 
-.04 -.04 
.22** * 
.04 4 

27** * 

46** * 
.42 2 
.07** * 

4 4 

.45** * 

.01 1 
-.03 3 
.19* * 
.05 5 

.23** * 

.17* * 

.09 9 

49** * 
.45 5 
.04* * 

5 5 

.39** * 

-.04 4 
-.09 9 
.19** * 
.08 8 

-1.80** * 

-.76* * 
-1.26** * 

911 ** 

2.67** * 

.61** * 

.57 7 

.12** * 
Note.. Displayed coefficients are standardized regression coefficients. *p<.05. **p<.01. 

Tablee 4. Hierarchical regression analysis of variables predicting changes in owner's 
satisfaction n 
Stepp and predictor 
1.. Control 
Owner'ss satisfaction tl 
2.. Control variables 
Industryy type: craft 
Industryy type: trade 
Industryy type: manufacturing 
Agee of enterprises 
3.. Independent variable 
Humann resources management tl 
4.. Moderator variables 
Humann capital of business owners 
Humann capital of employees 
5.. Interaction terms 
Humann resource management x 
humann capital of business owners 
Humann resources management x 
humann capital of employees 
R2 2 

Adjustedd R~ 
AR2 2 

1 1 

.55** * 

.30** * 

.30 0 

.30** * 

2 2 

.56** * 

-.05 5 
.02 2 
-.01 1 
-.07 7 

.31** * 

.27 7 

.01 1 

3 3 

.56** * 

-.05 5 
.02 2 
.00 0 
-.08 8 

-.09 9 

.32** * 

.27 7 

.01 1 

4 4 

.56** * 

-.05 5 
.02 2 
.01 1 
-.08 8 

-.08 8 

-.02 2 
-.02 2 

.32** * 

.26 6 

.00 0 

5 5 

.53** * 

-.11 1 
-.03 3 
.02 2 
-.03 3 

-1.89** * 

.00 0 
-1.24** * 

-.09 9 

2.44** * 

.39** * 

.32 2 

.07** * 
Note.. Displayed coefficients are standardized regression coefficients. *p<.05. **p<.01. 
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Figuree 1: Human capital of business owners moderating the effect of 
HRMM on business success 

Business s 
successs A 

highh human capital 

loww HRM 

loww human capital 

highh HRM 

Figuree 2: Human capital of employees moderating the effect of 
HRMM on business success 

Business s 
successs A highh human capital 

loww HRM 

loww human capital 

highh HRM ^ 

Figuree 3: Human capital of employees moderating the effect of 
HRMM on satisfaction with work 

Owner's s 
satisfaction n highh human capital 

loww human capital 

loww HRM high HRM 
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Discussion n 

Thee results of this study highlight the importance of HRM strategies for small-scale 

businesses.. HRM strategy has positive effects on increases in business success. Thus, what is 

importantt for bigger companies (Arthur, 1994; Huselid et ah, 1997) is important for small-

scalee businesses as well. Moreover, the effects of HRM strategies were dependent on human 

capitall  of business founders and on human capital of employees. HRM strategy was 

particularlyy efficient when there was high human capital of both, business owners and 

employees. . 

HRMM strategy consisted of training/development of employees, decision-making 

involvement,, goal communication, and supporting personal initiative. It is interesting to 

discusss that these strategies had long term consequences: HRM strategy had effects on 

increasess in business success five years later. Thus, HRM strategies do not pay off 

immediatelyy (Welbourne & Andrews, 1996). In fact, there are costs in the short term, and 

therefore,, HRM is successfully in the long term. For that reason, we did not find a 

contemporaneouss effect but only a longitudinal effect. HRM strategy continuously trains 

employeess through better informations and more insight into business decisions and business 

objectives.. Consequently, employees work more actively and more efficiently in the long 

term. . 

Humann capital of business owners had direct effects on changes in business success. 

Thiss result is in accordance with other studies which found consistently small but positive 

relationshipss between human capital and small business success (see review Rauch & Frese, 

2000).. Moreover, we found that high owner's human capital produced a higher effect of 

employeee HRM on success, than low owner's human capital. With respect to HRM strategy, 

humann capital of business owners is important because better-educated people are more 

receptivee to novel ways of leading people and to ideas and initiatives provided by the 

employees. . 

Humann capital of employees was positively correlated with success in bivariate 

analyses.. However, when predicting changes in business success its beta-weight was positive, 

butt non-significant. However, we used an indirect way of measuring employee's human 

capital;; we asked the business owner about it. In that way, we may have increased error 

variance.. Potentially, human capital of employees has more predictive power when asking 

employeess directly about their human capital. However, as hypothesized we found that HRM 

hadd stronger effects on business success when employees had high human capital compared 
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too employees with low human capital. Employees' human capital is important because better 

qualifiedd employees can meaningful contribute to decision making, can direct their initiatives 

too companiess mission, and learn firm specific skills more easily. Therefore, HRM strategy is 

moree important when there is high human capital in the firm. 

Thiss study has some limitations and strengths. First, we did not measure employee 

behaviorss but rather self-reports of the business owner. Therefore, we do not know what 

actuallyy happens in the firm. However, it is important to study the mechanisms of how HRM 

affectt business performance. It is a difference, for example, whether employees are more 

efficientt because of their skills or because of higher levels of motivation. Further research 

shouldd address this question. Moreover, we used a scale to measure an overall HRM strategy 

andd therefore, we do not know which combinations of HRM are the most powerful predictors 

off  success. Huselid et al. (1997) for example showed that in bigger companies strategic HRM 

iss more important than technical HRM. Finally, the moderators were focused on business 

ownerr and employee variables. However, there are other contingencies likely, for example 

environmentall  conditions or innovative strategies. One strength of the study is its longitudinal 

design.. The design controls for percept-percept problems since different instruments as well 

ass different times of measurement were used. Therefore, we can conclude that HRM is indeed 

importantt to increase long range success. 

Thiss study has important theoretical and practical implications. Theoretically, a model 

onn business success should include employee issues. Having only a few employees does not 

meann that they are not important. In contrast, they are important and a HRM strategy has 

positivee consequences on business outcomes. This is particularly true when there is high 

humann capital in the firm. 
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Chapterr 7 

Summaryy and Conclusions 

Thee dissertation addressed two objectives. A first objective was to develop a general model of 

small-scalee business success, which should coherently relate to the empirical literature. The 

aimm of the detailed literature review was to propose an approach to entrepreneurship that is 

explicitt in its theoretical assumptions and that integrates perspectives of different disciplines. 

AA second objective of the dissertation was to test predictions derived from the general model 

off  small-scale business success empirically using data of a longitudinal study. Therefore, the 

proceedingg chapters all concern success factors of small and medium sized enterprises. 

AA general model of business success 

Thee dissertation started with a detailed literature review that guided the development of 

thee Giessen-Amsterdam model of small business-owner's success (Figure 1). There are two 

importantt assumptions of this model. First, it assumes that success is determined by actions, 

whichh are guided by goals and strategies. This implies that business owner's personality, 

humann capital, and environmental conditions are not directly related to success but should 

workk via goals and strategies on success. There is some empirical evidence of this prediction 

(Heronn & Robinson 1993b; Rauch & Frese 2000; Frese, Krauss & Friedrich, 2000). Of 

course,, both goals and strategies may be misplaced in a certain environment. Therefore, 

environmentall  conditions moderate the effect of goals and strategies on success (Rauch & 

Frese,, 1998; Risseeuw & Masurel, 1993). The model differs from the theoretical stance of the 

ecologicall  approach, which assumes that environmental conditions generate variations in the 

numberr of founding and survival of small businesses (Aldrich, 1990). The model however, 

assumess that the individual business owner has an impact, he or she may for example choose 

thee right moment to start the business. 

AA second assumption of the model is that the individual business owner impacts on the 

firm'ss success. This assumption is controversial because some authors called for the firm 

levell  of analysis (Covin & Slevin, 1989; Lumpkin & Dess, 1996), and some others for the 

populationn level analysis (Hannan & Freeman, 1984). However, the level of analysis issue 

(Kleinn & Sorra, 1996) has a slightly different function in entrepreneurship research because 

companyy size determines which level of analysis is the adequate one. In small-scale 

businesses,, the founder/owner is typically the main decision-maker, and he determines 
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actions,, strategies and priorities existing. Thus, the individual level of analysis can profitably 

bee used to study success in small firms (Frese, van Gelderen, & Ombach, 2000). In large 

firms,firms, the right level of analysis of variables that determine success is the organizational 

level. . 

Furtherr considerations 

Thee most important contributions of the literature review can be summarized in six 

generall  conclusions. First, one needs to incorporate the knowledge of different disciplines 

(e.g.. psychology, economy, sociology) to describe small business success because no single 

disciplinee can explain entrepreneurship on its own. Second, personality characteristics of 

businesss owners are important for business success. Need for achievement and locus of 

controll  are related to the emergence of entrepreneurship; characteristics related to success are 

needd for achievement, locus of control, and risk-taking. However, much of the research on 

businesss owner's personality can be criticized for empirical and theoretical reasons. 

Empirically,, there are very few longitudinal analyses, small sample sizes, and methodological 

misinterpretationss of results. Theoretically, much of the advances that have been made in 

personalityy research in the last 20 years has been overlooked in entrepreneurship research 

(Rauchh & Frese, 2000). There are at least three important issues that must be considered in 

entrepreneurshipp research. First, a general trait can predict behavior, such as starting up a 

businesss only through certain mediating processes (Epstein & O'Brian, 1985). Moreover, the 

interactionn between personality characteristics and situational conditions predicts behavior 

betterr than any of these factors alone (Magnusson & Endler, 1977). Finally, specific measures 

off  personality characteristics and attitude belief processes show a better prediction of 

behaviorr then general personality traits (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Bandura, 1997). Therefore, 

aa more sophisticated approach to studying business owners' personality is called for including 

taskk domain analysis, moderators, mediators, and process issues. 

AA third conclusion is that human capital of business owners is related to success, 

althoughh this relationship is small. However, human capital studies typically use proxy 

measuress of skills and knowledge, even though expertise research has shown that it is not the 

lengthh of experience but rather the depth of experience that has an influence on expertise 

(Sonnentag,, 1996). Using more direct measures of skills and knowledge may result in 

increasedd explained variance. Moreover, the small relationships found in the literature 

suggestt that one should look for moderators that influence the human capital-success 

relationship.. Finally, studies on human capital of business owners hardly ever address the 
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questionn of how human capital leads to business success. However, knowledge about these 

mechanismss is necessary to develop a full theory of human capital. 

AA forth conclusion is that goals and strategies are important because these are central 

factorss determining business success. However, research usually does not clearly differentiate 

betweenn goals and strategies. Moreover, different components of strategies are not carefully 

distinguishedd and therefore, many strategies have not been studied, such as human resource 

development. . 

AA fifth conclusion is that there is a need to look more into interactionistic models that 

hypothesizee contingent relationships (Frese, 2000). The small correlations found in the 

empiricall  literature generally suggest that moderators should be included into further models 

off  small business success. For example, the relationship between planning and success is 

dependentt on environmental conditions (Rauch & Frese, 1998; Risseeuw & Masurel, 1993). 

AA final conclusion is that much more and much better research needs to be done in the 

fieldfield of entrepreneurship research. Compared to other areas on work and organizational 

psychologyy the methodological quality of entrepreneurship research is relatively weak (Low 

&&  McMillan, 1988). There are very few longitudinal studies. However, the quality and 

usefulnesss of a theory of entrepreneurship success is dependent on the identification of 

patternss of causality. Another issue is the low response rate. Frequently, questionnaire studies 

leadd to 10-40 percent response rates. Biases in response rate may occur (eg. entrepreneus in 

timee preasure are not responding). Moreover, methodological misinterpretations are common 

(e.g.,, non-significant findings based on small sample sizes are interpreted as null findings), 

analysiss is often not up to date, and reliabilities and inter-correlations of variables are not 

reported.. Finally, broad normative generalizations are common based, for example, on studies 

includingg surviving enterprises only. Given the methodological quality in this area, 

Davidssonn (2000) concluded that entrepreneurship research caused a lot of harm for 

businessess and policy practice. 

Thiss dissertation reflects an attempt to improve the quality of small-business success 

researchh for several reasons. First, an explicit theoretical framework is presented that guides 

thee hypotheses and research questions. Second, perspectives of different disciplines were 

integratedd proposing an inter-disciplinary approach to entrepreneurship. Consequently, the 

operationalizationss of the variables were not all based on psychology, but often reflected 

methodss common in entrepreneurship research. By using concepts customary in 

entrepreneurshipp research this dissertations also tries to increase implications for 

professionalss working in the field of entrepreneurship. Third, the dissertations used a 
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longitudinall  design in an attempt to identify causal pattern of small business success. Finally, 

thee study tried to increase response rates by using a careful procedure to approach business 

ownerss selected for the survey. 

Personalityy characteristics of business owners 

Thee fist set of variables presented was about the relationship between personality 

characteristicc of business owners and success in three different samples- Ireland, East 

Germanyy and West Germany. Achievement orientation consisted of need for achievement, 

self-efficacy,, and internal locus of control and was consistently related to business success in 

alll  three samples. Moreover, the relationship between achievement orientation and success 

wass mediated by business panning. This mediator was positive in Germany and negative in 

Ireland. . 

Thee results on personality-success relationships are interesting because these 

relationshipss are discussed controversial (cf. the discussion by Gartner, 1988). This 

dissertationn supports positive relationships between achievement orientation and success in 

threee different samples. One reason for the controversy about the personality-success 

relationshipp is that studies frequently used broad trait measures that were not related to the 

taskk of business owners and thus, lead to unstable results (Rauch & Frese, 2000). Fishbein 

andd Ajzen (1975) have argued for specific measures to be good predictors of behavior. This 

dissertationn analyzed personality variables, which are closely related to the domain of 

entrepreneurship.. Need for achievement is a concept which is related to entrepreneurship 

becausee entrepreneurs must perform well at challenging tasks, they must take responsibility 

forr results and must seek feedback on their business' performance (McClelland, 1986). 

Internall  locus of control and self- efficacy are also closely related to the domain of 

entrepreneurship.. Internally controlled business owner's belief that they are in control of 

businesss outcomes instead of chance events. Brockhaus (1980) showed that successful 

entrepreneurss had significantly more internal control believes than unsuccessful 

entrepreneurs.. The same is true of self- efficacy (Baum, 1995). Thus, domain specific 

personalityy measures are related to business outcomes. The mediation model supported in this 

dissertationn leads to another important consequence. There are relationships between 

personalityy and success. However, these relationships are not direct, but come about because 

achievementt orientation affect planning. Thus, business owner's personality leads to the use 

off  strategies, which then in turn leads to business success (Baum, 1995; Goebel & Frese, 

1999;; Frese, Krauss, & Friedrich 2000). 
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Furtherr considerations 

Ann important limitation of the analyses on personality characteristics of business owners 

iss their cross-sectional character. Therefore, one does not know whether there are causal 

effectss between achievement orientation and success. Probably both causal paths are 

operative.. Success may lead to larger enterprises that make the introduction of more formal 

proceduress necessary. Moreover, prior success may increase achievement orientation. On the 

otherr hand, achievement orientation may lead to the use of strategies (preparing a detailed 

businesss plan at start up) that are culturally successful. The start-up business plan was 

preparedd before we measured business success and therefore, it is likely that this is the 

mechanismm that leads to success. However, this does not imply that there are long-term 

effectss of personality on business success. As the enterprise is successfully and growing, the 

businesss owners' impact on company's policy, culture, and strategies becomes smaller and 

consequently,, the effect of business owners' characteristics on success becomes smaller as 

well. . 

AA second limitation may be the measurement of the dependent variable. Unfortunately 

theree was no hard data available on profit rates and sales. Additionally, every single measure 

iss prone to errors, which can be due to tax structure, industry type, memory problems, or 

reportingg biases. Unfortunately, such a bias is even higher when using a cross-country design. 

Onee way to reduce this problem is to use multiple measures of success (Frese, van Geldern, & 

Ombach,, 2000) and in the analyses on business owner's personality they were combined into 

ann overall success index. 

Humann Capital Theory 

Thee results of this dissertation indicated support for human capital theory (Becker 

1975).. Human capital of small business owners had effects on changes in business success. 

However,, these effects were not direct but come about because of the presence of moderators 

andd mediators. Environmental hostility, growth orientation, and focused strategy moderated 

thee effect of human capital. Action goals/action plans and growth orientation were mediating 

thee effects between human capital and success. 

Thee results on the effect of business owner's human capital on success replicate other 

studies.. Analyzing seven studies quantitatively, Rauch and Frese (2000) found an average 

correlationn of .09 between human capital and success. However, this relationship is not high 

enoughh to make human capital the decisive factor for business success. The fact that human 

capitall  produces consistently small and positive correlations with success leads to the 
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consequencee to look for moderators that impact on this relationship. This study provides 

evidence,, that the effect of business owner's human capital is contingent on environmental 

hostility,, focused strategy and growth orientation. Human capital is important in hostile 

environmentss probably because it helps the owner to anticipate scarce resources and 

decreasingg profits and to increase business's maneuverability. Similarly, human capital is 

importantt for using a focused strategy because knowledge and skills are required to develop 

thiss strategy successfully. Finally, human capital is required for growth orientation because it 

helpss to use the right strategies for growth. Thus, this dissertation showed that the effect of 

humann capital is contingent on moderator variables. 

Thee mediation model for action goals/ action plans and growth orientation was 

supportedd for the relationship between human capital and success. However, the mediation 

wass not complete indicating the presence of multiple mediation. The mediation model 

providess knowledge to two fields. First, the identification of such mediators helps to 

understandd the link between human capital and success. Studies on human capital of business 

ownerss seldom analyzed the mechanisms through which human capital leads to business 

success.. It is difficult to observe human capital directly. Therefore, it important to look at 

processess that are an outgrowth of skills and knowledge. The effects of human capital are not 

directt (Herron & Robinson, 1993b), but human capital affects action goals/action plans. 

Second,, the mediator model suggest that the inclusion of psychological process variables 

increasess the predictive power of a prediction of small business success (Frese, Krauss, & 

Friedrich,, 2000). The advantage is that measures of action goals/action plans are 

conceptionallyy nearer to behaviors of business owners. Gartner (1988) argued that behavior 

approachess would be a productive perspective for research in entrepreneurship. 

Additionall  Remarks 

Ass common in entrepreneurship research, this dissertation used proxy measures and 

thus,, did not measured really skills and knowledge of business owners but rather experiences. 

Unfortunately,, there is no specific knowledge test for entrepreneurs. However, one study 

showed,, that cognitive ability of business owners was positively related to small-scale 

businesss success and that this relationship was mediated by action process characteristics 

(Frese,, Krauss, & Friedrich, 2000). Possibly, more direct measures of skills and knowledge 

couldd produce higher predictions of small business success than common measures used in 

humann capital research. 
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AA further comment must be made about the mechanisms through which human capital is 

functioning.. This dissertation proposed a mediator model. However, there are other potential 

mechanismss through which human capital leads to success. For example, the effect of human 

capitall  could be due to selection processes. This argument would imply that business owners 

withh high human capital set up firms with high a-priory chances of survival. While this 

dissertationn did not address this mechanism there is at least one study supporting this position 

(Bruederll  et al. 1992). Moreover, a higher intelligent quotient might lead to more learning 

andd to more human capital. Thus, intelligence might be the construct behind human capital. 

Somee limitation should be mentioned with regard to the dependent variable. The 

relationshipss hypothesized on the effect of business owner's human capital were confirmed 

whenn predicting business success; business owner's satisfaction was not predicted well by 

humann capital. However, the latter variable is probably influenced by what owners want to 

achieve.. Owners who do not want to achieve high growth may well be satisfied with a 

stagnatingg enterprise and may think of it to be successful. Therefore, satisfaction is an 

importantt variable in its own right (Cooper & Artz, 1995). A weakness of the measurement of 

thee dependent variable is that there was no hard data on cash flow and profit in both waves 

althoughh these measures are frequently used in entrepreneurship research. On the other hand, 

thee measures on business success were closely related to sales and sales growth in wave two, 

indicatingg a certain amount of validity for success measurement used. 

Businesss Owner's Planning 

Numerouss of books and article have taken it for granted that planning is of particular 

importancee for small firm's performance (see Ryans, 1997). However, empirical results on 

planning-successs relationship did not lead to consistent results (Rauch & Frese, 2000). In a 

meta-analysis,, Schwenk and Shrader (1993) found small and positive relationships between 

planningg and success and concluded that third variables might moderate this relationship. One 

goall  of this dissertation was to take up Schwenk and Shrader's (1993) argument and to 

analyzee the moderating effect of environmental conditions on planning-success relationships. 

Twoo sets of results supported a contingency view of planning-success relationships, with 

environmentall  conditions being important moderators. A first set of analyses compared three 

differentt cultures- Ireland, West Germany, and East Germany. Results indicated that the 

relationshipp between planning and success is moderated by cultural conditions. In West 

Germanyy as well as in East Germany detailed planning was positively related to success. In 

Ireland,, detailed planning was negatively related to success. I interpreted these results against 
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thee background of differences in cultural values of uncertainty avoidance. Germany is a 

countryy with high levels in uncertainty avoidance while Ireland is the country with the lowest 

levelss in uncertainty avoidance in Europe (Hofstede, 1991). One way to reduce uncertainty is 

too plan well (Thurston, 1983). Therefore, Germany is a country in which people plan and in 

whichh planning is called for. Business owners who plan in Germany satisfy cultural 

expectationss and are, therefore, successful. In Ireland, planning has littl e fit  with people's 

expectations.. Planning has also disadvantages since it is an investment in terms of time and 

moneyy and since it carries the risk of inflexibility . For those reasons, planning might be even 

negativelyy related to success in a culture where planning does not meet people's expectations. 

AA second set of results was about planning-success relationships analyzing data from the 

longitudinall  study in Germany. In both waves environmental hostility and uncertainty (i.e. an 

unfavorablee environment) moderated the relationship between planning and success. 

Additionally,, there were significant contemporaneous moderator effects with detailed 

planningg predicting changes in success in unfavorable environments. It is interesting that the 

interactionn effects were consistently found in cross-sectional and in longitudinal analyses. 

Thus,, planning only helps in a particular (hostile, uncertain) environment. Possibly, planning 

iss important in such an environment because one anticipates decreasing demands and 

decreasingg profits, one makes better use of scarce resources and one explores alternatives to 

increasee business' maneuverability. The results on direct relationships between planning and 

successs pretty much reflect inconsistencies found in other studies. There was a positive 

relationshipp between detailed planning and success in wave one. However, planning was 

positivelyy and non-significantly correlated with success in wave two and there were no direct 

effectss of planning in longitudinal analyses. Thus, planning is sometimes helpful and 

sometimess not. It may be interesting to speculate whether sophisticated planning is 

particularlyy important for newly founded enterprises, for example to raise money and to 

attractt customers. 

Furtherr Considerations 

Onee limitation is that I did not measure "culture" directly. The interpretation is based on 

dataa from Hofstede (1991) who gathered the data more than 20 years ago. An inclusion of 

measuress of cultural values would have resulted in a much stronger interpretation. 

Ann additional comment must be made about the planning measures used in this study. 

Theree is already a vast body of research on planning. However, studies on small business 

planningg used different concepts of planning. There are two general approaches to planning. 
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Economicc approaches conceptualize planning as a business/ management activity. Thus, a 

writtenn business plan is to be prepared that consists sometimes of 50 pages and more. The 

psychologicall  approach defines planning as a characteristic of a person. This dissertation used 

bothh approaches. In one measure, business plans were evaluated and their quality was rated. 

Thiss measure is closely related to the economic approach of planning. A second measure of 

planningg asked business owners how they want to reach their yearly targets and the plans to 

reachh these targets was rated. This measure is more closely related to the psychological 

conceptt of planning. Results of this dissertation showed that the measure of business plans 

hadd more power to explain business success. In a further development to the study reported 

here,, Frese et al. (2000) developed a psychological typology of process characteristics in 

small-scalee enterprises in which they differentiated between complete planning, critical point 

strategy,, opportunistic strategy, reactive strategy, and habits. One result was that a reactive 

strategy,, which implies no planning at all, was negatively related to small business success. 

Thiss could be shown to be a causal process (van Gelderen & Frese, 1998) and was replicated 

inn four studies in Africa (three of them published in Frese 2000; Frese, Krauss, & Friedrich, 

2000).. These results indicate that a psychological approach on planning can indeed improve 

ourr knowledge on small-scale business success. 

Effectss of Human Resources Strategies 

Resultss of the dissertation indicated that human resource management positively affects 

small-scalee business success. Moreover, these effects were moderated by business owner's 

andd employee's human capital. 

Studiess on larger companies have shown that human resource management is an 

efficientt strategy related to company performance (Artur, 1994, Huselid, 1995; Youdt, Snell, 

Deann & Lepak, 1996; Welbourne and Andrews, 1996). Therefore, my study speaks for the 

generalizabilityy of the findings to small companies. With respect to small-scale enterprises 

however,, the literature on personnel issues is more conceptual than empirical/ data based 

(Hornsbyy & Kuratko, 1990). This is surprising because small firms are a unique source for 

studyingg human resource management for theoretical and practical reasons. Theoretically, 

smalll  firms show more variation in dependent and independent variables. The dominant 

researchh method in human resource management is sending questionnaires to human resource 

professionals;; therefore samples of firms were selected that have a human resource 

department.. In addition, samples of large enterprises limits variance in performance as well 

sincee these enterprises have survived their early years are, as a result, in a better position to 
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continuee survival (Welboume & Andrews, 1996). Practically, human resource management 

mightt be an efficient strategy especially in small-scale enterprises. In small enterprises, there 

iss typically low labor productivity combined with lower than average wages (Mulhern, 1995). 

Employeess have to work in various areas because task differentiation is low. At the same 

time,, improving company's effectiveness by rationalization is hardly possible due to a limited 

numberr of employees and limited financial resources. Consequently, improving employee's 

effectivenesss by an optimal utilization of their knowledge, skills and motivation is an 

importantt strategy for small-scale enterprises. 

Analysess on human resource management further indicated that the effect of human 

resourcess management on changes in business success was contingent on human capital of 

businesss owners and employees. Human capital of business owners is moderating the effect 

off  HRM on business success probably because better-educated owners are able to introduce 

neww ways of leading people and they are more receptive to ideas and initiatives of employees. 

Employees'' human capital is important because better-qualified employees can meaningfully 

contributee to decision making and learn firm specific skills more quickly. In summary, human 

resourcee management is a useful strategy in small-scale enterprises when there is high human 

capitall  in the firm. 

Additionall  comments need to be made concerning the human resource management 

measure.. In this study, the small business owner was asked about human resource strategies 

appliedd in his firm. Therefore one does not know whether business owner's intentions are 

reallyy translated into behaviors of personnel management. Possibly, future research about 

humann resource management should include employee measures. This may result in a more 

accuratee picture of personnel practices in small firms. 

Finall  remarks and conclusions 

Manyy shortcomings have already been mentioned. However, there are two limitations 

concerningg all analyses reported in this dissertation, which need to be discussed more in 

detail.. First, an important limitation is that analyses are based on owner-reported data rather 

thann on observation of behavior. Therefore, the results presented in this dissertation are 

somewhatt far from business owner's behavior and its causal relationship with business 

success.. A potential bias concerns business owners that may have intentionally or 

unintentionallyy provided inaccurate information. However, self-reported data also have 

advantagess because there is higher construct validity on subjective data compared to objective 

dataa (Smith, Gannon, & Sapienza, 1989). For example, it is difficult to observe business 
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owners'' goals and targets directly because they may be represented only internally. Therefore, 

anyy attempt to observe owners' goals must accept loose and incomplete definitions of the 

constructt of goals. On the other hand, self-reported data can provide accurate information on 

owners'' goals and targets, although these intentions may not always reach realization. 

However,, it is useful to study such intentions because intentions drive business owner's 

behaviorr (Birch, 1988). For those reasons subjective data was a useful source of information 

inn this dissertation. 

AA second limitation is that successful enterprises were over-represented in two ways. 

First,, enterprises were already existing at the time of wave one. Enterprises that failed prior to 

thatt time-point were not included in the study. Second, the longitudinal analyses included 

survivingg enterprises only. The reason behind this bias is simple; In 1997 - the second wave-

588 enterprises could not be identified again (experimental mortality 29%). They may have 

moved,, may have changed companies' name, or may have gone bankrupt. Since I did not 

knoww exactly about the whereabouts of these enterprises they were excluded from further 

analyses.. Consequently, business survival was not used as a dependent variable in this study. 

Sometimess one can assume that this bias makes it less likely to confirm the hypotheses 

proposed.. For example, given that business owners with low human capital have to close 

downn their company earlier than business owners with high human capital, business owners 

withh high human capital were over-represented as well. Since this results in reduced variance 

off  both dependent and independent variable correlation coefficients are reduced as well. 

Thus,, the results can be seen as a conservative representation of the human capital-success 

relationship. . 

AA strength of this dissertation is the longitudinal design, which allowed to hold prior 

levelss of success constant. This means that the predictors used can explain changes in 

businesss success. By using different times of measurement and different sources of 

informationn (interview and questionnaire) percept-percept problems were reduced. Thus, 

analysess presented in this dissertation reflect a conservative way of looking at relationships 

betweenn variables. 

Thee empirical results of this dissertation supported the assumptions of the Giessen-

Amsterdamm model of business owner's success (Figure 1). Goals and strategies are found to 

bee of central importance for business success. They represent the actions through which 

businesss success is accomplished. The right way of planning, HRM, action goals and action 

plans,, and growth orientation are leading to changes in success. But where do these goals and 

strategiess come from? Chapter 3 showed that achievement orientation leads to the use of 
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strategiess that are successful. Chapter 4 indicated that high human capital leads to more 

growthh orientation and to better action goals/ action plans. This result confirms recent 

empiricall  results of other studies. The relationship between owner's personality and success 

iss mediated by strategy (Baum, 1995, Frese, Kraus, & Friedrich, 2000). Similarly, the 

relationshipp between human capital (and/or competencies) and success was found to be 

mediatedd by strategies (Heron & Robinson, 1993b; Baum, 1995; Frese, Krauss & Friedrich, 

2000).. Based on these results one can conclude that characteristics of business owners relate 

too business success only through certain mediating processes. Thus, models of small-scale 

businesss owner's have to include mediator variables, which results in a much better 

predictionn of small-scale business success. 

Thee dissertation further highlights, that it is useful to study contingency theories in 

small-scalee enterprises (Sandberg & Hofer, 1987). Testing contingencies in large enterprises 

resultss in a high degree of error variance because different sub-units differ highly from each 

other.. Small-scale businesses are more coherent than large organizations and, therefore, 

contingencyy theories can be tested better. Results of empirical analyses indicated that 

environmentall  conditions moderate the effect of strategies on success. This is in accordance 

withh the Giessen-Amsterdam model and with empirical findings in the literature (Covin & 

Slevin,, 1989; Zahra, 1996). The dissertation indicated further that moderator effects appeared 

quitee consistently in every set of results presented. Important moderators identified were 

environmentall  conditions, cultural context, strategies, goals, and human capital. There were 

onlyy very few direct effects on business success. Thus, small business success is a complex 

phenomenonn and simple assumptions about direct relationships do not reflect business reality. 

However,, other moderator variables, which had not been studies in this dissertation are 

possiblyy important in predicting business success, such as for example motivation of business 

ownerss (Herron & Robinson, 1993a). It might be useful to develop a classification of 

moderatingg variables, which should be validated in further studies. I think, that the 

moderatorss identified in this dissertation can be fruitfull y used to develop such a 

classification. . 

Finally,, the dissertation highlighted the importance of using a longitudinal design, which 

iss seldom done in entrepreneurship research. Early efforts in entrepreneurship research had 

goodd reasons to use explorative case studies or cross-sectional studies to gain a first picture of 

thee field. However, developing a theory of small-scale business success requires to establish 

causall  linkages among variables (Low & McMillan, 1988). The analyses on business 

planningg presented in this dissertation provide a good example for the importance of using a 
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longitudinall  design (Rauch & Frese, 1988). Planning was related to success in wave one. 

However,, can we now conclude that planning has effects on small-scale business success? Of 

coursee not and results of longitudinal analyses indicated that there is no lagged effect of 

planningg on success. Results indicated that planning has contemporaneous effects on success 

inn uncertain and hostile environments. This means, that business owners are more successful 

whenn they plan more in uncertain and hostile environments, while in a non-hostile or certain 

environmentt those owners who plan less are more successful. On the other hand, it is possible 

thatt planning is more important for newly founded enterprises, for example to get government 

supportt of to raise money. To test this proposition empirically, one needs to collect first wave 

dataa already at the stage of business formation, because many business start-ups are likely to 

faill  very early. Thus, doing a longitudinal study requires to develop some hypotheses about 

thee correct time points. Live cycle theories may indicate good time points for a longitudinal 

study.. Dodge and Robbins (1992) for example tested a four-stage model that differentiated 

betweenn business formation, early growth, later growth, and stability. 

Thee dissertation provides practical implications for professionals in the field and 

businesss owners. First, business owner's characteristics are important, although not sufficient 

forr small-scale business success. This implies that selecting, supporting, and funding only 

potentiall  entrepreneurs with high achievement orientation and high human capital would be a 

badd practice. A bank may for example very well provide capital to a business owner with low 

humann capital, because he might be as successful as the highly educated business owner is. 

Theree are two important reasons justifying this argument. First, the effect of human capital is 

dependentt on the strategy used and on environmental conditions. Thus, the lowly educated 

businesss owner may very well be successful when using broad strategies and/or maneuver in 

favorablee environments. Second, the business owner can compensate a lack of human capital, 

forr example by setting high and specific goals and by introducing the right way of planning. 

AA long-term political intervention would imply to strengthen the education system, 

becausee human capital is important for small business success and therefore, for economic 

growth.. However, any attempt to increase potential business owner's characteristics is 

difficul tt to realize. Personality is relatively stable and it is expensive and time consuming to 

increasee human capital. Thus, both human capital and personality can not be easily changed 

inn the short term. However, characteristics of successful business owners affect goals and 

strategiess and they can be more easily changed and are, therefore, more useful intervention 

points.. Useful intervention points are goals, strategies, and actions because these can be used 

too compensate lacking achievement orientations or human capital. Start-up programs should 
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advisee potential business owners in business planing because planning helps to become 

successful.. However, at the same time owners must learn that planning is not always a useful 

approachh to business success because it helps only in certain situations. Therefore, owners 

mustt learn to scan environmental conditions adequately to apply planning accordingly. Other 

usefull  intervention points for training programs are growth goals, action goals/ action plans, 

andd personnel management. 

Obviously,, the set of analyses presented here can not answer all questions and can not 

deall  with the complexity of all issues of small business success. Entrepreneurship is an 

interestingg research area at an interface between business and psychology. However, much 

moree research is needed about the causal processes that lead to success. 
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Samenvatting g 

Ditt promotie-onderzoek is gestart met een tweeledige doelstelling. Ten eerste, het 

ontwikkelenn van een model om het succes van kleine zelfstandige ondernemers6 te bepalen, 

ditt op basis van de empirische onderzoeken die in de literatuur beschreven zijn. Ten tweede, 

hethet door middel van een longitudinale studie toetsen van de hypothesen die van dit model zijn 

afgeleid.. Deze studie diende te leiden tot de identificatie van de kernfactoren van succesvol 

kleinn zelfstandig ondernemerschap. 

Hett promotie-onderzoek is begonnen met een uitgebreid literatuuronderzoek dat 

bijdroegg aan de ontwikkeling van het Giessen-Amsterdam model van succesvol 

ondernemerschapp (zie figuur 1). Dit model heeft als uitgangspunt dat succesvol zelfstandig 

ondernemerschapp afhangt van doelen en de daarmee verbonden strategieën. Scherper 

geformuleerd,, zonder het stellen van doelen en volgen van strategieën valt succes niet te 

behalen.. Uit het model volgt dat de studie van succesvol ondernemerschap begint met deze 

variabelen.. Een paar kanttekeningen, uiteraard is het mogelijk dat doelen en strategieën in 

bepaaldee omstandigheden niet op hun plaats zijn. Anders gezegd, omgevingsfactoren zijn van 

invloedd op het effect van de doelen en strategieën op het ondernemerssucces. Verder gaat het 

modell  ervan uit dat er geen direct effect is van de persoonlijkheid van de eigenaar of het 

humann capital (kennis, vaardigheden, ervaring) op het succes van de onderneming, hoewel dit 

soortt relaties vaak is bestudeerd. De reden hiervoor is de aanname dat er geen succes is 

zonderr actie. En acties worden weer voornamelijk bepaald door doelen en strategieën. 

Kortom,, bij het effect van de persoonskenmerken van de ondernemer op het succes van de 

ondernemingg treden de doelen en strategieën als intermediërende variabelen op. 

Hett literatuuronderzoek kan worden samengevat in zes algemene conclusies. Ten 

eerstee is een interdisciplinaire benadering nodig bij de studie naar het succes van kleine 

ondernemerss omdat de afzonderlijke disciplines onvoldoende verklaring bieden. Ten tweede, 

persoonlijkheidskenmerkenn van kleine zelfstandigen, zoals need for achievement, internal 

locuss of control en risk-taking, hangen samen met het ontstaan en succes van 

ondernemerschap.. Nu is het onderzoek op dit gebied theoretisch en empirisch zwak te 

noemen.. Wat de theoretische kant betreft wordt de vooruitgang in de persoonlijkheidsleer 

grotendeelss genegeerd in het onderzoek naar ondernemerschap. Een voorbeeld hiervan is de 

matee waarin algemene en specifieke persoonlijkheidskenmerken doorwerken op het gedrag. 

Engels:: small-scale business owner. In Nederland te vergelijken met kleine zelfstandige (ondernemer). 
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Empirischh gezien is het probleem dat er weinig longitudinale studies zijn verricht, bovendien 

mett kleine aantallen respondenten. Kortom, er is behoefte aan betere studies waarin onder 

anderee zijn opgenomen: task domain analysis, moderators, mediators en proces issues. Ten 

derde,, menselijk kapitaal hangt samen met succesvol klein zelfstandig ondernemerschap maar 

dee in de literatuur gevonden samenhang is gering. Helaas houden de studies hiernaar 

nauwelijkss rekening met de mechanismen en contingenties die het effect van menselijk 

kapitaall  op ondernemerssucces beïnvloeden. Wanneer medierende en modererende variabelen 

inn het onderzoek zouden worden opgenomen zou een veel groter deel van het succes te 

verklarenn zijn vanuit het menselijk kapitaal. De vierde conclusie is dat doelen en strategieën 

vann groot belang zijn. Deze factoren zijn bepalend voor succesvol ondernemerschap en om 

diee reden behoort het empirisch onderzoek hiernaar te beginnen met deze variabelen. Helaas 

wordtt in de literatuur meestal geen onderscheid gemaakt tussen doelen en strategieën. Daarbij 

komtt dat de verschillende componenten van de strategieën niet goed worden vastgesteld. Het 

resultaatt hiervan is dat veel strategieën niet zijn bestudeerd. Ten vijfde, onderzoek naar 

ondernemerschapp moet zich meer richten op de interactionistische modellen die ervan uitgaan 

datt het effect van persoonlijkheid of strategie afhankelijk is van situationele condities 

(contingentie).. Succesvol ondernemerschap is een ingewikkeld fenomeen en directe relaties 

gevenn de werkelijkheid niet weer. De zwakke verbanden die in het algemeen in de literatuur 

gevondenn worden suggereren dat moderatoren moeten worden opgenomen bij het voorspellen 

vann succes. De laatste conclusie is dat het onderzoek naar ondernemerschap in het algemeen 

alss methodologisch zwak is te karakteriseren (weinig longitudinale studies, kleine 

steekproeven,, grote non-response e.d.). Er is meer maar vooral beter opgezet onderzoek nodig 

naarr ondernemerschap. 

Dee resultaten van de empirische studie, zoals gerapporteerd in hoofdstuk drie tot en 

mett zes, ondersteunen een aantal assumpties van het Giessen-Amsterdam model. Een deel 

vann de analyses heeft betrekking op de persoonlijkheid van de ondernemer, de planning en 

hett succes in drie verschillende culturen: Ierland, West-Duitsland en Oost-Duitsland 

(hoofdstukk 1). De resultaten laten zien dat in alle drie de culturen de prestatiegerichtheid 

(achievementt motivation) van de ondernemer positief gecorreleerd was met succes. Deze 

relatiee is indirect omdat business planning fungeert als intermediërende variabele tussen 

prestatiegerichtheidd en succes. In Oost en West-Duitsland leidde prestatiegerichtheid tot een 

meerr gedetailleerde planning wat weer leidt tot business succes. In Ierland ligt dit anders. 

Daarr leidde meer prestatiegerichtheid tot minder planning maar vervolgens weer wel tot meer 

succes.. In Ierland was planning dus een 'negative mediator' tussen prestatiegerichtheid en 
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succes.. Deze resultaten zijn te verklaren vanuit culturele verschillen in risicomijdend gedrag. 

Inn Duitsland is dit gedrag zeer sterk aanwezig, in Ierland is het risicomijdend gedrag zo 

ongeveerr het laagst van Europa. Een manier voor ondernemers om onzekerheid te vermijden 

iss het maken van een goede planning. Duitsland is een land waar goed wordt gepland en waar 

ookk een planning wordt verwacht. Ondernemers die plannen voldoen aan de norm in 

Duitslandd en zijn daarom succesvol. Daar staat tegenover dat in Ierland nauwelijks een 

planningg van een ondernemer wordt verwacht. Sterker nog, de Ieren zien eerder de nadelen 

vann planning omdat het een investering betekent in tijd en geld en daarnaast het risico van 

inflexibilitei tt met zich meedraagt. Om die redenen kan planning zelfs negatief samenhangen 

mett succes in een cultuur waar planning niet tot de verwachtingen behoort. 

Hoofdstukk vier geeft de relaties tussen planning en succes zoals gevonden in de 

longitudinalee studie. De resultaten wijzen op een positieve relatie tussen een goede 

beginplanningg en succes in de eerste meetperiode. Echter, een goede beginplanning is niet 

directt gerelateerd aan succes in de tweede periode. In beide perioden modereren ongunstige 

milieuss de relatie tussen planning en succes. Er zijn significante moderatoreffecten in die zin 

datt een gedetailleerde planning een voorspeller is van kansen op veranderingen in succes in 

ongunstigee milieus. Mogelijk is planning van belang in een voor ondernemers ongunstige 

omgevingg omdat men beter anticipeert op afnemende vraag/winst, men daarom beter gebruik 

maaktt van schaarse middelen en zich beter oriënteert op alternatieven voor het overleven van 

hethet bedrijf. In gunstige omgevingen is planning geen noodzaak en om die reden niet van 

invloedd op succes. Samenvattend, laten de resultaten in hoofdstuk drie en vier zien dat dit 

promotie-onderzoekk de contingency view op de relatie tussen planning en succes ondersteunt; 

hethet hangt van omgevingsfactoren af of planning zich uitbetaalt in ondernemerssucces. 

Dee resultaten van hoofdstuk vijf ondersteunen de human capital theory. Kennis, 

vaardighedenn en ervaring van de ondernemers bleken effect te hebben op het bedrijfssucces. 

Inn die zin zijn de resultaten van deze studie vergelijkbaar met andere studies naar menselijk 

kapitaall  binnen kleine ondernemingen. Maar in deze studies werd zelden rekening gehouden 

mett de relaties waardoor het effect van menselijk kapitaal op succes tot stand komt. Dit 

promotie-onderzoekk probeert hiervoor een verklaring te geven. Uit de resultaten blijkt dat de 

effectenn van menselijk kapitaal op het succes van de ondernemingen niet direct waren maar 

verliepenn via intermedierende en/of modererende variabelen. Doelen en plannen bleken 

intermedierendee variabelen bij het effect van menselijk kapitaal op succes. Met andere 

woorden,, meer menselijk kapitaal leidde tot betere doelafbakening en planformulering 

waardoorr meer ondernemerssucces werd bereikt. De resultaten lieten verder zien dat veel 
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menselijkk kapitaal vooral van belang is in ongunstige milieus, wanneer het gaat om focused 

strategyy en growth orientation. Menselijk kapitaal verbetert het functioneren in ongunstige 

milieus,, waarschijnlijk omdat het helpt om te gaan met externe dreigingen. Daarnaast is het 

nodigg bij het toepassen van een focused strategy omdat kennis en ervaring nodig zijn om het 

juistee marktsegment te identificeren of een specifieke groep klanten te selecteren. Growth 

orientationn modereert het effect van menselijk kapitaal op ondernemerssucces omdat kennis 

vereistt is voor het bepalen van de juiste groeistrategie om de gestelde groeiverwachting te 

bereiken.. Geconcludeerd kan worden dat menselijk kapitaal belangrijk is maar niet de enige 

voorwaardee voor succes. Het effect ervan hangt namelijk af van modererende en medierende 

factoren. . 

Inn hoofdstuk zes wordt ingegaan op het effect van human resource management 

(HRM)) op het succes van kleine zelfstandigen. HRM probeert ervoor te zorgen dat het totaal 

aann kennis, vaardigheden en ervaring van de medewerkers ten goede komt aan het bedrijf. 

HRMM heeft bewezen effectief te zijn in grote bedrijven. Bij deze studie gaat het om de 

werkingg ervan bij kleine ondernemingen. Voor de goede orde is bij dit onderzoek ervan 

uitgegaann dat de volgende elementen vallen onder HRM: betrokkenheid bij beslissingen, 

training/development,, het aanmoedigen van initiatief en doelcommunicatie. In deze studie 

hadd HRM een positief effect op veranderingen in het succes van kleine ondernemingen. Deze 

effectenn waren indirect, waarbij het menselijk kapitaal van de eigenaar of van de 

medewerkerss als moderator optrad. Het menselijk kapitaal van de eigenaar modereerde, 

vermoedelijkk omdat hoger opgeleide ondernemers in staat zijn om moderne vormen van 

leiderschapp uit te voeren. Daarbij komt dat ze meer openstaan voor ideeën en initiatieven van 

hun.medewerkers.. De modererende werking van het menselijk kapitaal van de medewerkers 

bestaatt hieruit dat beter gekwalificeerde medewerkers een betere bijdrage leveren aan het 

beslissingsproces.. Daarnaast leren zij bedrijfsspecifieke vaardigheden sneller aan. 

Samenvattend,, menselijk kapitaal en human resource management zijn belangrijke factoren 

wanneerr het gaat om het succes van kleine ondernemingen. 

Thee resultaten van dit promotie-onderzoek ondersteunen het Giessen-Amsterdam 

modell  van ondernemerssucces (figuur 1.1). Doelen en strategieën speelden een centrale rol 

bijj  de totstandkoming van het succes van kleine zelfstandige ondernemers. Doelen en 

strategieënn leidden tot acties waardoor de onderneming uiteindelijk succesvol werd. De juiste 

manierr van planning, HRM, groeioriëntatie, actiedoelen en -plannen leidden tot 

veranderingenn in het succes. Waar komen deze doelen en strategieën vandaan? Hoofdstuk 

driee laat zien dat prestatiegerichtheid zorgt voor het gebruik van succesvolle strategieën. Uit 
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hoofdstukk vier blijkt dat menselijk kapitaal een positieve invloed heeft op groeiorièntatie en 

actiedoelen/actieplannen.. Dus, de persoonlijke eigenschappen van de ondernemer hangen 

doorr intermediërende processen samen met het bedrij fssucces. Ondersteuning voor het 

Giessen-Amsterdamm model is ook gevonden in het wisselende succes van strategieën in 

verschillendee omgevingen. Dit betekent dat omgevingsfactoren modereren tussen doelen, 

strategieënn en succes. 

Inn hoofdstuk zeven wordt ingegaan op de theoretische en praktische implicaties van 

dezee studie. Wat de theoretische kant betreft laat deze dissertatie het belang zien van het 

opnemenn van modererende en medierende variabelen bij onderzoek naar het succes van 

kleinee ondernemingen. Hierdoor wordt een veel betere voorspelling bereikt van het 

ondernemerssucces.. Modererende variabelen zijn omgevingsfactoren, culturele context, 

strategischee processen en inhoudsvariabelen, doelen en menselijk kapitaal. Deze 

contingentiess bleken consistent in de verschillende datasets. Daarnaast laat de studie de 

noodzaakk zien van longitudinale designs. Hoewel deze zelden worden toegepast bij 

onderzoekk naar ondernemerschap zijn ze noodzakelijk om causale verbanden tussen 

variabelenn aan te tonen. Wat de praktische consequenties betreft is het duidelijk dat het 

veranderenn van de persoonskenmerken van een ondernemer niet meevalt. De persoonlijkheid 

iss relatief stabiel en het vergroten van het menselijk kapitaal is een tijdsintensieve bezigheid. 

Hett is echter mogelijk om tekortkomingen in deze eigenschappen te compenseren aangezien 

dee persoonskenmerken van een ondernemer van invloed zijn op zijn/haar doelen, plannen en 

strategieën.. Deze doelen, plannen en strategieën zijn eenvoudiger te veranderen dan de 

persoonlijkheidd en vormen daarom goede interventiepunten. 
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